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"Determinism is the thesis that is true at every moment that 

the way things then are determines a unique future, that 

only one of the alternative futures that may exist relative to 

a given moment is a physically possible continuation of the 

state of things at the moment. Or, if you like, we may say 

that determinism is the thesis that only one continuation of 

the state of things at a given moment is consistent with the 

laws of nature." 

 

 ~ Peter van Inwagen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

* * * * * * * * * * 

THE REAVEN 

 

Deep into that darkness peering, 

Long I stood there, wondering, fearing, 

Doubting, dreaming dreams no mortals 

Ever dared to dream before; 

But the silence was unbroken, 

And the stillness gave no token, 

And the only word there spoken 

Was the whispered word, "Lenore!" 

This I whispered, and an echo 

Murmured back the word, "Lenore!" 

Merely this, and nothing more. 

 

….. Edgar Allen Poe 

 

* * * * * * * * * * 
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ABSTRACT 

 
In recent years, incredible development in medical science has resulted in an increase in average life 

expectancy (except for the Covid19 pandemic period) and there is a demographic change in the ratio of the 

number of elderly people to those of working people in society. Due to this propensity, new challenges have 

been introduced from a social and economic standpoint in society, in providing a self-sufficient living for 

older age people. AAL technology provides a platform of solutions to such problems as monitoring human 

activities, fall detection, human movement detection, and many other problems related to assisted living. 

Development of sensor(s) based, signal processing aided, low-cost ambient assisted living tools (AAL), 

essentially for assisting elderly people, home automation, and remote monitoring purposes, has become an 

important research domain. Hence, designing a sensor-based device that can offer many state-of-the-art 

functionalities in the AAL environment has become a critical challenge. There are many different kinds of 

sensors for such applications, those are PIR sensors, Vibration sensors, wearable accelerometer sensors, etc. 

The present research work aims to develop a low-cost, sophisticated hardware-software system that can solve 

several challenges associated with the AAL environment. 

  The first part of this research work is concerned with developing a framework for activity recognition 

of motion primitives based on a sparse representation of signals which utilizes a sparse combination of atoms 

from an over-complete dictionary. This research work intends to investigate the suitability of applying 

dictionary learning algorithms like K-SVD, which is usually used to construct an over-complete dictionary, 

for the effective progress of the ADL monitoring system. This work proposes to formulate the classification 

approach by using SRC classifiers, based on the dictionaries learned using the K-SVD algorithm. The 

proposed approach is validated on the publicly available dataset of wrist-worn accelerometer sensors for 

activity recognition in the context of activities of daily living (ADL). Moreover, the experimental study 



 
 

ii  

demonstrated how a sparse representation-based approach can be advantageously applied to one of the most 

challenging problems in AAL, namely, human behavior recognition. Here, it has also been established that 

the sparse representation-based approach can be efficiently applied for both bi-class and multi-class behavior 

classification/segregation purposes. Additionally, this research work has shown how a suitable choice of 

initial dictionary size may have a significant impact on the identification accuracy of the algorithm. In this 

research work, a new concept of hybrid dictionary learning has also been introduced. Different kinds of 

greedy and relaxation algorithms are used as candidates both in the dictionary learning stage and in the 

classification stage for finding out the best solution for sparse representation. Performance analysis 

demonstrates that the proposed hybrid approach i.e., a hybrid iterative-reweighed-least-squares based K-

SVD (IRLS-K-SVD) dictionary learning algorithm yields satisfactory results among all the other candidate 

algorithms of the greedy family and relaxation family to find out the best sparse representation of a signal. 

As part of this research study, the performance study of human behavior recognition problems is presented 

using 1 sl l− based K-SVD dictionary learning algorithm i.e., 1 sl l− has been utilized as a viable candidate for 

solving the stage of sparse representation in conventional K-SVD and the effectiveness of a collaborative 

representation-based classifier (CRC) has also been investigated for classification.  

 The second stage of this research work deals with one of the most important research problems i.e., 

human movement detection within the smart home environment. The work is involved in developing a 

sophisticated, low-cost, integrated hardware-software combined intelligent system for human movement 

detection problems. The solution employs a four PIR sensor-based hardware system coupled with a novel 

dictionary learning algorithm. In this context, the work first successfully implements the recently proposed 

multiple-cluster pursuit (MCP) algorithm-based dictionary learning algorithm for this human movement 

detection problem and then proposes a new variant of the MCP algorithm, called the modified MCP 

(MMCP) algorithm, for this purpose. Extensive real-life performance evaluations have been performed to 

demonstrate the suitability of MCP and the modified MCP algorithms for the problem under consideration. 

However, still, there is a scope for improvement in performance accuracy as it is a real-time system. Keeping 
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this fact in mind, the research work then shows how a novel solution using regularization concept based K-

SVD dictionary learning (DL) can be proposed for passive infrared (PIR) sensor-based ambient assisted 

living (AAL) technologies. In this thesis work, the AAL system focuses on detecting any human movement 

in specific directions in an unmanned environment. The regularization concept punishes solutions with large 

values of sparse representation coefficients and this work has successfully implemented regularized K-SVD 

(RK-SVD) and regularized approximated K-SVD (RAK-SVD) algorithms for low-cost hardware-software 

based intelligent AAL system, indigenously developed in the laboratory. This work also proposes modified 

versions of both algorithms (named MRK-SVD and MRAK-SVD algorithms) where novel methods of 

adapting the regularization parameter have been introduced. Extensive experimentations established that 

these approaches could significantly improve upon performances of DL based state-of-the-art approaches 

known, e.g., using multiple cluster pursuit (MCP) approaches, with MRAK-SVD algorithm emerging as the 

best alternative. 

 In the final phase of the thesis, the research work is involved to develop an intelligent surveillance tool 

for intruder detection problems. Identifying intruder (s) among the people who have access to a secured 

environment is crucial to achieving a flawless surveillance system in residential and office environments 

within the AAL environment. This present work shows how a novel dictionary learning (DL) algorithm-

based approach can be combined with this indigenously developed hardware modules to design an intruder 

detection system. A novel DL approach is proposed combining the concepts of label consistency with a 

modified consistent adaptive sequential dictionary learning approach, named here as label consistency based 

modified consistent adaptive sequential dictionary learning (LC-MCAS-DL) algorithm. The conventional 

objective function in DL has been reformulated here by introducing the label consistency (LC) constraints 

along with reconstruction and classification errors. Then, the solution to this objective function is obtained 

by using a modified version of the consistent adaptive sequential DL algorithm (MCAS-DL). Extensive 

experiments have been performed to establish the suitability of this proposed approach for the problem under 

consideration.  
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 The result obtained in different stages of this research work ensures that the idea of introducing a 

dictionary learning-based approach has become effective for monitoring ADL activities and it may also 

confirm that this dictionary learning-based low-cost sensor-based indigenously developed system can offer 

different facilities in the smart home environment. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction  
 _________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

ver the past decade, Smart Home Technology has evolved from an academic research interest to a 

commercial industry. Initially, Smart Home Technology was used mainly for security and 

surveillance purposes, the entertainment field, etc. With the recent growth in different technologies including 

the Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI), and computing methods, researchers intend to 

concentrate more on research and development to address with the most crucial challenges such as assisting 

aging people, home automation, fall detection, remote monitoring, surveillance in residential or office 

environment and so on. The fundamental principle behind developing technology or ideas like Ambient 

Assisted Living (AAL) very often depends on an "activity" performed by a user. AAL is the term used to 

describe technologies that can enable assisted living using ambient intelligence [1]. One of the important 

problems within the genre of developing AAL technologies is monitoring Activities of Daily Living (ADL) 

i.e., developing technologies than can assist people in different activities that they perform in their day-to-

day life. As manual identification of ADL problems is almost impossible in real life, this necessitates the 

development of sensor-based systems for the automatic acquisition and classification of ADL data [2]. Thus, 

in this context, it is pertinent to develop ambient intelligence-based AAL tools, especially for smart homes 

that can help elderly people to live self- sufficiently in their place and also in other indoor environments, e.g., 

in office places or in industries, where it is needed to implement safe zone or zones with restricted access. 

Worldwide, with passage of time, more and more research efforts are being directed at solving these 

problems. The present study makes a contribution to this emerging field of AAL technology by developing  

O 
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sensor-based Ambient Assisted Living System Solutions utilizing Dictionary Learning (DL)-based 

approaches, a state-of-the-art genre from the domain of signal processing. Within the purview of this thesis, 

several DL based state-of-the-art signal processing algorithms have been developed that can be suitably 

employed in conjunction with different sensor based real systems and these systems can be implemented in 

real life to solve a variety of ADL and AAL problems. The system solutions developed can be suitably used 

for activity recognition or behaviour recognition problems in smart homes, for enabling independent and safe 

living of elderly people in smart homes and also for intruder detection problems in smart homes or offices 

having restricted access areas.  

 This introductory Chapter of the thesis presents a brief overview of the sensor-based activity 

monitoring module and different kinds of AAL problems within the smart home environment. This is 

followed by a comprehensive review of the relevant literature, based on which different relevant research 

ideas can been identified. This has led to the motivation of this present research work, and following this, the 

objectives and the contributions of this research work are described. Finally, the outline of the rest of the 

thesis has been described. 

 

1.1. Monitoring Activities of daily living in 
Smart Home: An Overview 

 

Monitoring of Activities of Daily Living (ADL) is one of the key aspects of AAL. This becomes 

an interesting research idea in the modern world where continuous monitoring of various ADL events 

and their automatic classification is a big challenge. Four different categories of monitoring activities 

have recently received significant attention in the AAL context, such as Human Behavior Monitoring, 

Human Activity Recognition, Identification of Human Movement Direction, and Intruder Detection 

Problem [1], [2]. Recent accomplishments in the AAL domain have successfully shown how monitoring 
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devices can be developed by using different sensor technologies for recognizing different AAL activities 

[2]. In connection with the human behavior recognition problem, in [1], Debes et al. dealt with the 

automatic classification of different ADL problems which has become a crucial challenge in the AAL 

environment to assist elderly people living in their community and to help them if the need arises.  

Similarly, in the context of activity recognition, several contemporary research works have 

concentrated in developing sensor-based AAL devices that can find solutions for various monitoring 

problems in specific AAL environments. In [3], the fall detection problem has been identified as one of 

the most challenging ADL activities for assisted living purposes. In this regard, Yazar et al. developed a 

smartphone-based AAL detection tool for recognizing different kinds of falls using an advanced 

classification paradigm. In the work reported in [4], Andò et al. introduced RESIMA, a new, multi-sensor-

based assistive system that can assist people suffering from disabilities when they undertake mobility 

tasks in an indoor environment. Recent growth in the application of the Internet of Things (IoT) along 

with sensor technology has also resulted in several developments of smart surveillance systems in a  

 

Fig. 1. 1. Some basic requirements in an AAL 

system 
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restricted environment which has become another prominent genre of ADL problems within the AAL 

domain. In [5], another interesting problem of monitoring activity has been addressed and, in this context, 

Hao et al. developed a wireless sensor -based module that can find solution for human tracking problems 

by detecting the angular displacement of thermal targets. 

The monitoring of ADL raises a number of technical and nontechnical concerns that must be 

addressed in developing AAL devices for assisting living [1], [2]. The technical aspect of any assisted 

living tool will require the wise selection of the sensors and intelligent configuration of the sensor module 

and a reasonable choice of the signal processing aided machine learning algorithms, which are crucial for 

the automatic classification of ADL activities. In this regard, there are several challenges in developing 

an intelligent sensor-based AAL tool. Fig. 1.1 depicts some of the crucial challenges of real-life ADL 

monitoring systems. 

 Next, an overview of the sensor technologies and machine learning-based algorithms used in 

AAL environments are presented. 

 

1.1.1. Importance of Sensor Technology in 
Assisted Living  

 

The performance of any AAL device depends upon the data acquired using different kinds of 

sensors in the AL environment. Hence sensors form a key component in any such experimental set 

up. As reported in past research efforts, different types of sensors have been used in various 

experiments for ADL classification which led to different configurations and performances of the 

overall system. The effectiveness of sensors varies significantly based on the type of activity to be 

recognized. Two different categories of sensors are commonly used for this purpose, e.g., wearable 

sensors and non-wearable sensors. The current developments in sensor technology and ever-reducing 
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sensor costs have encouraged researchers to place various sensors in various combinations to solve 

different ADL problems, including static setups as well as wearable sensors. Typically, wearable 

sensors like three-axis accelerometers, gyroscopes, magnetometers, etc., are attached to a person’s 

skin or their clothes, for measuring some basic functions of an individual in daily living, e.g., position, 

heart rate, body temperature, blood pressure, motion characteristics, etc. Static sensors i.e., contact-

free sensors are commonly installed in a fixed location(s) of a house or a room for detecting the 

presence of an individual or some movement. Contact-free sensors are mostly used to detect the 

functional status of any object, room temperature, etc. Wearable sensors offer higher positional 

accuracy and also can specify different basic health functions along with the motions of an individual 

within the AAL environment. A wearable sensor requires direct interaction from the user as well as 

the user should be aware of the charging of the device regularly. In contrast to this, contact-free 

sensors do not demand any kind of interaction from the user in a real-life environment. To cite an 

example, in [6], Bruno et al. dealt with human behavior recognition problems based on a wrist-

mounted tri-axial accelerometer sensor. Using this wearable sensor, different types of motion 

primitives of an individual have been acquired, and each motion primitive has been referred to any 

one of the ADL problems. On the other hand, another class of sensory arrangement was considered 

by Wang et al. in [7]. They solved their daily activity and daily routine recognition problem at hand 

based on a hybrid sensory system where contact-free Passive Infrared (PIR) sensors were used to 

identify the location of an inhabitant in a room and wearable accelerometer sensors were used to 

observe different kinds of motion primitives of user's daily routine. 
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1.1.1.1  Wearable Sensor based Approaches 
 

Accelerometer sensors have been utilized commonly for human behavior recognition [6], 

action recognition, human posture recognition, and fall detection [7] [8] among all generally 

accessible wearable sensors. In order to identify daily activities more precisely, accelerometer 

sensors are frequently employed in conjunction with contact-free ambient sensors [9]. Magnetic 

wristbands, multifunctional watches, magnetic sensors, and other hand-worn sensors are also being 

examined for several activity identification applications. A body-worn sensor device that 

incorporates accelerometer sensors, gyroscopes, and magnetometers, has been used in [10] to 

monitor the continuous movement of neurological patients and provide assistance in living 

independently by identifying their movement patterns. In [11], Choudhury et al. proposed a 

physique-based human activity recognition problem where raw sensor data have been acquired by 

using an accelerometer and gyroscope sensor module of the smartphone. It should also be noted 

that watches are often equipped with accelerometers to recognize arm and hand gestures [12].  

 

Fig. 1. 2.  Different types of wearable sensors used for classifying ADL 

 

 

Fig. 1.1.   Different types of wearable sensors used for classifying ADL 
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In the context of wearable sensor-based approaches for ADL recognition, RFID tags are widely 

used to detect ADL activities. In [13], Paolini et al. presented how a 2.45 GHz Radio Frequency 

Identification (RFID) reader was used to perform 3D tracking of various tagged items in an 

electromagnetic environment, regardless of stationary or moving  

conditions. Moreover, a broad range of sensors can be designed to detect vital parameters including 

blood pressure, pulse rate, body temperature, humidity, and glucose level. In [14], Triantafyllidis et 

al. introduced how such vital health statistics can be monitored and ADL classification tasks can be 

performed and also presented the design of a pervasive health system that enables self-management 

of patients during their daily activities. 

All wearable sensors have the ability to collect detailed information about people's everyday 

activities and fingerprints, which poses serious privacy concerns. It is evident that sensors which 

provide detailed information about a person are not always respecting that person's privacy. Video 

cameras, for example, are not authorized in most rooms as they expose almost all human behaviour 

in their field of view. Magnet switches, on the other hand, may be installed in any room without 

significantly intruding on privacy, but they do not supply any thorough information on a person's 

activities. Multiple low-informative sensors (e.g., magnetic switches) can be deployed to enrich this 

information, allowing the user to get a deeper and complete understanding of their activity. Different 

types of wearable sensor based applications have been summarized in Fig. 1.2. 

 

1.1.1.2  Non-Wearable Sensor Based 

Approach 
 

Recently different types of non-wearable sensors have been used for ADL classification. A 

summary of conventionally used nonwearable sensors is presented in Fig. 1.3. Recent research reveals 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/author/37680262300
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that infrared sensors are commonly used as non-wearable sensors for identifying a broad range of ADL 

activities. Passive infrared (PIR) sensor is one of the most commonly used non-wearable sensors due 

to its low cost, which can be used for developing AAL systems in a wide range for ADL monitoring. 

Different configurations of PIR sensors have been employed for finding the solution to any ADL 

problem as per the function requirement. In [3], PIR sensors were paired with a vibration sensor to 

build an AAL tool that detected a human fall within a room by detecting an inhabitant's movement. 

 

 

Fig. 1. 3.  Different types of non-wearable sensors used for classifying different 

ADLs 
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In [15], Fleury et al. presented a health smart home that included infrared sensors for location 

identification, door contact sensors, temperature and hygrometry sensors in the bathroom (to control 

the use of some facilities), microphone (for sound classification and speech recognition). This system 

also included some wearable sensors like kinematic sensor that can provide information on postural 

transition and the authors could establish how this health smart home comprising varieties of wearable 

and non-wearable sensors can be used to recognize activities of any subject during daily living. In 

[16], Xiong et al. presented a PIR sensor based identification module that was developed based on 

multiple passive infrared sensors, which can be used for human identification by collecting thermal 

infrared features from multiple parts of a human target. In [17], another genre of ADL problems has 

been addressed where an intruder localization and tracking module was developed to estimate the 

range of intruders and to track their trajectory by utilizing the strength of heat flux of signals by PIR 

sensors. The work in [18] introduced a PIR sensor based typical security system to identify any 

movement in the monitoring field and also the intensity of movement that is another very important 

ADL problem. In [19], Gopinathan et al. introduced a motion tracking system based on PIR sensors 

and that motion tracking system was developed using coded apertures as location structures with the 

capability of identifying source motion in one of the 15 cells in an area covering 1.6 m × 1.6 m using 

four pyroelectric detectors in each cell. In [20], a low-cost PIR sensor-based motion tracking 

environment was developed to modify the detection range using a fresnel lens. Different 

configurations of sensor modules have also been discussed and implemented for such types of motion 

detection and tracking by Shankar et al. In [5], Hao et al. developed a wireless pyroelectric sensor-

based system. The developed prototype was composed of three modules, i.e., sensing and 

synchronization, error rejection, and data fusion model and it could identify any angular displacement 

due to the movement of a thermal target. In [21], another distributed pyroelectric sensor-based system 

was proposed based on body heat radiation which has been used to solve human tracking problems 

as well as multiple human identification problems. In [22], a wireless network-based feature 
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extraction technique with PIR sensors was introduced for human tracking problems. The work in [23] 

introduced a movement tracking system using PIR sensor employing modified lens and machine 

learning based classifier for identifying human movement in a hallway. In [24], Jin et al. proposed a 

target detection and classification system based on data collected from PIR sensors and seismic 

sensors.  

In some research [25], the functionality of a wireless acoustic sensor network has been 

successfully established that can extract information from both audio and ultrasound frequency range. 

Ultrasound sensors are usually combined with other sensors for monitoring ADL activities. 

Photoelectric sensors are devices that detect light and send out a signal whenever the light intensity 

reaches a certain level. It is not widely used; however, some projects have used it as a presence 

detection sensor [26], [27]. 

To identify human movements and/or general activities, a camera is placed in a precise 

location within a home in video-based systems. In natural conditions, noise and nonconstant lighting 

prevent this type of sensor from performing as well as it does in laboratory conditions. Furthermore, 

a video camera-based technique is regarded as substantially violating privacy. A low-resolution 

thermal sensor has recently been recommended as an alternative to a conventional video camera to 

solve security concerns [28], [29]. 

In certain study [30], vibration sensors are generally employed to detect a person falling. 

Vibration sensors may be employed for other purposes besides fall detection, such as sensing contact 

with other objects, indoor plumbing, and monitoring flow of water [31], [32], or [33]. Similarly, 

pressure sensors are used in certain works to detect the presence of an individual, footsteps, and falls. 

These sensors are often installed using smart tiles and floor mats [34]. Sometimes pressure sensors 

can also be installed in furniture for obtaining information of usage during activities. 
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Doors and cabinets are frequently monitored using magnetic switches to determine if they 

have been opened or closed. These sensors may also record when people enter a certain room and 

open cabinets, refrigerators, or garbage cans. Details of the application of magnetic switches can be 

found in [9], [35]. 

In-house sound detection and sound type distinction are often accomplished with the aid of 

audio sensors. By grouping ambient noises into categories like speech, phone ringing, dish clanging, 

and TV/radio, the installation of microphones in [15], [36] enabled us to identify events like  talking, 

a door closing, a person walking, a phone ringing, an object falling, and TV use. 

The detection of ADLs typically involves the use of a Wattmeter and other sensors that 

determine the amount of electrical energy consumed by lights and household appliances. This is now 

regarded as one of the key indicators of a subject's well-being. Electrical activity was recorded using 

the amount of electricity used by various appliances and room lights in [37], and it was then 

appropriately transformed into the likelihood of a specific ADL. 

 

1.1.1.3 Pros and cons of wearable and non-

wearable sensors and factors for sensor 

selection 
 

By using wearable rings, bracelets, smartwatches, and mobile phones as sensors, technology 

has made it possible to monitor a wide range of functional metrics connected to health and activities, 

even at a minimal cost. There is a possibility that older people will not feel comfortable with these 

sensors since they need to be worn. Sensing devices that are less obtrusive can be included into 

intelligent clothing, and they can be combined with antennas to identify individuals. A number of 

more sophisticated sensors for monitoring vital signs are currently in the experimental stages, and 
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even if they have proven beneficial in experimental tests, they still need miniaturization to be accepted 

as wearable devices [1]. It has been demonstrated that non-invasive optical or microwave sensors can 

detect activity and monitor vital signs more reliably. Installation may require infrastructural changes 

for such kind of sensors and they need to be placed properly in the environment. Smart devices or 

sensors in furniture can be used to keep track of daily activities and interactions with objects. 

Furthermore, some of the proposed solutions can be further enhanced and successfully implemented 

with the addition of IoT enabled sensors to already existing furniture, while others require smart 

objects to replace existing ones. Among the factors affecting sensors are their costs, intrusiveness, 

users' acceptability, the level of intervention required in the environment, privacy concerns associated 

with each sensor, and so on. Due to their widespread use and huge potential, these sensors are bound 

to become ubiquitous in near future. In addition to wearing sensors, non-wearable sensors, even those 

requiring structural modifications, will also be included into new structures, making homes and 

furnishings smarter. 

With a view to consider all these factors for designing a sensor-based ADL system, among 

the various types of sensors, it has been found in Section 1.1.1.2 and 1.1.1.1 that PIR sensors are 

widely acceptable and in use for developing responsive environments due to their low cost, infrared 

light recognizing capability and ability to offer privacy secured platforms. The utility of PIR sensors 

has been reported in several research environments e.g., surveillance system [38], smart building [39] 

etc. The performance of PIR sensors relies not only on the direction of individual motion, but also on 

several other factors like the distance of the body from the sensor, its velocity and the presence of 

other individuals in the tracking location. The objectives in solving such PIR sensor-based human 

localization problems can be e.g., to identify the location of an elderly person in an otherwise 

unmonitored environment, whether he/she has entered in a potentially hazardous location, whether 

there is some intruder in a location inside home which is undesired and so on. Several relevant surveys 
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[18]-[24] have shown the usefulness of PIR sensors because of low cost, high precision, and 

associated secrecy and hence resulted in useful applications. 

 

1.1.2  Sensor Based ADL Monitoring Setups 
 

As was previously stated, one of the main objectives of AAL is to evaluate and aid in the self-

maintenance of older individuals who live at home. Many ambient intelligence research concentrates 

on the automated detection of such behaviours in order to identify any changes in the pattern of ADL 

activities including eating, cooking, and bathing. Using a smart home as an experimental setup or 

some automated system facilities augmenting a traditional home or indoor environment, human 

activity data can be collected. An intelligent home can be formally described as an environment where 

technology has been incorporated to enhance the comfort or security of its residents [40]. Smart 

homes are generally equipped with a variety of sensors that can monitor the behavior of people living 

inside or can detect any abnormality in the ambient condition in a continuous manner. This 

necessitates the development of sensor-based systems for the automatic acquisition and classification 

of ADL data. Thus, it is pertinent to develop ambient intelligence-based AL tools, especially for smart 

homes that can help elderly people to live independently in their homes and more and more research 

efforts, all over the world, are presently directed to solve these problems. In accordance with the focus 

of the study, the experimental scenario and, consequently, the requirements for the smart home 

environment vary. A smart home can be a real house with sensors added to it, or it can be a laboratory 

where a smart home is being developed and temporary occupants can remain for a short or long time 

[1] [2]. In addition, some studies investigate patterns of normal behavior, while others use predefined 

scenarios to evaluate activity recognition algorithms. As a final note, the sensor types that are installed 

can also depend on the purpose to be served, for example, whether it is to improve energy efficiency 

or ensure privacy. 
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In [41], Rashidi et al. introduced the Center for Advanced Studies in Adaptive Systems (CASAS) 

Smart Home to investigate the use of machine-learning techniques for human activity recognition 

purposes. Lin Wu et al. introduced a nonparametric approach for activity recognition based on 

heterogeneous data in a smart home [42]. Fleury et al. proposed a health status smart home that can 

monitor activities of daily living and be used to detect loss of autonomy as early as possible. This 

health status home is equipped with different kinds of wearable and non-wearable sensors to acquire 

different human behavior related signals and SVM-based classification was used [15].  

Over the last fifteen years or so, the phenomenal growth in ambient AAL technologies, has 

resulted in the development of several advanced sensor-based intelligent systems for the AAL 

environment [1], [43], e.g., human tracking [5], [21], [44], activity recognition [1], [45], fault 

detection [3], and assessment of wellness [1]. In [43], Monekosso et al. addressed AAL research, and 

the study states that among many topics under investigation in the AAL community, human activity 

recognition and behavior understanding is one of the most important topics which aim to detect and 

recognize actions, activities, and any abnormal situations, within the restricted environment. 

Using pyroelectric sensors, Hao et al. [5] developed a wireless set up that can be used as human 

tracking system consisting of sensing modules (slaves), synchronization modules (masters), and data 

fusion modules (hosts) and also, presented a wireless distributed pyroelectric sensor system for 

tracking and identifying multiple people based on their body heat radiation [21]. As described in [44], 

will et al. introduced a millimeter-wave radar in the 24-GHz ISM band that can detect, track, and 

classify human targets. In this work, various algorithms for human detection and tracking were 

analysed and combined to create a new microcontroller signal processing routine that is compact and 

low-power. 

Taking into account the two types of sensors described in Section 1.1.1 i.e. wearable and 

nonwearable, experimental approaches can be distinguished into locally installed and ambient 
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approaches. A local approach is often tested for a short period of time in a laboratory setting based 

on predefined scenarios, with the aim of correctly identifying specific activities. The low cost and low 

power of these sensors make them ideal for installation. There are several types of sensors under these 

categories, such as accelerometers [7], [9],[10] which are used on human bodies and on objects, 

RFIDs [12] which are also used on bodies and objects, and door contact sensors. In contrast to this, 

in ambient approach, wearable sensors allow experiments outside a home to take place, but most are 

used in indoors, and in laboratories. Low-cost and low-power sensors allow the installation to run 

uninterrupted for a long period of time. Due to their simplicity, these relatively simple sensors, 

however, require a wide coverage, which makes their initial setup more complex. In real-life settings, 

ambient approaches are generally applied in longer-term experiments, either in smart homes (for days 

or weeks, for instance, [41]) or in apartments (e.g., [46]). In a study at the University of Missouri, 

ranz et al. [46] explored the impact of registered nurse care coordination and technology on the ability 

of aged older adults. Clinical outcomes have been improved through the combination of technology 

and care coordination. In [46], the authors summarized the research on TigerPlace, a Missouri-

sponsored facility that promotes Aging in Place, and the sensor technology that has been developed 

for the purpose of supporting adults. In the controlled environment of a smart home, accurate and 

balanced data can be collected and annotated, for instance with cameras, making it suitable for testing 

activity recognition algorithms. Real-time data, however, gives a better representation of normal 

behavior, making it more suitable for testing behavior-modelling algorithms. In [47], ambient sensors, 

such as door contact sensors, motion sensors, and float sensors in the toilet, were used to recognize 

patterns of activities. The CASAS project followed this example to detect broad activities like eating 

breakfast, sleeping, and wandering [60]. Also, growth in the application of the IoT along with sensor 

technology has resulted in several developments of smart surveillance systems in a restricted 

environment [48], [49]. Identification of intruders has also become a crucial challenge for a researcher 
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in a restricted environment. The importance of pyroelectric sensors-based intelligent modules in 

surveillance systems has been established in several recent surveys [50], [51].  

1.1.3 Machine Learning based Approaches for ADL 
Systems 

 

The gathering of data and use of straightforward analytical techniques, including threshold-

based or distance-based approaches, are frequently the prerequisites for AAL systems. These methods 

could be enough in some AAL environments to send out notifications when risky occurrences take 

place. In this case, the data acquisition phase only requires a statistical analysis to estimate parameters. 

Multiple heterogeneous sensors require the analysis of several types of features and the recognition 

of more advanced functionalities. In order to lower AAL costs, feature selection is important for 

enabling algorithms to operate on devices with constrained resources and developing accurate 

classification models of ADL activities. Numerous studies have investigated feature selection 

techniques on large amounts of heterogeneous data, evaluating the outcomes of various selections of 

spatio-temporal characteristics. [52]-[53]. 

 

1.1.3.1 Sensory Signal Processing and 

Machine Learning  
 

Combining techniques for sensory signal processing and machine learning (ML) allows 

for the solution of certain ADL categorization issues. Simple heuristics and more sophisticated 

machine learning-based methods are utilised in ADL classification. Among the popular machine 

learning algorithms explored so far in this context, recent research efforts have been directed to 

use machine learning algorithms like Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) in the field of machine 

health assessment [54], classification of pedestrian activity [55], and behavior recognition 
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problem [56]-[58]. In [58], a comprehensive survey is presented by Turaga et al. to address the 

problems of action and activity recognition based on a variety of HMM variants. The 

performance of different approaches has also been investigated to test their ability to consider 

varying degrees of complexity. Li et al. [57] presented a simple and effective motion descriptor 

which is developed based on oriented histograms of optical flow field sequences. The Hidden 

Markov Model (HMM) is used in the instance of human action recognition following dimension 

reduction using principal component analysis. In this context, Conditional Random Fields 

(CRFs) [61], [62] also have enjoyed some initial success for activity and behavior recognition 

purposes. In [59], a nonparametric model based infinite hidden conditional random field approach 

has been proposed for activity recognition problem by Bousmalis et al. In [63]-[65] some 

probability-based classification methods have also experienced initial success for activity 

recognition problems. 

To automatically create prediction models, machine learning approaches may be used for 

feature selection and data processing. Support Vector Machines (SVM), Artificial Neural 

Networks (ANNs), K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Decision Trees (DT), Random Forests (RFs), 

and Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLPs) are Machine Learning (ML) methods that create models 

for each class through supervised learning stages and then categorise data in complicated 

scenarios without linear separation [61].[62]. In the case of SVM and KNN, a similarity measure 

is used to compare new instances of data to created examples data set, and new predictions are 

made based on that comparison. A Bayesian method NB apparently applies Bayes' theorem that 

requires the knowledge of a priori and conditional probabilities relevant to the problem at hand. 

The tree-based methods DTs and RFs construct a model that resembles a decision-making 

diagram depending on the actual attributes value in the data. Similarly Artificial Neural Networks 

(ANNs) and Multilayer Perceptrons (MLPs) are influenced by biological neural networks. These 
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include various layers of neurons (nodes), each with a unique activation function that aids in 

mapping the input instances to the level of the output class.  

SVMs [66] have been used to classify a variety of tasks, such as activity identification 

and ADL categorization, as a potential discriminative technique. In [67], Chernbumroong et al. 

proposed an activity recognition method based on SVM for detecting the daily activities of an 

elder person using low-cost wrist-worn wearable sensor. SVMs may distinguish between classes 

even on extremely high dimensional vector data by using the idea of structural risk minimization 

and kernel technique [23]. In SVMs, the decision boundaries are described with few samples 

(called support vectors) which make them memory efficient and noise resistant. Support Vector 

Machines (SVM) and K-Nearest Neighbour (K-NN) algorithms have also been successfully 

employed in the field of human tracking and health condition monitoring problems [69, 70], hand 

gesture recognition [71], etc. In this context, the identification of the position of an inhabitant 

has become an important research problem and this has been reported in [23]. In [23], Yun et al. 

proposed a novel approach for identifying the direction of human movement by using the concept 

of classical machine learning algorithm such as SVM and instance-based learning. In this 

framework of AAL, the interest of researchers is growing day by day in the field of person 

localization technology and the goal in solving such problems on person localization technology 

could be e.g., to provide self-sufficiency in ambient assisted living (AAL) environment or in 

common activities of daily living (ADL), to keep an eye over whether anyone has entered in a 

restricted environment, to detect whether there is an intruder inside a restricted environment [72]-

[74], etc. Another work in [75] introduced IoT driven object identification module under an urban 

surveillance system. Such kind of intruder detection problem is also reported in [76] where SVM 

and K-Nearest Neighbour (K-NN) algorithms have been utilized for identifying the intruder and 

predicting his state of motion. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and Long Short-Term 

Memory Networks (LSTMs) are examples of Deep Learning (DL) techniques that have recently 
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been effectively used in a variety of application scenarios to concurrently solve the feature 

selection and model creation problems [77]. In [78], Mojarad et al. proposed a robust multi-label 

human recognition system that is composed of two modules, an activity recognition module and 

a correction module. Here, CNN, NB, LSTM, SVM, and DT have been used for solving this 

problem. In [79], in an attempt to recognize a person's most common daily activities at home, by 

combining wearable technology with deep learning techniques, Bianchi et al. suggested a 

wearable device-based human activity identification system. 

The use of unsupervised learning techniques, which have been applied in limited cases to 

AAL systems, is another important class of approach. With no prior training phase or knowledge, 

they can cluster huge volumes of unlabelled data, group user behavior, and recognise high-level 

variations [80], [81]. In [81], Gupta et al. proposed a behavior recognition system, incorporating 

an unsupervised learning method with ambient sensors. In [80], a mild cognitive impairment 

detection system using an unsupervised learning technique has been proposed based on ambient 

and door sensor.  

 

1.1.3.2  Pros and Cons of different 

Methodologies and factors for their 

selection 
 

It is apparent from Section 1.1.3.1 that several possibilities for data processing are 

recognised in the context of AAL according to the complexity of the target. The literature has 

successfully employed a variety of straightforward behavioural recognition techniques, such as 

threshold-based and distance-based methods for data analysis. Machine learning approaches also 

have been applied to data processing in this context, inspired by the success of machine learning 
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techniques in the pattern recognition field. Deep learning applications have also been used 

successfully in several instances. For more sophisticated machine learning, the main challenge is 

the volume of data needed for the learning phase. For the building of supervised, unsupervised, 

and deep models, large datasets are required. In situations involving AAL, when systems must 

be immediately deployed and functioning, this vast amount of data could not always be available. 

Furthermore, these systems also need significant features to be retrieved. Data is frequently 

redundant, thus important features must be extracted. During the classification or regression 

phase of a machine learning algorithm, a initial phase of feature extraction is essential to get the 

overall success of the entire process. Data might be redundant or variable; feature extraction 

could be too difficult to accomplish without the guidance of subject-matter experts. Deep learning 

algorithms have been used to overcome this problem since they automatically extract features 

from data rather of doing so manually. However, compared to conventional machine learning 

techniques, they frequently require larger data. It has emerged from research presented in Section 

1.1.3.1 that it is impossible to compare various methods explored in various works, under one 

common framework. The majority of the technologies are used and evaluated in constrained 

contexts, such as laboratories or specific user cases, while others make use of data that has been 

collected from publicly accessible datasets [82] - [84]. As a result, the presented findings are 

based on numerous experimental data, making it almost impossible to determine whether an 

approach can be supremely better than the other ones for a particular problem at hand. However, 

the decision amongst the variety of approaches might be influenced by the earlier analysis of the 

pros and cons. For relatively easy tasks like binary classification and few-class classification 

tasks that entail fundamental feature engineering but cannot be addressed using simple linear 

discrimination based methods, in this context, traditional machine learning algorithms (RF, 

SVM, CNN, ANN, and others) are successful for finding solutions. 
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1.1.4   General-purpose ADL system 
 

Increasingly elderly populations require the use of technology to enhance their quality of life 

and allow them to remain independent. AAL systems have been created recently to assist elderly and 

handicapped persons live better and to offer carers and medical workers behavioural and emergency 

information that will help them prevent or quickly intervene in situations. AAL systems are now 

important for communication, safety, and security in light of previous pandemic situations that have 

driven individuals into isolation or into need of help. Simple daily behaviours can be monitored using 

these systems, such as activity recognition, detection of the direction of movement, assessing the 

amount of food and medicine consumed by a person, person localization, assessing the presence of 

any intruder in the restricted environment, etc., and so on. Whether seniors are in private residences 

or retirement homes, numerous features of their regular activities may be automatically monitored, 

which lowers expenses and enhances monitoring abilities. AAL systems are developed in accordance 

with the steps outlined in Figure 1.4.  

 

 

Fig. 1. 4.  Outline for designing a general purpose AAL system 
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These steps require making a number of strong choices that start with the choice of sensors for data 

acquisition and ending with the functionality that AAL systems are intended to offer. The selection 

of sensors is influenced by both costs and the level of restoring privacy for people which has been 

already discussed in Section 1.1.1. The mode of data acquisition and the sensors to be used are also 

constrained by the choice of functions. The approaches for data analysis that, as stated in Section 

1.1.3, need learning periods for modelling might also place limitations on the amount of data that can 

be collected. The development of complete AAL systems should thus take into account each of these 

factors. There are some vital aspects that should be considered for designing a sensor-based AAL 

system. 

Those are: 

1. Necessity of human-centric approach: 

Researchers should be concerned regarding the admissibility of sensors by people as well as the 

accuracy of the data collected since the collection of real data can be influenced by conscious 

human behaviour because people are aware of being watched. In [85], [86], critical challenges of 

data collection considering privacy concerns of human has been discussed. 

2. Requirement of a significant amount of data from the real environment: 

The experimental evaluation of the proposed systems is the second aspect of consideration for 

designing an AAL system. A lot of studies are conducted in laboratories, using publicly accessible 

data sets, or by implementing experiments in real-world situations with just a brief time of 

observation. When it comes to analysing complex behaviors, these tests are rather limited. A real-

life scenario should take into account various parameters that are associated with the activities 

that are performed in the real world. 
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3. Necessity of assessing the normal behavior of individual: 

Normal behavior cannot be described by any one subject and cannot be generalized. Since it 

depends on every individual, it must be learned by observing them for a long period of time. In 

the recent past, technological developments have made it feasible to gather and store vast amounts 

of data on people's behaviours. In order for future research to be successful, it must concentrate 

on establishing approaches capable of processing such a massive quantity of data and building 

distinct models. 

4.  Requirement of an adaptive AAL system and consideration of processing constraint: 

As a person’s behavior can change over time, an AAL system should be updated in an adaptive 

way for making robust. According to the survey, it has been found that sometimes hard real-time 

data processing is required to send prompt intervention while long observation is required when 

changes in daily behavior need to detect and researcher should aware of this kind of processing 

constraint. 

5. Requirement of interdisciplinary skill: 

When developing AAL systems, it is essential to take into consideration how users interact with 

assistive technology, considering all factors pertaining to the setup, acceptance, and operation of 

the system. To design robust and reliable AAL systems, interdisciplinary teams should made up 

of medical professionals, geriatricians, psychologists, and specialists in data processing 

technologies. 

In order for these systems to function effectively, intelligence is still the biggest challenge. To 

use these acquired data effectively, the scientific community must build intelligence using 

machine learning, intelligent control, and decision-making techniques while considering the 

privacy and the needs of residents and the environment. 
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1.2   Dictionary Learning for Signal Processing 
 

With the incredible success of machine learning aided signal processing in recent years, the 

Sparse Representation (SR) of signals and task-driven dictionary learning algorithms are enjoying 

ever increasing interest among the researchers due to their effective applications in the domains of 

face recognition, image classification [87], [88], image denoising [89], Biometric Person 

Identification [94] etc. In [91], Tošic et al. provided an extensive overview of dictionary learning 

methods as well as examples of how they are employed in a variety of contexts, including stereo 

image approximation and audio-visual coding. The fundamental idea underlying sparse 

representation is that a signal can be effectively represented using a sparse combination of atoms from 

an over-complete dictionary [87]. While using a fixed dictionary, comprising several training atoms 

from several classes, it has shown to provide effective solutions for sparse representation-based 

classification (SRC). However, it has also been shown that, on many occasions, learning or suitably 

adapting an initial dictionary, from a larger set of data signals, can actually enhance the performances 

that can be achieved in sparse representation-based solutions. The choice of an effective over-

complete dictionary D that may culminate into an effective sparse representation can either be given 

comprising a set of pre-specified functions or by developing a suitable adaptation algorithm that can 

adapt this dictionary to model a set of training signal exemplars [90]. In [92], the evaluation of these 

two aspects have been described by Rubinstein et al. and here, a comprehensive survey is presented 

of the different training options available at the present time, starting with the seminal work of 

Olshausen et al. [93] and following them by the MOD, the K-SVD, GPCA, and others. 
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1.2.1 Dictionary Learning: An Overview and 
State of the Art 

 

 New developments in sparse representation theory and algorithms have played a significant role 

in dictionary training, which is a relatively new approach to dictionary design and hence in the genre 

of signal processing. Recent training approaches place more emphasis on 
0

l and 
1
l sparsity metrics, 

which lead to easier formulations and enable effective sparse coding methods. The fundamental 

benefit of trained dictionaries is their capability to produce state-of-the-art result in a variety of real-

world signal processing applications. Some of basic dictionary learning method has been discussed 

below. 

 

A. MOD (Method of optimal direction) 

Eagan et al. introduced the concept of method of optimal directions in [95], [96] that is known as 

sparsification process. From a given example set 
1 2
, ,Y [y y y ]

n
= , the MOD aims to determine 

the best dictionary D and sparse matrix X for minimizing representation errors that is shown in 

(1.1). 

 
2

, 0 
0

 arg min
D,X

Y - DX xsubject to i TiF
         (1.1) 

Here, xi  represents the ith column of X and .
0

presents 
0

l  sparsity measures that counts the 

number of non-zero entries in the representation. One can only search for a local minimum at 

most because of its combinatorial nature and nonconvexity. Like previous training methods, the 

MOD alternates between phases of sparse coding and dictionary update. Any conventional 

approach is used to perform the sparse coding of each signal. The dictionary update is carried out 
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by solving the quadratic problem (1.1) analytically, i.e., D YX+= (where X+ is pseudo-inverse of 

X) 

Since it often converges within a few numbers of iterations, MOD is recognised as an efficient 

solution in general. As a result of the relatively complex matrix inversion, the method suffers from 

significant limitations. Consequently, several subsequent studies have attempted to reduce this 

complexity. 

B. Union of Orthonormal bases 

Lesage et al. [97] suggested training a union-of-orthonormal bases dictionary as a way to create a 

dictionary with less complexity and that can be trained more efficiently. Additionally, this method 

is one of the first to train an overcomplete structured dictionary with a restricted frame. The model 

offers training a dictionary D using the {D }
i

unitary matrices, in which k orthogonal bases are 

concatenated. A Block Coordinate Relaxation (BCR) method may be used effectively to execute 

sparse-coding across this dictionary. Due to the relative rigidity of the recommended model, this 

method's performance, in reality, is inferior to that of more flexible frameworks. The more potent 

Generalized PCA (GPCA) model, which is explained next, and this structure are interestingly 

closely related. Although it differs from the conventional sparse representation paradigm, the 

GPCA also arises from the concept of a union of orthogonal spaces model. 

C. Generalized PCA 

Another important approach of designing overcomplete dictionaries was introduced in [98], 

proposed by Vidal et al. GPCA is an expanded variant of PCA, and in this case, a model has been 

developed as a union of low dimensional subspaces using a collection of examples and the 

objective of GPCA is to determine all the subspaces and fit all the orthogonal bases to them. A 

signal cannot be represented by a combination of atoms from different subspaces in GPCA since 

each example only makes use of one subspace. It has the benefit of minimizing the over-
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expressiveness of the dictionary, which is a trait of other over-complete dictionaries, but it can be 

restrictive for extremely complex natural signals.  

However, integrating the GPCA perspective with the conventional sparse representation 

perspective leads to innovative models [98]. For instance, it is simple to envision a generalizations 

model (1.1) in which many distinct dictionaries are allowed to coexist and each signal is regarded 

as being sparse across a single dictionary. 

D. The K-SVD algorithm 

The K-SVD technique was proposed by Aharon et al. [90] in order to effectively train a general 

dictionary for sparse signal representation. In a manner similar to MOD in (1.1), this algorithm 

employs block-relaxation to solve the same sparsification problem. The major feature of K-SVD 

includes the dictionary update concept that is done atom by atom, instead of using the dictionary 

inversion technique. A further acceleration can be achieved by simultaneously updating the current 

atom and its corresponding sparse coefficients. The Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) process, 

which is carried out K times as many atoms, is the foundation of the K-SVD algorithm. In practice, 

for representing a signal, K-SVD is more effective than MOD but both the techniques have some 

restrictions.  In some situations, these two techniques may get stuck at local minima or even at 

saddle points, if there is presence of significant non-convexity. These techniques work best with 

signals that are not too large since the training process may yield an unstructured dictionary, which 

is quite expensive to use. But still, for many dictionary learning problems, K-SVD and MOD 

remain as the two most effective algorithms proposed [90], [99]. 

Here, in this context, Tosic et al. The author delineated the possible advantages of 

employing a dictionary learning approach in image classification and face recognition 

applications and introduced the discriminative capabilities of sparse representations [87].  

Because of the above-mentioned effectiveness, dictionary learning-based sparse representation 
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approaches have drawn increased attention in sensory signal processing and image processing 

problems. 

 

 1.2.2   Dictionary Learning in Sensory Signal 
Processing Problems 

 

The recent emergence of Dictionary Learning (DL) and Sparse Representation (SR) have 

found several successful applications in the field of sensory signal processing. Many of these 

problems are essentially pattern classification problems, recognition problems, denoising 

problems and so on. Some of the important problem domains where SR and DL have been 

successfully employed are audio signal processing, machinery fault diagnosis, moving target 

detection and so on. Kong et al. [100] proposed a novel approach for machinery fault diagnosis 

and in this study, a novel discriminative dictionary learning based sparse classification 

framework was developed to find the solutions for fault diagnosis problems. In the field of RF 

signal processing [101], Chen et al. introduced a novel dictionary learning based feature 

extraction technique for RF signal recognition and here, the proposed approach was evaluated 

using real wideband RF measurement data. Another important problem of audio inpainting by 

using the concept of dictionary learning has been introduced in [102] by Tauböck et al. In this 

study, the authors have introduced the concept of dictionary learning to learn a dictionary from 

the reliable part around the gap of any audio signal with the objective to get a signal 

representation with increased sparsity. Another challenging problem domain which has received 

attention in recent times is moving target recognition. In this context, Yang et al. [103] 

introduced a three overcomplete dictionary to represent the target and the dictionary learning 

technique has been proposed to extract the moving status. In [104], He et al. introduced a novel 

dictionary learning approach for the identification of gases and it has been shown how a 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/author/37283376800
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dictionary learning based approach can improve the performance of gas identification of 

electronic noses.  

  

1.2.3 Dictionary Learning in Image 
Processing Problems 

 

The field of image processing, including face recognition, image classification, image 

denoising, and inpainting, has effectively used dictionary learning for sparse representation as 

well. In [87], wright et al. designed a new framework in which sparse representation based 

approach has been effectively used for automatic recognition of human faces with varying 

emotions and illumination. Recently, medical imaging has also become an important research 

area and dictionary learning based approaches has also been successfully employed in this 

domain. Successful applications of DL have been found in preserving noisy images [106] and 

in multimodal medical image fusion problems [105]. Sparse dictionary learning was used by 

Sing et al. in [105] to create a sensor fusion model for multimodal medical imaging. Here, a 

novel fusion framework is presented for multimodal neurological images, which can capture 

small details from an input image. In [106], a novel framework based on discriminative 

dictionary learning has been proposed for fusion and denoising of noisy images and to 

preserve the fine scale details of an image effectively. In [107], Diamant et al. introduced a 

novel variant for automatic image classification. Here, a new concept of task driven dictionary 

learning was introduced based on the criterion of mutual information. This algorithm has been 

successfully implemented for pathological identification and liver lesion classification 

purposes.  

In [89], Elad et al. introduced an interesting dictionary learning based approach for 

finding the solution of image denoising problem where they showed how a Bayesian treatment 
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can be appropriate to generate a simple yet very efficient algorithm. On the other hand, dealing 

with hyperspectral image requires efficient image denoising to enhance the performance of 

high-level detection task. In this context, dictionary learning approach has been introduced by 

Gong et al. in [108] and here, along with sparse representation, low-rank tensor representation 

model has been used to enhance the performance of dictionary learning. 

One of the main challenges in multi-view imaging is the definition of a representation that 

accurately captures the underlying geometry of the visual information. Sparse image 

representations utilising overcomplete geometric dictionaries have been presented in [91] as 

a way to effectively estimate these images and make the multi-view geometric structure 

evident in the representation. Recently, DL based methods have also been used effectively for 

the analysis of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Functional Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging (fMRI), where various physical reasons result in various observable signals. 

Sequential dictionary learning using K-SVD algorithm has been demonstrated as an effective 

alternative to traditional data-driven approaches for fMRI data analysis, as demonstrated by 

Seghouane et al. [114]. In this study, three variants of K-SVD algorithm have been developed 

for correlated data and evaluated on fMRI data set by considering prior information. Video 

signal classification is another important domain where effectiveness of DL has also been 

investigated in [116]. Here, Romero et al. presented an algorithm for detecting forest fires 

from surveillance video signals. This concept involved learning redundant dictionaries to 

represent feature vectors extracted from three different regions: smoke, sky, and ground. 
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1.3 Motivation 
 

It is quite evident from the discussions presented in Sections 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 that the development 

of sensor-based intelligent AAL systems incorporating sophisticated signal processing and image 

processing techniques with efficient decision making mechanism has become a crucial challenge for 

solving ADL problems such as activity recognition, human movement detection, person localization, 

human tracking, intruder detection, etc. Some recent researches have shown that effective solutions in 

this regard can be built using machine learning aided signal processing algorithms. However, there is 

still huge scope and interest in proposing, investigating and developing more such sophisticated system 

solutions for a variety of challenging AAL problems and, especially, ADL problems within that genre, 

at our hand. On the other hand, dictionary learning based algorithms within the genre of sparse 

representation and sparse signal processing has demonstrated its usefulness in providing accurate, robust 

solutions for different categories of signal and image processing problems at large. These two significant 

findings in the context of contemporary research activities encouraged to investigate the suitability of 

employing and proposing different dictionary learning based algorithms for solving many challenging 

AAL and especially ADL based problems, which constituted the core of this research work.  Another 

motivation of this research work is to develop integrated, low-cost, system solutions for real-life ADL 

and AAL problems at smart homes and indoor environments, which will comprise dictionary learning 

based algorithms in its core. 

 

1.4 Research Objective of the Present Work 
 

As mentioned in Section 1.3, the overall objective of the present thesis work is to develop sensor-

based, integrated system solutions for several ADL and AAL problems using dictionary learning 
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based classification/identification/decision making algorithms that can be suitably applied in smart 

homes and in other indoor environments.   

From the viewpoint of problems to be considered in this thesis, the core objective is to consider 

three prominent categories of ADL problems:  

(i) identification of human behavior in an unattended home which will aid local/remote 

monitoring of all regular activities of daily living inside a home, especially where aged people are 

leading independent lives.   

(ii) Automated detection of human movement in specified directions in home environment which 

will aid both in local/remote monitoring of regular activities within a home environment and will also 

aid in signaling any suspicious activity in any specific hour of the day. 

(iii) Automated intruder detection in any home, office or other indoor environment where 

restricted access is only permitted for a few personnel. 

From the viewpoint of solution methodologies to be considered in this thesis, the core objective 

is to develop and implement different K-SVD and its variants based dictionary learning algorithms 

and also to propose some new dictionary learning algorithms, suitable for ADL and AAL problems 

under consideration. 

From the viewpoint of system solution, another objective of this thesis is to investigate 

development of an integrated experimental setup that can be used as a prototype for low-cost ADL 

and AAL systems. 

 

1.5 Contribution of the Present Work 
 

Based on the research objectives presented in the previous Section, the main contributions of this 

thesis can be summarized as:  
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1. At first, this present thesis work has shown how dictionary learning based approach can be 

effectively applied for finding solution for a human behavior recognition problem in a home 

environment. Here, K-SVD dictionary learning based SRC classifier has been proposed to find 

solution for this problem where the sparse coding stage has been solved using Orthogonal 

Matching Pursuit (OMP) algorithm. A publicly available real-life accelerometer data set 

comprising real data corresponding to different human behaviour has been used to demonstrate 

the efficacy of the proposed approach. The approach has also shown how the proposed algorithm 

can be applied for the purpose of classification/segregation of both bi-class and multi-class 

behavior efficiently.  

The thesis has also thoroughly investigated and shown how several modifications of K-SVD 

based dictionary learning can further improve the quality of solutions, by using different variations 

of greedy algorithms and relaxation algorithms. For this purpose, IRLS and 
1 s
l l−  based sparse 

coding stages has been hybridized with K-SVD algorithm to develop more efficient DL 

algorithms for human behaviour recognition problems.  

 

2. Next, a sophisticated, low-cost, integrated system is developed in this thesis work which leverages 

indigenously developed current hardware and software technologies to automate ADL 

monitoring. The solution employs four PIR sensor based module coupled with novel dictionary 

learning approaches. The hardware arrangement has been built with remote monitoring capability, 

Ethernet Interference Module, and TCP/IP interface to the client end. 

 

3.  Next, this thesis work has shown how this developed module can be used to solve different ADL 

recognition problems. First, this work addresses the direction of human movement detection 

problem that is considered as one of the most important ADL problems. In this regard, it has been 

shown how a recently proposed MCP based dictionary learning algorithm can be successfully 
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coupled with the developed hardware module. Secondly, a novel variant of the Multiple Cluster 

Pursuit (MCP) algorithm in terms of initialization, multiple atom selection, and termination stage, 

has been proposed which has been named as Modified MCP (MMCP) algorithm. The thesis has 

successfully demonstrated how the performance of K-SVD algorithm can be improved upon by 

employing MCP algorithm and then further improved upon by employing MMCP algorithm, for 

the direction of human movement detection problem.  

4. The thesis then has proceeded to investigate development of further sophisticated DL based 

strategies for the same ADL problem considered before i.e. detection of human movement 

direction. In this regard, another dictionary learning-based scheme has been proposed in which 

the regularization concept based approach has been adopted to punish the solutions with large 

values of sparse representation coefficient and this thesis work has shown how can a regularized 

K-SVD (RK-SVD) algorithm and a regularized approximated K-SVD (RAK-SVD) algorithm be 

successfully applied to solve the ADL problem in hand, utilizing the indigenously developed 

integrated setup, mentioned earlier. This thesis has also proposed modified versions of both these 

algorithms where novel methods of adapting the regularization parameter have been introduced 

and those algorithms have been successfully implemented for the human movement direction 

detection problem.  

5. At last, this thesis has shown how another novel dictionary learning algorithm can be developed 

in conjunction with the four PIR sensor based hardware setup to develop an intruder detection 

system for the purpose of smart surveillance in residential and office environments, another 

interesting problem from the genre of AAL/ADL systems. Here, a novel dictionary learning based 

approach has been proposed that merges the concepts of label consistency with a modified 

consistent adaptive sequential dictionary learning approach, named as label consistency based 

Modified Consistent Adaptive Sequential Dictionary Learning (LC-MCAS-DL) algorithm. In 

this context, the conventional objective function in DL has been reformulated by introducing the 
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Label Consistency (LC) constraints along with reconstruction and classification errors.  Then, the 

solution to this objective function is obtained by using a modified version of the Consistent 

Adaptive Sequential DL Algorithm (MCAS-DL).  

 

1.6 Thesis Outline 
 

The contributions mentioned in the previous Section are largely included in the work given in this 

thesis. The remaining structure of the thesis and the interconnections between the Chapters are 

explained below. 

 

❖ Chapter 2 discusses how the problem of continuous monitoring of different human behavioral 

activities and their automatic classification can be solved by introducing a state-of-the-art signal 

processing approach based on sparse representation. In this Chapter, first, sparse representation 

based Dictionary Learning (DL) approach has been introduced for effective solution of the 

ADL monitoring problem. The learnt dictionary acquired from the K-SVD technique is then 

used to create a classification framework based on the Sparse Representation Based Classifier 

(SRC). The K-SVD algorithm implemented OMP algorithm in its dictionary learning stage. 

This Chapter validated the effectiveness of the proposed approach on a publicly available 

accelerometer data set for activity/behavior recognition problems and in this context, both the 

bi-class and multi-class classification problems have been solved. 

 

❖  Chapter 3 presents how the modifications introduced in the K-SVD algorithm can help 

achieving better quality solutions for human behavior recognition problem. Here, firstly a 

modified approach of K-SVD, termed as IRLS-K-SVD, has been introduced to investigate the 

impact of IRLS algorithm on solving the sparse coding in dictionary learning algorithm and 
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classification algorithm. The IRLS technique has a significant computational cost since it 

addresses the sparse coding stage as a 
1
l minimization problem. To overcome this computational 

burden, in this Chapter another new approach based on 
1 s
l l− based regularized method has been 

introduced for solving the sparse coding stage of dictionary learning and classification. After, 

successful development of these hybrid approaches, the effectiveness of Collaborative 

Representation Based Classification (CRC) approach is also investigated in parallel with SRC. 

 

❖ Chapter 4 addresses a more challenging ADL problem of movement detection in a specific 

direction within AAL environment. In this context, this Chapter shows development of a low-

cost, integrated, PIR sensor-based hardware software combined module for finding the solution 

to this movement detection problem. Here, for finding this solution, a novel dictionary learning 

algorithm is coupled with the hardware module. This Chapter firstly implements the multiple 

cluster pursuit based dictionary learning approach to find the solution of above problem in real 

life. Then, motivated by the findings, a modified version of MCP algorithm has been proposed 

where the modifications are introduced in three different phases, those are initialization phase, 

multiple atom selection stage and termination stages. Lastly, a performance comparison is 

demonstrated to investigate the efficiency of this proposed approach compared to other 

competing approaches. 

 

❖ Chapter 5 demonstrates the application of recently proposed regularized versions of K-SVD 

DL algorithm for detecting human movements in a specific direction. The problem has been 

solved using the same indigenously developed, integrate, low-cost hardware system, developed 

in the laboratories. These algorithms i.e. RK-SVD and RAK-SVD have been successfully 

implemented first and then a modified version of each has been proposed (MRK-SVD and 

MRAK-SVD) by varying ζ guided by the evaluation of RMSE. Experimental evaluations 



   
 

demonstrated the superiority of the proposed methods and their implementation in real-life 

scenarios. 

 

❖ Chapter 6 addresses a different problem of AAL/ADL genre i.e., intruder detection problem 

and also, proposes a novel DL algorithm called LC-MCAS-DL that can detect intruders in 

restricted offices and homes environment. The experimental system solution has been developed 

on the same general-purpose setup developed in the laboratory, mentioned before, which can be 

used as a multi-purpose ADL/AAL system for implementing and testing varied prototypes. 

Here, LC-MCAS-DL has been developed by hybridizing the good aspects of LC-K-SVD and 

CAS-DL, and a modification of CAS-DL has also been proposed. Several well-established 

state-of-the-art approaches are compared with the proposed approach using extensive real-life 

experiments and the supremacy of LC-MCAS-DL in solving this problem has been firmly 

established.   

 

❖ Chapter 7 finally, summarizes the findings of this thesis. It also highlights prospective 

opportunities for more future research in this field of study.





 
 

 

CHAPTER 2 

Recognition of Human behavior for 

Assisted Living using Dictionary Learning 

Approach 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

2.1   Introduction 
 

t has already been established in Chapter 1 that Monitoring Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) has 

become an interesting research idea, where continuous monitoring of various ADLs and their automatic 

classification is a big challenge. In this Chapter, a new approach has been proposed for activity/behavior 

recognition of motion primitives relying on the sparse representation of signals where signals are represented 

using a sparse combination of atoms from an over-complete dictionary. An investigation into the suitability 

of using dictionary learning algorithms like K-SVD for the effective monitoring of ADL progress has been 

undertaken in this Chapter. Here, a classification approach is proposed by using SRC classifiers, which are 

based on dictionaries obtained from K-SVD algorithms. In this Chapter, the proposed approach has been 

validated using a publicly available dataset consisting of signals acquired using accelerometer sensors worn 

on wrists for activity recognition. It is observed from these extensive performance evaluations that the 

proposed method outperforms several other competing methods. 

Researchers have recently been interested in sparse representation algorithms and dictionary learning 

algorithms which have effective applications in problems like face recognition, image classification [87], 

[88], and image denoising [89]. The principle behind sparse representation is that it can be effectively 

I 
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represented with a sparse combination of atoms taken from an over-complete dictionary. While using a fixed 

dictionary, comprising several training atoms from several classes, have shown to provide effective solutions 

for sparse representation based classification (SRC), it has also been shown that, on many occasions, learning 

or suitably adapting an initial dictionary, from a larger set of data signals, can actually enhance the 

performances that can be achieved in sparse representation based solutions. The choice of an effective over-

complete dictionary D that may culminate into an effective sparse representation can either be given 

comprising a set of pre-specified functions or by developing a suitable adaptation algorithm that can adapt 

this dictionary to model a set of training signal exemplars [90]. Because of the above-mentioned 

effectiveness, it has been established that the application of dictionary learning-based sparse representation 

approaches in face recognition, image classification, video signal classification [110], [111], etc., has 

increased enormously. 

Inspired by the success of dictionary learning based algorithms, mainly used in image processing 

domain, this Chapter proposes to utilize dictionary learning based SRC that can be suitably applied for 

recognition of several ADL. The results achieved with the proposed approach have been demonstrated to 

outperform other state-of-the-art competing algorithms proposed for this purpose e.g., dynamic time warping 

and mahalanobis distance. 

The rest of this Chapter is presented as follows. The macroscopic view of the activity recognition 

problem and the signal acquisition procedure from the sensor based instrumentation system are presented in 

Sections 2.2 and 2.3. The K-SVD dictionary learning algorithm used in this Chapter is presented in Section 

2.4.1. The classification approach that has been proposed in this Chapter using sparse representation classifier 

is shown in Section 2.4.2, based on the learned dictionary obtained from K-SVD algorithm. The 

implementation of the proposed approach, performance evaluation and conclusion and discussions are 

presented in Section 2.5 to 2.6. 
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2.2 Macroscopic View of Activity 
Recognition Problem 
 

  

The recognition of human activities/bahavior from the signals acquired using various types of sensor 

combination is marked as one of the most vital signal processing problems in the genre of AAL systems. 

Consequently, it has also been observed that various studies on AAL technologies emphasize on automatic 

recognition of human activities that draw parallel to ADLs like bathing, cooking, sleeping etc., which provide 

the capabilities to detect any deviation in their patterns. Two broad categories of sensors, i.e., wearable and 

non-wearable sensors are usually used for the purpose of solving ADL problems.  

 

Fig. 2.1  Overall block diagram for activity recognition problem 

 

. 
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Wearable sensors, which are attached directly to the body, are commonly used to detect posture 

changes in humans. It is seen from Chapter 1 that among these all-wearable sensor, accelerometer sensors 

and wrist-worn smartphones are most often used for detection of ADLs like running, walking, falling etc. On 

the other hand, non-wearable sensors are deployed in a static place in the home or in a community to detect 

a human’s movement and activities.  It has also been reported in Chapter 1 that non-wearable sensors like 

Infrared Sensors (IR), ultrasonic sensors etc. are most commonly used for ADL classification. The complete 

block diagram of the proposed approach utilizing dictionary learning for activity recognition is shown in Fig. 

2.1. The four major steps of this proposed approach have been shown in the block diagram for recognizing 

the human activities of ADL problems. Each step will be discussed in detail in the following Sections. 

 

2.3 Development of ADL System and   
Signal Acquisition 

 

It is noticed that a successful practical system for monitoring ADL activities is one that needs less training 

and configuration effort as well as it should be attachable with minimum effort in the household. The choice 

of sensors and their installation that depend upon the type of data to be collected, is being considered two 

major types of challenges in the ADL classification systems. In an ADL system, the installation cost of the 

sensors should be kept as minimum as possible. The privacy should be strictly maintained by the sensors and 

those sensor also strive to attain enhanced classification. It has already been established that an ADL system 

should ideally give a self-maintainable environment whether utilized for the purpose of helping or monitoring 

aging community or for intruder detection or for the purpose of fall detection etc., depending on the sensor 

technology deployed. "Smart Homes" that are equipped with ADL technology may include sensor based 

instrumentation systems fitted in the roof mounting places, wall, and floor-mounting places for non-wearable 

sensors or wearable sensor based instrumentation systems fitted in the human cloth or a human body. In many 
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situations, the original analog sensor outputs are converted to digital signals by analog to digital converters. 

Very often, feature vectors are extracted from such digital signals for different ADLs for further processing 

to draw meaningful conclusions. For this problem at hand, a data set has been considered that is freely 

available [113] and comprises wrist-worn accelerometer  signals acquired during the process of different 

activities or human behaviors. 

 

2.4 K-SVD based Approach for Activity 

Recognition Problem 
 

In this Section, the K-SVD based dictionary learning algorithm will be presented in detail. This algorithm 

learns a dictionary for the problem based on accelerometer signals acquired for different types of human 

behaviour. The initial dictionary is constructed with signals collected for each human activity or behaviour 

corresponding to specific classes and then the dictionary learning stage is invoked. Once the dictionary 

learning is over, in the testing or implementation stage, any new, unknown signal can be presented to the 

dictionary and the system should be able to infer to which activity or behaviour or class this signal belongs.  

   

2.4.1 Fundamentals of K-SVD based 
Dictionary Learning Algorithm 

 
Now, K-SVD based dictionary learning approach is explained in detail which is used in 

conjunction with sparse representation, that can be suitably utilized for classification of human 

behavior. In sparse representation, each signal is assumed to be composed of a sparse, linear 

combination of a few atoms from a large, over-complete dictionary. Each input training signal is 

referred as atom in the training database. In a dictionary learning algorithm, the dictionary is learned 

in such a fashion, that can achieve best suitable representation of each member within that dictionary, 
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strictly maintaining the sparsity constraints [90]. In the dictionary learning approach, the dictionary 

is learned from a larger training set, instead of using a predefined basis, such as fourier or wavelet 

basis [112] using the larger training data set itself [6]. In the latter case, the performance can be 

potentially improved using the entire set of the input training signals as a complete dictionary, but it 

may involve large computational burden. The huge computational burden can be overcome by using 

a dictionary learned from a huge training database and smaller in size than that, suitably maintaining 

sparsity constraints while maintaining desired performance accuracy. 

 The K-SVD algorithm is known as a prominent alternative, among the other popular 

dictionary learning algorithms known [90]. K-SVD is known to effectively learn over-complete 

dictionaries from larger sets of input training signals and has been applied suitably for other 

engineering problems before. The main spirit of sparse representation algorithm can be viewed as a 

generalization of vector quantization (VQ) objective, whereas K-SVD can be viewed as a 

generalization of K-means algorithm that is utilized to satisfy the VQ objective. The following 

objective function will be minimized by using the K-SVD dictionary learning algorithm that is the 

main objective of this dictionary learning algorithm [90]: 

 
2

, 0 
0

 arg min
D,X

Y - DX xsubject to i TiF
         (2.1)  

where 0T  is called the sparsity prior. It is observed from (2.1) that the number of non-zero elements 

in each xi  should be less than
0T . A reconstructive dictionary is produced by using basic K-SVD 

where the dictionary is composed of K  prototype atoms, each of dimension n . Here, the input signal 

matrix is presented as Y which is composed of N input signals, each of dimension n  . 

  2,...,1Y y ,y y n N
N

=          (2.2) 

and dictionary  1 2, ,...,D d d d n K
K

=                 (2.3) 
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The over complete dictionary is obtained for N>>K. Also, it is so chosen that N K , so that the 

dictionary, playing the role of a codebook, comprises K  code words, that can efficiently represent 

the original training database.  

The sparse coding of input signal Y is presented as 

  1 2, ,...,X x x x K N
N

=           (2.4) 

The K-SVD algorithm comprises two fundamental stages [91], implemented in an iterative fashion: 

i. sparse coding stage  

ii. dictionary update stage 

In sparse coding stage, the best possible sparse coefficient matrix X is determined by keeping the 

dictionary D static. Here, the objective function in (2.1) can be presented in the modified form, given 

as [90]: 


=

−=−
N

i

iiF
1

2

2

2
DxyDXY           (2.5)  

Although other pursuit algorithms can also be used successfully there, the Orthogonal Matching 

Pursuit (OMP) [87] method is a common option for the sparse coding step. In the dictionary update 

stage, keeping X fixed, dictionary D is restructured iteratively by updating one atom at a time. These 

two basic stages are used in an iterative fashion, for minimizing the objective function in K-SVD 

algorithm, given in (2.1). In the dictionary update stage, at any point of time, a specific atom kd of 

the dictionary is focused on and its corresponding coefficients in X in its kth row, denoted as 
k

Tx (it is 

not the transpose of vector 
kx  i.e. the kth column of X ). Then the objective function in (2.1) can be 

given as [90]: 

22
Y DX E d xk

k k TF F
− = −            (2.6) 
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Algorithm 2.1: K-SVD algorithm [90] 

Step 1: 

• Initialization of Dictionary: 0 n KD with input signals and the columns of 

D0 are normalized using 2l  norm. 

• Input: n NY , T0, 0 n KD  

• Output: ,n K K N  D X   

• Set J=1 

• Repeat until convergence (stopping Criterion) 

Step 2: 

• Sparse coding stage:  1, ,i N=   

 2

2
min  subject to

i
i i−

x
y Dx  

00i Tx   

Step 3: 

• Dictionary update stage:  

For each Column 11,2,...,  in Jk K −= D  Update it by 

- Determine indices kw  using (2.7)  

- Determine kE =Y- j

j T

j k

d x    

- Restrict kE  to obtain R

kE by selecting only the columns corresponding to 

kw    

- SVD decomposition is applied as R T

k = E U V  

- Update (:,1)k =d U . And k

Rx is updated as ( ) ( )1:,*1,1 Vx =k

R
 

Set J=J+1 
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 where the error involved is depicted as kE for all N  samples, after removal of the kth atom kd

. However, here the purpose will not be solved by using a straightforward Singular Value 

Decomposition (SVD) algorithm to determine kd  and corresponding 
k

Tx  by approximating kE , as 

the solution produced will not satisfy the sparsity constraints in the first place. So, to obtain a solution 

respecting the sparsity constraints, a set of indices kw  is formed which denotes the positions where 

the array elements of k

Tx  are nonzero, given as:  

 ( ) ( 1 , 0kw i i N ik T
=   x            (2.7) 

       where 
k

Tx  is the kth row in X. 

This array kw  is utilized to form a matrix kΩ   which can be utilized to build a restricted array 

k
Rx  from 

k

Tx utilizing the matrix operation k

k

R

k

R Ωxx = . This row vector 
k

Rx is essentially formed from 

k

Tx by removing zero entries from
k

Tx . It has been ensured that, for subsequent operations, any 

adaptation carried out for 
k

Rx array means the nonzero entries in 
k

Tx  are essentially adapted and all 

zero entries in 
k

Tx remain unchanged i.e., the sparsity constraints are fully respected. This means that 

the objective function given in (2.6) can now be transformed to the equivalent form, respecting 

sparsity constraints, given as: 

2 2
k R k

k k k k kT RkF F
− = −E Ω d x Ω E d x         (2.8) 

Now, the minimization of (2.8) can be directly obtained using SVD, which decomposes the restricted 

matrix 
R
k

E as
R T
k
= E U V . Consequently, the thk column of the dictionary is updated by choosing 

the first column of U i.e., (:,1)U  as the solution kd . The corresponding coefficient vector k

Rx is updated 

as ( ) ( )1:,*1,1 Vx =k

R
 where (:,1)V  is the first column of V. This procedure is followed to update each 
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atom of the dictionary (along with its corresponding
k

Tx ), one at a time, until all atoms are updated. 

This complete procedure of the K-SVD algorithm employed is presented in Algorithm 2.1. 

 

2.4.2 Classification Based on Sparse 
Representation and Learned Dictionary 

 

The classification of human activities carried out using the philosophy of sparse representation is 

presented in this Section of this Chapter, utilizing the trained dictionary obtained from K-SVD 

algorithm. For a given test sample y , the coefficient matrix ALx̂ is computed by using the objective 

function given in (2.9) [87]: 

AL 1 2
ˆ arg min subject to = − 

x
x x Ax y         (2.9) 

In this Chapter, the SRC problem is solved using matrix A as the trained dictionary D  which is 

achieved from K-SVD algorithm. This  , ,...,1 2
n m

C
= Α A A A is composed of a total of m

atoms associated with C classes, each of dimension n and the unknown test sample ny is 

identified based upon the trained dictionary. The non-zero entries in the estimated ALx̂  associated 

with the columns of the trained dictionary A from an individual class i  help us to assign the test 

sample  to that specified class of entity. In this process, a more effective dictionary learning-based 

SRC is used to accommodate a larger set of training databases using a smaller size dictionary and yet 

strictly maintaining the sparsity constraints, which consequently reduces the computational burden. 

Now, : m m
i  →  (for each individual class i ) should be adopted as the specific function that 

chooses the coefficients linked with the thi class. 
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Algorithm 2.2: Sparse Representation based classification [87] 

Step 1:  Training samples matrix represented as  

  1 2, ,...,Α A A A n m
C

=   , for C classes. 

Step 2: Normalize the columns of training matrix to have unit 2l  -norm. 

Step 3: Solve the 1l -minimization problem to determine coefficient 

vector ALx̂  : 

 AL 1 2
ˆ arg min subject to

x
x x Ax y = −   

Step 4: For 1,...,i C=  

Residuals are computed  

AL 2
ˆ( ) ( )y y A xi ir = −  

End 

Step 5: Output: identity ( ) = arg min ( )i
i

r y  

 

For ˆ ,x m m
i   is defined as a new vector for every class ( 1,...,i C= ) with all zero entries except 

for the ones associated with class i  which are equal to the corresponding ones in the estimated vector 

ALx̂  [87]. After obtaining the associated coefficients of the specified object class, the test sample  

for a single class entity can be approximated using AL ALˆ ˆ( )y A xi= .Then, the classification of test 

sample  can be obtained by determining the minimum among all class specific residuals, calculated 

using (2.10), between the test sample  and the approximated test sample ALŷ  [87]. 

AL 2
ˆmin ( ) ( ) for 1, ,y y A xi i

i
r i C= − =  

     
   (2.10) 

The sparse representation-based classification scheme is presented in Algorithm 2.2. In this proposed 

approach, the learned dictionary D is used as the training samples matrix A  . 
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2.5 Experimental Result Analysis 

2.5.1  Experimental Framework 
 

          

Fig. 2.2   Block diagram for implementation of the proposed approach 

 

As mentioned before, the main purpose of this work is to propose a dictionary learning based 

SRC approach that can be suitably applied for human behaviour activity recognition problems. In 

this Section, how this proposed approach can be implemented for the activity recognition problem is 

shown in Fig. 2.2. 

In the first step, input training signals are acquired from volunteers or subjects to build the 

database and the database comprising input training signals of ADL problem are clustered to initialize 

the dictionary. The dictionary initialization can be carried out with different sizes of the dictionary. 

To be specific, for the freely available benchmark database [113] considered in this Chapter, 5%, 

10%, 20%, and 50% clustering have been undertaken to construct the initial dictionary (i.e., for 
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example, for 5% clustering, 5% of actual data belonging to each class have been used to build the 

initial dictionary and so on). Then this initial dictionary undergoes further adaptation using a 

dictionary learning algorithm. Hence, this initial dictionary
0D n K , which is chosen from 

original signal database, is the starting point of the K-SVD dictionary learning algorithm. In the next 

step, the learning of the dictionary is carried out using K-SVD algorithm, as described in Section 2.4. 

Once the dictionary is learned, this trained dictionary is used as the dictionary A  (i.e., much smaller 

in size compared to the input matrix of original training samples of all classes) in Algorithm 2.2 to 

implement the SRC to identify different human behavior. In this Chapter, both bi-class classification 

and multi-class classification problems have been solved, utilizing the proposed approach, for a 

benchmark, publicly available ADL dataset. 

 

2.5.2 Performance Evaluation 
 

The results obtained using this proposed approach for the benchmark wrist-worn 

accelerometer sensor database [63], [6], [113], are presented in this Section, which is utilized for the 

recognition of various types of ADL human behavior. These results are also compared with other 

state-of-the-art, competing algorithms to show the effectiveness of the proposed approach. It has been 

stated in the dataset description [63],[113], that the sensing bracelet had a sensing range of 3G, used 

6 bits/axis for coding information, the sampling frequency was 32 Hz and the sensor was mounted in 

such a way that the x-axis points towards the hand, y-axis points towards the left and the z-axis points 

perpendicular to the plane of the hand. In [63], 700 trials of eight motion primitives from 16 volunteers  
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(including 11 men and five women) from the database [113] was considered, out of which seven 

motion primitives are utilized here for the recognition purpose. For each motion primitive, 80% data 

signal are selected for training purpose and 20% data signal are selected for testing purpose. In this 

TABLE 2.1: RECOGNITION ACCURACY OF BI-CLASS 

CLASSIFICATION FOR DIFFERENT CLUSTER SIZES 

Behavior class TP (%) TN (%) Clustering (%) 

   WK 

72.81 82.35 5 

81.46 83.35 10 

85.73 83.31 20 

82.60 63.04 50 

     

SUC 

63.90 58.11 5 

69.00 56.78 10 

64.80 63.78 20 

63.60 57.78 50 

    

DW 

89.30 84.53 5 

100.00 80.20 10 

86.60 69.72 20 

83.33 70.50 50 

    

SDC 

72.00 64.68 5 

75.67 66.68 10 

73.10 64.56 20 

74.20 57.00 50 

    

PWG 

93.20 78.00 5 

94.10 75.00 10 

85.60 79.00 20 

83.40 70.67 50 

    

GUB 

62.70 61.33 5 

69.99 62.00 10 

65.80 62.44 20 

67.00 65.11 50 

    

CS 

74.60 71.22 5 

83.70 73.44 10 

85.00 67.11 20 

81.50 63.22 50 

 

 

TABLE 2.1 

RECOGNITION ACCURACY OF BI-CLASS CLASSIFICATION FOR 

DIFFERENT CLUSTER SIZES 

 

 

TABLE 2.1 

RECOGNITION ACCURACY OF BI-CLASS CLASSIFICATION FOR 
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analysis, a training dictionary of K  atom has been used by this proposed dictionary learning based 

classifier. 

Here, the classification accuracy is analyzed for initialization of the dictionary using different 

sizes of clusters, like 5%,10%,20% and 50%K =  of the size of the input data set is used to determine 

which is the most suitable cluster size that can achieve superior classification accuracy. Seven classes 

of ADL activities have been considered for analysis of classification accuracy in activity recognition 

problems which are in conformation with those seven classes utilized in [63]. These seven classes 

belong to selected motion primitives like getting up from the bed (GUB), sitting down on a chair 

(SDC), standing up from a chair (SUC), reiterated actions (climbing stairs (CS) and walking (WK)) 

and complex actions (drinking water (DW) and pouring water from glasses (PWG)). At first, the 

problem is solved as a bi-class classification problem where it has been tried to determine whether an 

unknown behaviour belongs to a specific behaviour or not. For this purpose, the specific behaviour 

in question constitutes the main event class and a mixture of signals from all other six classes 

constitutes the other class.  

The dictionary learning algorithm can be accordingly utilized for this purpose and the 

corresponding results obtained are presented in Table 2.1. These results are also presented in Fig. 2.3 

in graphical form. It has been observed from these results that with increase in cluster size chosen, 

recognition error at first starts to decrease and then, after a certain cluster size is attained, the error 

starts to increase.  

In these recognition problems another popular way to assess the performance is to compute 

the true positive rate or TP (i.e., percentage of correct identification of the event activity under 

investigation) and the true negative rate or TN (i.e., percentage of correct identification of those event 

activities which are not under investigation). It can be seen that the choice of a cluster size beyond an 

optimum size of the cluster can degrade the accuracy, whereas, the choice of a very small cluster size  
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Fig. 2.3 Recognition error vs. number of clusters for bi-class classification of the 

ADL dataset 
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is also not desirable. Hence, there is a distinct value for the cluster size for which the best result is 

obtained with regard to a given activity/behavior recognition problem. Hence, the size of the clusters 

to obtain the desired accuracy is needed to be chosen very carefully. 

The performance comparison of these results with the contemporary, competing work [63] for 

the recognition accuracies obtained for bi-class classification of human behaviour recognition is 

presented in Table 2.2. It is seen from the result reported that the proposed method could better 

identify the true activity under investigation (given by the TP values) in case of five out of seven 

classes under consideration. It has been found that only for the class of ‘pouring water’, the results 

reported in [63] are superior. Overall, the superiority of this proposed approach is aptly demonstrated 

from this reported result. It has already been established that this proposed approach can also identify 

the class of sitting down on a chair and the class of climbing stairs with satisfactory accuracy although 

each of these two classes has more challenging composite and reiterated action respectively. 

 

TABLE 2.2: COMPARISON OF RECOGNITION ACCURACY WITH 

COMPETING WORK 

Behavior 

class 

K-SVD approach Competing work [63] 

TP (%) TN (%) TP (%) TN (%) 

DW 100.00 80.20 100.00 83.34 

CS 85.00 67.10 20.00 93.34 

SUC 69.00 56.78 60.00 83.34 

SDC 75.67 66.68 0.00 93.34 

WK 85.73 83.31 40.00 70.00 

PWG 94.01 75.00 100.00 80.00 

GUB 69.99 62.00 60.00 66.67 
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The overall performance comparison of the results, for bi-class classification, with other state-of-the-

art methods based on the recognition accuracies obtained for each class of human behaviour 

recognition, is presented in Table 2.3. One can see that varied performances have been achieved from 

these results reported for this challenging problem. It is also observed from the result that among those, 

this proposed approach was able to achieve the most superior result for three classes, while no other 

method was able to achieve superior results for more than two classes. Also, it has been found that this 

proposed method was the most consistent one, as the worst accuracy result, for any class, in this case, 

was 69%, while for other algorithms it was always less than 65% and even as low as 0% or 8% or 

10%. Thus, the appropriateness of this proposed approach is suitably established in the field of human 

behavior classification. 

 

 

Next, multi-class classification is performed to solve the human behavior classification problem as a 

true segregation problem, for the same benchmark ADL problem dataset. The recognition accuracy of  

TABLE 2.3: COMPARISON OF RECOGNITION ACCURACY WITH OTHER STATE-OF-THE-

ART APPROACHES 

Method 
Behavior class 

DW CS GUB PWG SDC SUC WK 

KNN 82.15% 75% 64.29% 73.17% 66.67% 62.16% 78.57% 

Linear SVM 98.21% 76.83% 78.50% 91.14% 76% 64.84% 85.71% 

CRC-RLS 97% 71.60% 30% 10% 76.67% 80% 78.33% 

SRC 100% 39% 15% 8% 67% 70% 70% 

Competing 

work [63] 
100% 20% 60% 100% 0% 60% 40% 

K-SVD 

approach 
100% 85% 69.99% 94.01% 75.67% 69% 85.73% 
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multi-class classification based on the proposed approach is presented in Table 2.4. Solving the 

multiclass classification problem is considered as a much more difficult problem and yet the results 

that could be achieved are reasonably encouraging. The similar trends of error variations with variation 

in cluster sizes for multi –class classification as was obtained for bi-class classification can be seen 

and these graphical representations are given in Fig. 2.4. 

 

 

TABLE 2.4: RECOGNITION ACCURACY OBTAINED FOR MULTI-

CLASS CLASSIFICATION 

Behavior class Recognition accuracy (%) 

DW 100.00 

CS 50.00 

SUC 88.67 

SDC 54.67 

WK 60.67 

PWG 62.00 

GUB 100.00 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE 2.4 

RECOGNITION ACCURACY OBTAINED FOR MULTI-CLASS 

CLASSIFICATION 

 

Behavior class Recognition accuracy (%) 

DW 100.00 

CS 50.00 

SUC 88.67 

SDC 54.67 

WK 60.67 

PWG 62.00 

GUB 100.00 
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Fig. 2.4.  Recognition error vs. number of clusters for multi-class classification of 

the ADL dataset 
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2.6   Summary 

 
 

In this Chapter, the suitability of the dictionary learning algorithm in conjunction with SRC has been 

explored in the field of human behavior recognition. Here, it has also been established that the sparse 

representation based classification approach can be advantageously utilized for the purpose of human 

behavior recognition. It has been demonstrated from the results achieved in this Chapter that this proposed 

approach yields high recognition accuracy with respect to other competing approaches. The proposed 

approach can be applied for both bi-class and multi-class behavior classification/segregation purposes 

efficiently. Additionally, this work has shown that a suitable choice of cluster size has a significant impact 

on the identification accuracy of the algorithm. Hence, it is justified that this proposed approach opens 

another door of application for dictionary learning-based classification. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Modified K-SVD based approaches 

for Human Behavior Recognition 

Problem 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3.1 Introduction 
 

s discussed in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, it has been found that recognition 

of human behavior is one of the most exciting research trends in recent 

times and there are lots of techniques associated with machine learning are becoming 

more and more popular for human behavior recognition in modern days [1] [2]. Here, 

in this Chapter, a modified K-SVD based approach has been discussed and the 

modification is introduced in the sparse coding stage of conventional K-SVD 

algorithm. It is known that dictionary learning algorithm consists of mainly two 

stages i.e., sparse modelling or sparse coding stage and dictionary update stage and 

the most frequently used method in this context is conventional K-SVD [89] [90] 

[92] [99]. K-SVD, in its basic form, uses a common greedy algorithm i.e., 

Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) to find a sparse solution [114]. In Chapter 2, 

the dictionary learning based SRC classifier [117] is utilized in a conventional way 

where OMP algorithm is used for the sparse representation of a signal in dictionary 

learning stage as well as in classification stage for human behavior recognition.  

Having been encouraged by the success of conventional K-SVD based classification 

techniques for activity recognition problems, in this Chapter, the feasibility of introducing other 

A 
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sophisticated algorithms in the sparse coding stage are investigated. Firstly, an idea of IRLS-

K-SVD based dictionary learning algorithm for the same problem has been proposed and then, 

the benefit of using 1 sl l−  based K-SVD approach has also been investigated. For this later 

problem, the utility of collaborative representation-based classification in human behavior 

recognition problem, is also investigated. 

Firstly, this proposed idea is intended to test the performance of different variations of 

greedy algorithms and relaxation algorithms as a candidate in the dictionary learning stage as 

well as in classification stage for finding out the best solution of sparse representation. It will 

be shown from the resulting analysis that the proposed approach i.e., a hybrid IRLS-K-SVD 

based dictionary learning algorithm yields satisfactory results among all the other candidate 

algorithms of greedy family and relaxation family [99] to find out the best sparse representation 

of a signal. The usefulness of this proposed algorithm for activity recognition problems will be 

established from the obtained result. 

Secondly, influenced by the success of applying different greedy and relaxation approaches 

in sparse coding stage of K-SVD [90] and increasing success of 1l minimization algorithms 

[115], [116], the effectiveness of 1l regularised least square method has been investigated to 

find the solution of sparse coding stage of dictionary learning algorithm. After learning the 

dictionary D, Collaborative Representation (CR) based classification is also investigated in 

parallel with SRC based classification. 

The upcoming part of this Chapter is organized as follows. The concept of the Iterative-

Reweighed-Least-Squares (IRLS) algorithm based on conventional K-SVD approach and the 

IRLS based SRC classifier for finding the best sparse solution of a signal are discussed in 

Section 3.2.1. This is followed by the performance analysis and comparisons with many hybrid 

combinations of K-SVD algorithms have also been presented. Then, another modification of 
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K-SVD algorithm based on 1 sl l− is introduced and CR based classification procedures are 

presented in Section 3.2.2. The impact of modified K-SVD approaches on human behavior 

recognition problems are presented in a comprehensive manner in Section 3.3.  

3.2 Modified K-SVD based Approaches 
 

Now, the modified variants of the conventional K-SVD algorithm considered for 

solving the human behaviour recognition problem at hand will be discussed in detail. 

3.2.1 IRLS-K-SVD based Dictionary 
Learning for Behavior 
Recognition 

 

Learning a small block size dictionary from the entire training dataset is 

intended so that it can adapt well to the training database by maintaining the 

sparsity constraints strictly. The conventional K-SVD based dictionary 

learning [89] [92] approach has been suitably modified in many later variants 

proposed. According to the basic spirit of dictionary learning algorithm, the 

objective function [90] that should be minimized is:  

 
2

, 0 
0

 arg min
D,X

Y - DX xsubject to i TiF
        (3.1) 

Here, T0 is termed as sparsity prior. Input signal matrix is given as: 

 ,...,2
n N

N
= Y y ,y y1          (3.2) 

where Y comprises N number of input signals, each of dimension n. 

Dictionary D is given as:  , ,...,1 2
n K

K
= D d d d     (3.3) 
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where D comprises K atoms. 

X in (3.4) presents the sparse coefficient matrix and is given as: 

 , ,...,1 2
K N

N
= X x x x         (3.4) 

According to the dictionary learning algorithm discussed in Chapter 2, the objective 

function (3.1) should be minimized in two phases, and it should be repeated in an iterative 

fashion. These two phases are presented as: 

i) Sparse coding stage: Here X is determined keeping D fixed. 

ii) Dictionary update stage: Here D is determined keeping X fixed, determined in  

step i).  

 These two stages to learn a dictionary have also been followed in the proposed 

approach. In this proposed approach, the modification is introduced in conventional K-

SVD [90] [117] based dictionary learning algorithm by using the IRLS algorithm in the 

sparse coding phase. The concepts of the IRLS algorithm [99], which is a prominent 

member from the family of relaxation algorithms, are discussed next in detail.  

 

3.2.1.1 IRLS-K-SVD based Dictionary 

Learning 
 

A. IRLS based IRLS based Sparse Representation 

B.  

According to sparse coding stage of dictionary learning algorithm, dictionary D 

is kept constant to solve the optimization problem (3.1). The modified optimization 

function for sparse coding stage is shown in (3.5): 

 2
min  subject to 02

i

Ti i i p
− y Dx x

x
       (3.5) 
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where each signal from the training dataset Y is presented as yi  and xi is computed for 

each individual signal by solving (3.5). Generally speaking, both greedy algorithms and 

relaxation algorithms [99] can be employed to solve the problem (3.5). In Chapter 2, 

the K-SVD problem was solved by using Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) 

algorithm in the sparse coding stage. In this Chapter, IRLS based relaxation algorithm 

is considered to determine sparse solution by smoothing the penalty function 
0ix . In 

this algorithm from the relaxation family [99], 0l  norm will be relaxed by replacing it 

with pl  norm in some range of 0 1( , ]p . These relaxation algorithms are similar to the 

Focal Undetermined System Solver (FOCUSS) [99], which is used to smooth 0l  norm 

by replacing it with pl norm over some range of p <1. Ideally, sparse measures would 

be better in the range of 0 1p  , however, the rise of local minima creates problems 

in obtaining a sparse solution and the problem becomes non-convex. The above 

constraint can be converted into a penalty term using Lagrange multipliers to overcome 

the problem. An iterative method has been used here, called iterative-reweighed-least-

squares (IRLS) [99] which is imitative to symbolize as pl  i.e., the weighted 2l norm. 

According to the IRLS algorithm [99], the current state of approximation can be 

considered as 1x j− . Here, pseudo inverse of 1x j−  is determined as
2

1
2

x xj
+
− instead of 

taking inverse of 1x j−  directly. Pseudo inverse is calculated by making plain inversion 

of all the non-zero entities of ix and putting elsewhere zero. The overall algorithm of 

IRLS for sparse representation [99] is presented in Algorithm 3.1. 
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Algorithm 3.1: IRLS algorithm for Sparse Coding [99] 

Step 1: Determine x by approximating the solution of: 

 2
min  subject to 02

i

Ti i i p
− y Dx x

x
 

 Step 2: Initialize 0j = , set the initialization matrix 0 1x =  and 

the weightage matrix 0X I=  

 

Step 3: j is incremented by 1 to solve the following steps: 

• Solve: the linear system

( )
2 2

1 1x X D (DX D ) yT T
j j j

+
− −=  to obtain x j  either 

directly or iteratively 

 

• Weight Update: The diagonal weight matrix X is 

updated using x j  as 
1

2X ( , ) x ( )

p

j ji i i
−

=  

 

• Stopping Rule: apply another iteration until the 

value of 1 2
x xj j−− reaches some predetermined 

threshold. 

 

  Step 4: Output: Desired outcome is x j . 

 

B. Dictionary Update Stage 

The next stage in this learning process is the dictionary update stage 

where the dictionary D is updated for a fixed matrix X obtained from IRLS 

based sparse coding stage. The overall IRLS-based K-SVD algorithm is 

shown in Algorithm 3.2. 
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Algorithm 3.2: IRLS based K-SVD algorithm 

Step 1: 

• Initialization of Dictionary: 0 n KD with input signals 

and the columns of D0 are normalized using 2l  norm. 

• Input: n NY , T0, 0 n KD  

• Output: ,n K K N  D X   

• Set J=1 

• Repeat until convergence (stopping Criterion) 

Step 2: 

• Sparse coding stage:  1, ,i N=   

Solve IRLS to determine ix  using Algorithm 3.1 

Step 3: 

• Dictionary update stage:  

For each Column 11,2,...,  in Jk K −= D  Update it by 

- Determine indices wk  using (2.7)  

- Determine kE =Y- j
j T

j k
 d x    

- Restrict kE  to obtain R
k

E by selecting only the columns 

corresponding to wk    

- SVD decomposition is applied as R T
k
= E U V  

- Update (:,1)k =d U . And k

Rx is updated as ( ) ( )1:,*1,1 Vx =k

R
 

• Set J=J+1 
 

3.2.1.2 IRLS based Classification for 

Behavior Recognition 
 

Once the IRLS–KSVD dictionary learning algorithm learns a suitable 

dictionary D, then for an unknown signal in testing phase, the classification stage is 

solved using sparse representation based classifier (SRC) to identify a a specific 
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human behavior. Here, SRC [88], [99] is implemented for the classification purpose 

using the IRLS algorithm [99] that determines the best representation of a signal using 

a trained dictionary which was obtained using IRLS-K-SVD algorithm. The objective 

function solved for obtaining the coefficient matrix is given as [117]: 

ˆ arg min subject toAL 2p
= − x x Ax y

x
     (3.6) 

Here the trained dictionary A represents the output D obtained from IRLS-K-SVD 

algorithm (given in Algorithm 3.2) [11]. A is given as:  , ,...,1 2
n m

C
= Α A A A

, for C classes. 

 

Algorithm 3.3: IRLS based Sparse Representation based 

classification 

Step 1:  Training samples matrix represented as  

  1 2, ,...,Α A A A n m
C

=   , for C classes. 

Step 2: Normalize the columns of training matrix to have unit 2l  

-norm. 

Step 3: Solve this minimization problem to determine 

coefficient vector ALx̂   by using IRLS (given in algorithm 3.1). 

 AL 2
ˆ arg min subject to

x
x x Ax y

p
= −   

Step 4: For 1,...,i C=  

Residuals are computed  

AL 2
ˆ( ) ( )y y A xi ir = −  

End 

Step 5: Output: identity ( ) = arg min ( )i
i

r y  
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3.2.1.3 Performance Evaluation 
 

Next, the performance analysis of IRLS-K-SVD algorithm used for the human 

behavior recognition problems is presented in detail. For this purpose, the same 

benchmark database of wrist-worn accelerometer signals that was used in Chapter 1 is 

considered here [113]. This dataset consists of 700 signals of human 

activities/behaviors which are acquired from sixteen persons in real-life situations 

[113]. The dataset comprises signals acquired corresponding to seven different human 

activities/behaviors which were also considered in Chapter 2. The methodology 

followed for creating training and testing database from this dataset remains same as 

was followed in Chapter 2. The seven classes of human behaviour considered remain 

the same i.e., sitting down on a chair (SDC), standing up from a chair (SUC), get up 

from the bed (GUB), climbing stairs (CS), drinking a glass of water (DW), pouring 

water and walking (WK), Pouring water from a glass (PWG) [113], [117]. The 

problem has been solved here as a bi-class classification following the same approach 

of bi-class classification problem that was followed in Chapter 2 i.e., the algorithm tries 

to identify each human behaviour separately. Hence, in bi-class classification, the main 

event class is composed of the data from a specific class of behavior and the other class 

comprises a mixture of the signals from the other six classes in consideration except for 

the event class [117]. 

At first, the dictionary learning approach is implemented to learn the dictionary 

and then it is followed by SRC based classification [117]. For the dictionary learning 

purpose, the sparse coding stage has been solved using a number of greedy algorithms 

like matching pursuit (MP) [99], orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [99], weak 

matching pursuit (WMP) [99], thresholding algorithm (THR) [99] and some variants  
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TABLE 3. 1: COMPARISON OF RECOGNITION ACCURACY WITH 

OTHER HYBRID COMBINATIONS OF DICTIONARY LEARNING BASED 

CLASSIFICATION 

LEARN CLAS Recognition Accuracy of Behavior Classes 

(%) 
 

ED SIFIC 
 

DICTIO ATIO WK SUC SDC PWG GUB CS  DW 
 

NARY N         
 

 WMP 95 90 95 95 100 90  90 
 

 THR 70 65 85 80 60 80  80 
 

MP 
IRLS 100 75 85 100 90 75  90 

 

BP 80 85 100 90 100 80 
 

85  

  
 

 MP 75 70 65 90 90 75  90 
 

 OMP 80 70 95 85 95 75  90 
 

 MP 50 95 65 30 5 30  40 
 

 THR 55 90 50 35 0 45  50 
 

WMP 
IRLS 75 95 80 95 10 100  85 

 

BP 25 90 55 40 0 15 
 

50  

  
 

 OMP 50 95 65 35 0 30  45 
 

 WMP 85 95 90 95 85 95  100 
 

 MP 80 65 95 90 25 75  85 
 

 THR 70 65 85 85 40 80  80 
 

IRLS 
WMP 100 100 100 90 95 90  95 

 

BP 80 85 100 80 30 95 
 

85  

  
 

 IRLS 100 75 100 100 40 100  90 
 

 OMP 90 70 95 90 30 75  85 
 

 MP 80 70 95 90 25 70  80 
 

 THR 70 65 85 85 35 80  80 
 

BP 
WMP 95 100 100 100 90 90  100 

 

IRLS 100 75 100 90 40 85 
 

95  

  
 

 OMP 80 70 95 85 40 75  85 
 

 BP 80 90 100 90 25 95  85 
 

 MP 80 70 95 90 30 75  85 
 

 WMP 95 100 100 95 90 100  90 
 

THR 
IRLS 100 75 100 100 45 95  90 

 

BP 80 85 95 90 25 95 
 

85  

  
 

 OMP 80 70 95 85 30 75  85 
 

 THR 70 60 85 85 35 80  80 
 

 MP 75 75 65 90 95 90  80 
 

 WMP 80 85 80 60 40 95  45 
 

OMP 
IRLS 100 80 90 100 50 95  85 

 

BP 75 70 85 85 45 85 
 

80  

  
 

 OMP     100   85 70 94  75    69  85 
 

          
 

 THR 80 75 75 80 45 75  75 
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of relaxation algorithms like batch pursuit (BP) [99] and iterative-reweighed-least-

squares (IRLS) [99], Similarly, for the classification stage, the sparse coding part in the 

SRC problem has been solved using the same six algorithms mentioned above. The 

complete comparative performance has been presented in Table 3.1. The corresponding 

graphical representation of the recognition accuracies for each of the seven-behavior 

classes is presented in Fig. 3.1. It can be concluded from the results obtained that the 

best performance is achieved when the dictionary learning is carried out using the 

IRLS-K-SVD algorithm followed by a classification stage employing SRC where the 

Fig. 3. 1.  Comparative study of recognition accuracies obtained with different hybrid 

combinations of sparse coding stages employed for dictionary learning and for SRC based 

classification 
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sparse coding stage in the SRC is also solved using IRLS algorithm. outperform the 

conventional K-SVD based Hence, this experimentation has conclusively proven that 

the hybrid IRLS-K-SVD based dictionary learning algorithm can dictionary learning 

algorithm, discussed in Chapter 1 [117], when implemented for human behaviour 

recognition problem. 

 

3.2.2   
1 s
l l− based K-SVD Dictionary 

Learning for Behavior Recognition  
 

The next Section will now discuss implementation of another variant of K-SVD 

algorithm called l1-ls based K-SVD dictionary learning algorithm, which will be employed 

for the same human behaviour recognition problem. 

3.2.2.1   
1 s
l l−  based K-SVD Dictionary 

Learning 
 

Inspired by the initial success of K-SVD algorithm in solving human behaviour 

recognition problem described in Chapter 2 and IRLS-K-SVD based dictionary 

learning approach for the same problem described in the previous Section 3.2.1, in this 

Section another modification is introduced in K-SVD dictionary learning algorithm. 

Here, 1 sl l− based K-SVD dictionary learning algorithm has been applied where 1 sl l−

algorithm is used in sparse coding stage for finding the sparse solution in place of 

commonly used greedy algorithms like OMP etc. In this 1 sl l−  algorithm [116], [118], 

a regularization parameter is combined with a standard 1l minimization problem, which 
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is solved using truncated newton interior point method [118] that provides the essence 

of fast 1l  minimization [115]. As mentioned before, in the original K-SVD algorithm 

[90] [99], dictionary learning is accomplished by computing the two stages in an 

iterating fashion i.e., i) sparse coding stage and ii) dictionary update stage. In this 

proposed approach, the sparse coding stage is solved as an 1 sl l− minimization problem, 

which is followed by the conventional dictionary update stage. 

In Section 3.2.1, the performance of modified K-SVD based classification 

approach was investigated for human behavior recognition problem where different 

algorithms from greedy and relaxation family were introduced for solving the sparse 

coding stage. Here, in this Section, instead of using 0l and pl norm minimization 

problem in sparse coding stage, 1l  regularized least square ( 1 sl l− ) problem is 

introduced in sparse coding stage for finding the sparse solution. The drawback of 1l

minimization problem is resolved by using this modification and the objective function 

gets converted to a convex one. This optimization problem can be solved using many 

methods [118]. [119]. Here, interior point based method has been used to solve this 

minimization problem. Using the Lagrangian method, normal 1l  minimization problem 

can be rewritten as: 

1 2
2 12

− +min y Ax x
x

         (3.7) 

Here the regularization parameter is presented as λ and its value should be 

chosen as λ > 0. Now, this above least square problem is combined with 1l minimization 

and to reduce the computational burden Truncated Newton Interior Point Method 

(TNIPM) is used to solve it to find the best sparse solution and the algorithm is given 
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in [114], [118]. The objective function (3.7) is transformed to a quadratic form with 

inequality constraints by using TNIPM. The objective function (3.7) is modified as: 

1 2
22

1

subject to - 1

n
ui

i

u x u i ni i i

− +

=

  =

min y Ax
x

, , ,

       (3.8) 

It is already known that after solving the sparse coding stage to obtain the sparse 

coefficient matrix X, the next phase in dictionary learning [90], [99] is to update D 

keeping X fixed and to continue these two steps in an iterative manner to obtain a 

relatively small learned dictionary from a larger training dataset. The overall 1 sl l−

based K-SVD algorithm will appear similar to the methodology described in 

Algorithm 3.2 except that the sparse coding stage will be solved as 1 sl l−  problem by 

using TNIPM. 

 

3.2.2.2 Collaborative Representation 

(CR) based Classification for 

Behavior recognition 
 

According to the primary concept behind SRC [87] based classification, the 

unknown test signal y is coded based on the fixed matrix data matrix D by following 

the equation y = Dxwhere the sparse vector is x .This sparse coding vector can be 

found out by using 
1
l or 

0
l minimization [87]. It has been observed that 

1
l  Minimization 

problem is more advantageous as it can handle over-complete dictionary easily and 

can provide, theoretically, the sparsest solution. But the chief limitation of this process 
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is that it involves significant computational burden. This problem of computational 

burden can be somewhat solved by introduction of some fast 
1
l minimization 

algorithms [117], [118]. 

One possible alternative to SRC based classification is to employ collaborative 

representation based classification (CRC) [120]. CRC proposed that the regularized 

least squares method can be used to collaboratively represent the query sample using 

D with a low computational burden. It was argued in proposing CRC [120] that 

perhaps the concept of collaborative representation is more important than the concept 

of sparsity based representation when a signal is subjected to redundant representation 

based on atoms in a dictionary. When CRC [120] is used in the classification stage in  

human behaviour recognition problem, the test signal y is represented based on the 

learned dictionary obtained from K-SVD algorithm by using 
2

l regularized least 

square method. The objective function to be solved in CRC is given as:  

2 2

2 2

− +
ρ

argmin { y Dρ ρ }         (3.9) 

(3.9) can be easily and analytically derived as (3.10) for finding the solution of CR 

with regularised least square, given as: 

1T T −= +ρ (D D I) D y          (3.10) 

Let 
1Q (D D I) DT T −= + , this Q is termed as the projection matrix and y is coded 

based on this projection matrix. For a pretrained/fixed dictionary the matrix Q can 

be kept computed and stored in offline and once an unknown signal y comes the 

coefficient vector ρ can be immediately obtained from (3.10).    
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3.2.2.3 Performance Evaluation 
 

Next, the performance analysis of 
1
l  regularized least square [115] [118] based K-SVD 

algorithm used for human behavior recognition problem is presented in detail. For this 

purpose, the same benchmark database of wrist-worn accelerometer signals that 

correspond to seven different human activities/behaviors as used in Section 3.2.1.3 and 

Chapter 2, is considered. Following the same methodology described in Section 3.2.1.3 

and Chapter 2, a training and testing database is created using this dataset and the seven 

categories of human behaviors have been chosen. According to Section 3.2.1.3, the 

problem has been solved as a bi-class classification problem.  

Here, first, 
1 s
l l− based K-SVD dictionary learning approach is implemented to 

learn the dictionary which is followed by SRC based classification [117]. For the 

dictionary learning purpose, the sparse coding stage has been solved by using 
1
l  

regularized least square (
1 s
l l− ) [115] [118] method for finding the sparse solution and 

also, for classification stage, sparse coding part of SRC has been solved by 
1 s
l l−  method 

(mentioned as Method 2). Followed by this, after learning the dictionary using 
1 s
l l−

based K-SVD, the CRC based classification has been employed in place of SRC for this 

same problem (mentioned as Method 3). The performance of these two above mentioned 

approaches have been compared with the conventional dictionary learning algorithm 

(mentioned as Method 1), which is presented in Table 3.2. The corresponding graphical 

representation of the recognition accuracies for each of the seven-behavior classes is 

presented in Fig. 3.2. It can be concluded from the results obtained that the best 

performance is achieved when the dictionary learning is carried out using the 
1 s
l l− based 

K-SVD algorithm followed by a classification stage employing CRC (i.e. Method 3). 
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Hence, this experimentation has also shown that Method 3 can outperform other 

proposed approaches. The graphical representation of comparative analysis of 

recognition accuracy for three methods is depicted in Fig. 3.2 for each class of behavior 

and it has been found that the recognition accuracy achieved for each class of human 

behavior is more than 85% using Method 3 compared to the other two proposed 

approaches. 

 

TABLE 3. 2 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF TWO VARIANTS OF L1-LS K-SVD 

DICTIONARY LEARNING-BASED CLASSIFICATION APPROACHES WITH 

CONVENTIONAL DICTIONARY LEARNING-BASED APPROACH 

 Dictionar

y learning 

stage 

Classifi

cation 

Stage 

Recognition Accuracy of Behavior Classes (%) 

 WK SUC SDC PWG GUB CS DW 

Method 1 

OMP 

based 

Sparse 

coding 

OMP 

based 

SRC 

85.73 69.00 75.67 94.00 69.99 85.00 100.00 

Method 2 

l1-ls based 

Sparse 

coding 

l1-ls 

based 

SRC 

80.00 30.00 45.00 95.00 100.00 100.00 85.00 

Method 3 

l1-ls based 

Sparse 

coding 

CRC 85.00 95.00 100.00 92.00 90.00 95.00 100.00 

 

Finally, the performance comparison of three different approaches, i.e., the conventional 

K-SVD dictionary learning algorithm ((as discussed in Chapter 2), the IRLS-K-SVD 

based approach using SRC (as discussed in Section 3.2.1), and l1-ls based K-SVD 

approach using CRC, is presented in Table 3.3, for the same human behavior recognition 

problem. Here, from Table 3.3, it can be concluded that IRLS-K-SVD based approach 

(discussed in Section 3.2.1.3) can outperform than conventional dictionary learning 

based approaches (as discussed in Chapter 2) and in this Section, it has been proven that 
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1 sl l−  based K-SVD approach can perform better than the IRLS-K-SVD based approach 

for the same human behavior recognition problem. 

 

 

Fig. 3. 2.  Performance comparison of two variants of K-SVD dictionary learning-based 

classification approaches with conventional dictionary learning 

 

TABLE 3. 3 COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF RECOGNITION ACCURACIES 

OBTAINED FOR MODIFIED K-SVD AND CONVENTIONAL K-SVD BASED 

APPROACHES FOR HUMAN BEHAVIOR RECOGNITION 

Dictionary 

learning 

stage 

Classifi

cation 

Stage 

Recognition Accuracy of Behavior Classes (%) 

WK SUC SDC PWG GUB CS DW 

OMP based 

Sparse 

coding 

OMP 

based 

SRC 

85.73 69.00 75.67 94.00 69.99 85.00 100.00 

 

IRLS based 

Sparse 

coding 

IRLS 

based 

SRC 

100.00 75.00 100.00 100.00 45.00 95.00 90.00 

 

1 sl l− based 

Sparse 

coding 

CRC 85.00 95.00 100.00 92.00 90.00 95.00 100.00 
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3.3  Summary 
 

In this Chapter, the effectiveness of different modifications of K-SVD dictionary learning 

algorithm has been investigated for human behavior recognition problems and the performance 

analysis has been compared with the conventional K-SVD dictionary learning algorithm as 

discussed in Chapter 2.  

At first, a new hybrid dictionary learning-based classification approach for human 

behavior recognition has been proposed. Here, it has been established from the performance 

analysis that the hybrid IRLS-K-SVD based approach yields high classification accuracy for 

bi-class classification of typical seven human behavior, compared to all other possible 

combinations of the hybrid dictionary learning approaches. So, it can also be observed from 

the result analysis that instead of using the conventional K-SVD based method [117], this 

proposed hybrid IRLS-K-SVD based classification method can be competently applied for 

behavior recognition problems.  

For improving the performance even after, another modified approach of the K-SVD 

dictionary learning based algorithm has also been investigated for the same problem where the 

dictionary learning stage is carried out by using the 1 sl l−  K-SVD algorithm followed by the 

classification stage employing CRC. The conclusion can be drawn from the performance 

analysis shown in Table 3.3 that 1 sl l− K-SVD-based CRC approach outperform the recently 

proposed IRLS-K-SVD-based SRC approach for human behavior recognition problem. 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

CHAPTER 4 

PIR Sensor-Based AAL Tool for 

Human Movement Detection: 

Modified MCP-Based Dictionary 

Learning Approach 

_________________________________________ 

 

4.1   Introduction 
 

n light of the success of dictionary learning algorithms in various fields, researchers have 

got encouraged to explore potential applications of dictionary learning algorithms in other 

domains, such as human behavior identification, human tracking, etc. In Chapter 2, the 

dictionary learning algorithm is first introduced for human behavior recognition purposes 

utilizing the conventional K-SVD algorithm [117] and then, in Chapter 3, several variants of 

K-SVD based dictionary learning algorithms for solving the sparse coding problem were 

studied in detail for the same human behaviour recognition problem [121], [136]. Inspired by 

those initial successes, the usefulness of the dictionary learning algorithm is further 

investigated in solving human movement detection problems. Recent developments in sensor 

technology along with reduction in sensor costs have enabled the researchers to build sensor-

based intelligent Assisted Living (AL) devices that can offer more safety to an older person to 

live self-reliant.  Encouraged by these recent accomplishments of sensor technology in human 

tracking field, a new approach has been proposed in this work to identify human movement in 

I 
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eight different directions with a resolution of 450 spatial angle. These eight directions are well 

known directions of S-N, N-S, SE-NW, NW-SE, SW-NE, NE-SW, E-W and W-E. In this 

work, a complete system has been developed comprising several indigenously developed 

hardware and software modules, where four PIR sensors are used for real time data collection. 

These sensors are aligned in such a fashion that they can cover all eight intended directions for 

human detection and tracking i.e. towards N, S, NW, SE, SW, NE, W and E in the test area. 

The PIR sensor module has been placed on the ceiling of the test room and signals are acquired 

from several subjects in real time to demonstrate the efficiency of the system for the purpose 

of human detection. The present work also proposes to use dictionary learning algorithm to 

solve the human detection problem in different direction as a multi-class classification problem. 

In this context, it can be seen that developing intelligent systems for human movement 

detection in specific directions has become a very important problem statement. In this regard, 

how a sophisticated low-cost integrated system for this purpose can be developed using an 

indigenously developed hardware-software combination, has been shown in this Chapter. A 

novel solution is presented based on four PIR sensors-based hardware systems coupled with a 

novel dictionary learning algorithm. Here, the recently proposed Multiple Cluster Pursuit 

(MCP) algorithm-based dictionary learning has been implemented successfully for this human 

detection problem and then proposes a new variant of MCP algorithm, called the modified 

MCP algorithm, for this purpose. Extensive real-life performance evaluations have been 

performed to demonstrate the suitability of MCP and the modified MCP algorithms for the 

problem under consideration.  

As mentioned before, the fundamental concept of Dictionary learning algorithms is 

based on sparse representation theory, which has recently achieved excellent results in many 

fields, such as face recognition, activity recognition [87], biometric person identification, etc 

[94, 117, 121].  Here, the fundamental concept of this Chapter is motivated by the concept of 
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representing a signal i
y  as a sparse combination of atoms from an overcomplete dictionary D 

and the solution for a set of such signals Y can be represented as Y= DX, where X represents 

the corresponding sparse coding matrix. In dictionary learning algorithms the dictionary is 

suitably learned to improve both accuracy and the computational burden involved whereas a 

pre-determined fixed dictionary is used in the traditional sparse representation. A two-stage 

iterative process is essentially employed for the dictionary learning algorithm using a sparse 

coding stage and dictionary update stage. Usually greedy algorithms, like OMP, are preferred 

for solving the sparse coding stage [99]. Excellence of OMP has been reported in works like 

[122] where broken rotor bars are detected using vibration signal. However, for significantly 

correlated data, these traditional variants are not found that effective. For those situations, 

recently, the Multiple Cluster Pursuit (MCP) algorithm has been proposed as an effective 

solution [123]. Motivated by the findings reported in [123], how such MCP algorithm-based 

dictionary learning can be employed for human movement detection problem in real-time, has 

been demonstrated in this Chapter. A variant of the MCP algorithm, called the modified MCP 

algorithm, has also been proposed in this Chapter, where the modifications are proposed in the 

initialization, multiple atom selection, and termination stages, and this proposed variant is 

applied to the problem of interest, it has been able to achieve further superior performances 

compared to the MCP algorithm. Several real-time performance comparison studies are 

performed in the laboratory using different variants of dictionary learning algorithms to justify 

the usefulness of both MCP and this modified MCP in solving the real-time human detection 

problem. 

The rest of this Chapter is structured as follows.  The motion detection problem at hand 

is presented in Section 4.2. A detailed description of the experimental setup that has been 

indigenously developed in the laboratory utilizing PIR sensors and the data acquisition 

procedure employed is described in Section 4.3. The general concept of dictionary learning 
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followed by the MCP algorithm and the proposed modified MCP algorithm is presented in 

Section 4.4, applied for intelligent human detection purposes. The classification procedure is 

described using dictionary learning approaches in Section 4.5. The detailed description of real-

time performance evaluation is carried out in Section 4.6. The conclusion is presented in 

Section 4.7. 

4.2   Framework for Motion Identification 

Problem 
 

Two of the most significant signal processing problems that are studied under the 

purview of the development of Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) technologies, is recognition of 

human behavior and detection of human movement, utilizing various forms of sensor 

combinations. In recent times, several research efforts have been directed to solve both human 

behavior and detection of human movement problems, in different forms [1,4]. The problem 

of detection of human movement which is very important to aid self-sufficient living for senior 

citizens, is focused on this Chapter. The overall block diagram of the motion identification 

system developed utilizing non-wearable PIR sensors in this work is presented in Fig. 4.1. In 

stage 1, appropriate PIR sensors are selected for this purpose and a hardware set-up/device is 

designed and fabricated in the laboratory using these PIR sensors and other accessories, which 

are required for signal acquisition purpose. In stage 2, accompanying software is developed in 

Visual Basic for actual signal acquisition in remote mode using Robodyn Uno processor and 

LAN interface. Once these signals are acquired, appropriate feature vectors are prepared using 

prominent FFT coefficients and their corresponding frequencies and clustering of signals is 

carried out. Next, stages 3 and 4 are utilized for actual motion identification using sophisticated 

machine learning approaches. In stage 3, a new method is proposed based on dictionary 

learning algorithm, named as Modified MCP based approach, which can efficiently learn a 
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small size dictionary from a large size feature matrix that represents the huge sized signal data 

acquired from the training subjects. In stage 4, the entire system is implemented for actual 

motion identification in a particular direction utilizing SRC based classification. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. 1.  Overall block diagram for direction of motion detection problem 
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4.3    Experimental System Developed and 
Data Acquisition 

 

4.3.1   Brief description of PIR sensor 
Array 

 

As mentioned before, a pyroelectric infrared (PIR) detector is a low-cost instrument that is 

capable of sensing infrared radiation (IR) within its viewing range. They can be used in the 

dark as they can image infrared light and can differentiate moving objects from stationary 

ones. PIR sensor arrays are widely used in surveillance system, automatic light control 

system, and for monitoring conditions of elderly patients in hospitals [22] [5]. As the change 

in IR level can be measured by this PIR sensor in a passive manner so this sensor is known 

as a passive infrared sensor. Variation in temperature can be identified in the surrounding 

region when an individual movement occurs within its range. The basic working concept of 

PIR sensor with two sensing elements is presented in Fig. 4.2. Two pyroelectric elements 

of a PIR sensor are associated in the monitoring field in such a way that it can identify the 

human movement by measuring the difference between the heat generated in the 

pyroelectric element when an individual enters in the monitoring field. Raw PIR sensors, 

i.e., sensors without Fresnel lenses, are limited to a viewing range of 1 m. This range gets  

 

Fig. 4. 2.  Movement detection by PIR sensor 
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increased when a Fresnel lens is used with a PIR sensor. In the experiments, PIR sensors 

with a Fresnel lens have been used and the detection range of each sensor, as per the PIR 

manual [124], is limited to 5 m. In order to acquire information from the PIR sensor due to 

human movement, certain parameters must be considered, e.g., the proximity to the sensor, 

the presence of various objects in the monitoring area, and the velocity of the individual's 

movements.  The difference between the polarities of two sensing elements inside the PIR 

sensor and the difference between the captured signals towards each polarity is depicted in 

Fig. 4.3.  

 

 

4.3.2  Multi-purpose AAL Experimental 
Setup with PIR Sensor Array 

 

In this indigenously developed experimental system, four PIR sensors are used to detect or 

identify walking in eight particular directions i.e., toward N, S, NW, SE, SW, NE, W and 

E. The direction of detection for each specific PIR sensor is depicted in Fig. 4.4. The system 

is developed using four Panasonic AMN21112 analog sensors [124,125]. This type of sensor 

is called a standard detection type sensor with an analog output range of 0-5V DC. The 

maximum detection distance of each sensor is limited to 5 m, horizontal and vertical 

Fig. 4. 3.  Output signal when walking towards positive or 

negative elements 
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detection ranges of 1000 and 820 respectively, and 64 detection zones. The specific 

arrangement of PIR sensor array employed in our setup along with the physical layout, the 

schematic and the viewing range of each PIR sensor [124] are depicted in Figs. 4.5 (a)-(d). 

 

Fig. 4. 4.  Detecting direction using each PIR sensor 

 

The actual snap of the complete hardware developed is presented in Fig. 4.6(a). Here 

all four PIR sensors are connected to a Robodyn UNO board which is equipped with 

Micro USB power connection. For each sensor, the Vdd pin is connected to the +5V 

supply pin of the Robodyn Uno, the GND pin is connected to the GND pin of Robodyn 

Uno and the OUT pins of sensors 1-4 are connected to the pins A0, A1, A2 and A3 of 

the Robodyn Uno, respectively. This Robodyn Uno is interfaced with an ENC28J60 

Ethernet LAN network module for real time transfer of signal data acquired over 

Ethernet LAN. The hardware setup is also equipped with a Sony 5V, 2.1A charger with  
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(a) 

(b)      (c) 

(d) 

Fig. 4. 5.  Pictorial representation of the PIR sensors used: (a) Top view of sensor 

array in movement tracking device, (b) Physical Layout, (c) Schematic, and d) 

Viewing range 
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micro USB connector whose input is 230 V, 50Hz AC. The schematic diagram of the 

data acquisition system is depicted in Fig. 4.6(b) developed by interfacing PIR sensors, 

Ethernet LAN module and power supply with the Robodyn Uno.  

The complete schematic diagram of the human movement detection system is 

depicted in Fig. 4.6 (c) that comprises the hardware setup and the software modules that 

is capable of communicating with the hardware in real time from remote location. Here, 

A subject walking in eight different directions can be detected automatically by the 

sensor array. signals are acquired for walking in each one of the individual directions 

and these signals are transferred online to the PC via the Ethernet LAN module. Once 

data is acquired, Robodyn UNO communicates with the PC via this ethernet LAN 

module and transmits data to the PC after receiving a ‘data send request’ from the PC, 

utilizing a software module indigenously developed in the laboratory that uses Visual 

Basic and TCP/IP. The GUI developed at PC end in Visual Basic for real life is  

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

  Fig. 4. 6.  (a) Top view of the developed experimental setup used in this work as a 

movement detecting device, (b) Pin diagram of PIR sensor with Robodyn UNO and 

ethernet module and (c) Block diagram of complete human movement detection system 
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presented in Fig. 4.7, online acquisition of signals from four PIR sensors. Here it is established 

that Robodyn UNO act as a server and it is monitoring a port and Visual Basic acts as a client 

which receives the signal value at each sampling instance using TCP interface with Robodyn 

UNO.  

Once signal data are received at PC end, a novel dictionary learning algorithm, 

proposed in this Chapter and developed in MATLAB, communicates with Visual Basic using 

real life two-way handshaking to perform suitable classification and decision making to detect 

human movement in a specific direction, if any, and the result of the “Recognized Direction” 

is presented as the final result in GUI.  

Fig. 4. 7.  GUI developed at PC end for real time signal acquisition 

in remote mode and online display of recognized direction 
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4.4 Intelligent Movement Detection 

Using Modified MCP Based 
Dictionary Learning Algorithm 

 

Once the signal(s) are acquired in real time, the intelligent movement detection is 

performed as a multiclass classification problem. In this Chapter, dictionary learning approach 

with sparse representation has been proposed to solve this problem.  In sparse representation, 

any given signal is represented as a sparse combination of a few signals or atoms from an 

overcomplete dictionary [70],[55]. Usually, each atom in a dictionary is represented in terms 

of its Fourier or Wavelet basis [55], [71], [87]. Dictionary learning approaches are intended to 

learn a smaller dictionary from a larger initial database so that the computational burden 

involved in sparse representation can be significantly reduced, strictly maintaining the sparsity 

constraint [99] , [123].  

It has already been mentioned that one of the most popular algorithms for designing over-

complete dictionaries and suitably learning them using training signal database is the K-SVD 

algorithm [90]. K-SVD and hence many other algorithms have formulated the problem of 

dictionary learning as the minimization of an objective function, given as [117], [121], [91]:  

,
min

p
  subject to T− 

D X
Y DX X           (4.1) 

where 𝑁 no of input signals or atoms are presented as 𝐘 nN, each of dimension n1, the 

dictionary 𝐃 nK is composed of K atoms, each of dimension n1,  𝐗KN is presented as 

a sparse coding matrix, where each column is constituted as a sparse coding vector, and p 

is presented as the lp-norm. This optimization problem is essentially solved by executing a two-

step process in an iterative fashion [90]:  
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a. Sparse coefficient matrix 𝐗 is determined keeping the 𝐃 fixed (known as Sparse Coding 

stage). 

b. The new dictionary 𝐃 is determined keeping 𝐗 fixed as determined in step a (known as 

Dictionary Updating stage). 

In the Sparse Coding stage, the problem is solved by solving N independent decoupled 

problems separately, given as: 

2

i
i i2 p

  subject to ti
x

min y Dx x−        (4.2) 

where iy and ix give the ith  columns of matrices Y and X respectively and t is the threshold 

considered for imposing sparsity in determining the ith sparse coding vector. 

As mentioned in [90], the Sparse Coding stage can be implemented by employing any 

pursuit algorithm, and Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) algorithm is the most famous 

greedy algorithm for solving this stage iteratively. However, the computational burden of OMP 

can be significant, as only one dictionary atom is selected in each iteration. To overcome this 

problem, the Multiple Clusters Pursuit (MCP) algorithm was proposed in [123] to solve the 

Sparse Coding stage. MCP is primarily recognized for its sophisticated methodology for 

efficiently organizing the dictionary and selecting multiple numbers of atoms in each iteration, 

which significantly reduces the computational burden. 

In the first stage, an efficient K-means strategy was utilized in MCP algorithm based 

on a correlation-based computation of similarity index which decomposes the training database 

into K clusters and computes K prototype atoms, ( )1 2j   j Kc , , , , =  each prototype 

computed being a cluster center. In this case of K-means strategy, a two-step process is 

implemented in an iterative fashion [123]. 
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a. each atom id is reallocated to the nearest cluster k based on maximum correlation between 

di and c ( 1,2, , )j j K = ,and update each cluster sub-matrix. 

b. Each prototype atom is recomputed as ( )1 2j   j Kc , , , = by computing dominant left 

singular vector of each updated cluster sub-matrix.  

Once the organized dictionary structure is obtained, given by the collection of prototype 

atoms or cluster centers, the MCP algorithm enters into the searching phase of the sparse 

coding stage. Here, in each kth iteration, multiple prototype atoms 
*c j  , are selected first 

using the algorithm, which demonstrate correlation with the residual ry
k-1 being higher than 

a specified threshold. 

This correlation is determined by calculating the corresponding inner product. Once 

the corresponding prototype atoms are selected, the algorithm visits each cluster sub-

dictionary jU associated with the selected thj  cluster, containing dictionary atoms 

belonging to this thj cluster, and picks those atoms from each thj  cluster which 

demonstrate highest correlation with residual ry
k-1 [123]. With this algorithm, multiple atoms 

can be selected in every iteration, and the convergence can occur much faster than with 

OMP. The sparse coding phase of MCP is shown in Algorithm 4.1. 

In this Chapter, this MCP algorithm [123] is adopted in spirit to implement the 

intelligent human movement detection methodology and several modifications are also 

proposed in different stages to develop a Modified MCP Algorithm that has been 

successfully implemented in real-time to develop the intelligent decision-making module. 

The modifications have been proposed in three salient places: (i) the clustering methodology 
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employed in step 1 and (ii) in step 2 and (iii) in step 5 in the sparse coding stage in MCP 

algorithm. 

In the first modification, in applying K-means based clustering, a centre initialization 

method has been introduced to the modified MCP instead of using random signals from the 

training database to constitute K clusters. Here, at first, the database is partitioned into K 

number of divisions depending on the number of output classes contained in the database, and, 

from each division, the cluster centre atom is obtained by calculating the mean of each class. 

Then Euclidean distance is calculated between each cluster centre and each signal in the 

training database, then signals are regrouped based on least distance and again cluster centres 

are calculated. This process is continued until the distance between each pre calculated centre 

and it’s corresponding newly calculated centre falls below a chosen threshold. The final cluster 

centers are chosen as the prototype atoms, c j


, as used in the original MCP algorithm. 

 

Algorithm 4.1: The Sparse Coding Stage in MCP Algorithm 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
BEGIN 
 

Input: Training signal iy , cluster sub-dictionaries jU and prototype  

atoms c ( 1,2, , )j j K =   

Output: Sparse solution vector ix , index set of final chosen atoms iI  

 
Step 1:  
 

Initialization: Set 
0

ix []= , 0

y yr = , prototype atoms’ index set 
0V []= , multiple 

selection atoms’ index set 
0 0 [], 1 1 1i k v mM I , , ,= =  = = = , hard threshold 

( )Kjy

T

j ,,2,1     max 00 ==  rc  
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Step 2:  
 

2.1 Compute K correlations ( )1    1 2k T k-

j j yC j Kc r , , ,= =  

2.2 Populate Vk using indices of chosen prototype atoms as:    
 
 
2.3 Compute new hard threshold:  

 
 

Step 3: 
  

FOR  ( )1   kv size: V=  

3.1 Search the atom in cluster sub-dictionary  
 
 

which is best correlated with residual 1k

yr − and populate kM as:  

 
 
 
 ENDFOR 

3.2 Update the index set of final chosen atoms iI as 

 
 

3.3 Reset  kM []=  

 
Step 4:                            
 
4.1 Update the sub-dictionary k

iI
D as: 

 

FOR ( )1 k

im size: I=  

 
 

ENDFOR 

4.2 Update the sparse approximation
k

i x  by projecting iy  on sub-dictionary  

I
D k

i
 as: ( )  

1

i

TTk

i k
i

k
i

k
i

yDDDx
III

−

=  

4.3 Update the residual as:  
k k

y i i= −r y Dx  

 1: −= kk

j

k Cq V

( )10     1 = −  kk

 ( )vj k

j VU =

 ( ) 
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Step 5: 
 

IF ( ) ( )( )( )max
2

or    countsizethresh k

i

k

y  Ir , 

THEN  
STOP 

ELSE 
k=k+1 
GO TO STEP 2 

ENDIF 
 
END 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

calculated between each cluster centre and each signal in the training database, then signals are 

regrouped based on least distance and again cluster centres are calculated. This process is 

continued until the distance between each pre calculated centre and it’s corresponding newly 

calculated centre falls below a chosen threshold. The final cluster centers are chosen as the 

prototype atoms, c j


, as used in the original MCP algorithm. 

The next modifications are introduced in the searching process (in step 2) and in 

determination of the predefined threshold in the stopping criterion (in step 5) in Algorithm 4.1. 

As discussed in step 2.3, the final performance of the MCP algorithm is greatly influenced by 

how it computes the hard threshold depending on the initial choice of ε0 and a proper choice of 

μ. In the original MCP algorithm, this has to be manually chosen and requires extensive trial-

and-error approach to arrive at suitable values. In this proposed modification, this has been 

automated in three steps, for each iteration: (i) storing the maximum and the minimum values 

among all correlations computed, (ii) computing the difference between these two values, and 

(iii) choosing the best correlating atom from each chosen cluster, selected based on a 

percentage of this difference value-based threshold. It is also observed that this process results 
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in a much faster speed of convergence and also gets rid of the tedious trial-and-error approach. 

In step 5 in Algorithm 4.1, the l2-norm of 
k

yr  is expected to vary significantly for different 

datasets and hence the choice of the threshold thresh is also a tedious manual procedure for 

satisfactory operation. In the modified step 5, this process has been automated by choosing a 

stopping criterion on the basis of standard deviation of 
k

yr  computed over a moving analysis 

window.  

 

 

Fig. 4.8.  The modified MCP based overall K-SVD dictionary learning 

algorithm 
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The algorithm will be stopped if 
k

yr keeps decreasing over the moving window and if the 

standard deviation in this window falls below a threshold (thresh_sd). This value of thresh_sd 

can be much easily chosen as this is independent of the actual values of 
k

yr over the iterations 

and a lower value attained essentially means that the residual has entered into a saturation 

phase, which, for all practical purposes, can be inferred as that the algorithm has reached steady 

state situation. Once the sparse matrix X is obtained, the dictionary D is updated next keeping 

X fixed. This process of obtaining X keeping D fixed, followed by updating D keeping obtained 

X fixed, is implemented in an iterative fashion. In the dictionary update stage, in each iteration, 

each column di is serially obtained one-by-one following the philosophy adopted in K-SVD 

algorithm. The proposed modified MCP algorithm based overall K-SVD dictionary learning 

algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.8. 

 

4.5   Classification Based on Dictionary 
Learning 

 

Once the dictionary has been suitably learned, this learned dictionary is used for 

identifying specific directions of human movement based on unknown signals acquired in real-

life scenario in a continuous manner, using the indigenously developed experimental setup 

mentioned before. The problem essentially gets reduced to solving a real-life classification 

problem and it has been solved here using sparse representation based classification (SRC) 

theory.  
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4.5.1  Motion Detection based on 
Sparse Representation based 
Classification 

 

As mentioned, each unknown signal y is acquired in real life and the human 

motion detection problem is solved as a multiclass classification problem. The SRC 

based classifier attempts to solve the optimization problem given as [87]: 

 
2

ˆ arg min
p

subject to - = 
x

x x y Dx       (4.3) 

Both relaxation algorithms as well as greedy algorithms have been used here to solve 

(4.3) e.g., MP, OMP, BP and IRLS algorithms and their performances are compared 

with the performances achieved utilizing MCP based dictionary learning algorithm. 

The classification approach is discussed in detail in [117, 121]. 

 

4.5.2  MCP based Classification 
without Dictionary Learning 
 

In this Chapter, another methodology of classifying motion in distinct directions 

has been investigated by using MCP based method, but without utilizing dictionary 

learning. Here, it is observed that an estimated dictionary is used instead of a trained 

dictionary to reduce the algorithm's complexity, and this strategy also explored the 

utility of redesigning dictionary from MCP algorithm. Here, a final dictionary is 

formed by using the concatenation of dictionaries obtained from each stage of MCP 

algorithm. A more extensive training database is represented in an organized form by 
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using this dictionary which has been used to present each cluster individually. After 

constructing this concatenated dictionary, classification is carried out using SRC. 

4.6 Experimental Result Analysis 
 

Now, a detailed, systematic study of the performance evaluation carried out for the 

proposed approaches in real life situation vis-à-vis other competing algorithms is presented for 

the detection of movement direction problem under consideration.  

 

4.6.1 Framework for Performance 
Study 
 

The PIR sensors in the experimental setup developed, as shown in Fig. 4.4, are 

aligned towards the event direction. In this experiment, the observation area for 

movement tracking is considered as 1.98 m × 1.98 m in ground and the ceiling height 

is 2.59 m. Data from six different subjects have been acquired (comprising both male 

and female volunteers and volunteers having different walking patterns) walking in 

eight directions. it has been observed that the average weight of these subjects is 73 kg 

with a standard deviation of 7.74 kg (range 52 kg – 80 kg) and the average height of 

these subjects is 1.71 m with a standard deviation of 0.09 m (range 1.58 m – 1.82 m). 

Here, this hardware system has utilized 10bit ADC which is expected to have a 

maximum inaccuracy of the order of ±0.1%. Data for each direction have been collected 

on the basis of 30 sample signals per direction per person. 
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4.6.2  Performance Evaluation 
 

At first a combination of OMP based basic K-SVD dictionary learning 

algorithm and SRC is used for the motion detection problem as reported in Table 4.1. 

It is evident that classification accuracy varies reasonably with dictionary size. 

However, even though the results obtained were not satisfactory enough, it was 

reasonable enough to encourage us that dictionary learning-based algorithms can be 

employed for developing feasible solutions. As the best results are obtained for a  

 

clustering size of 50% in Table 4.1, keeping this value fixed for K-SVD, in the next 

step a detailed study of performance variations has been made with different variants 

of (K-SVD+SRC) combine, where different solution strategies are employed to obtain 

sparse solution for both K-SVD and SRC. Greedy algorithms like matching pursuit 

(MP), OMP, Weak Matching Pursuit (WMP), and relaxation algorithms like batch 

pursuit and Iterative-Reweighed-Least-Squares (IRLS) [121, 99] were employed in this 

study. From Table 4.2, it is observed that IRLS based sparse solution emerged as the 

best variant, providing an average detection accuracy of 82%. 

TABLE 4. 1: PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS FOR RAW DATA SET 

USING BASIC K-SVD DICTIONARY LEARNING AND SRC 

Clustering Size 
Recognition Accuracy 

(%) 

5% 42.00 

10% 50.00 

20% 65.67 

50% 74.00 

60% 65.00 

 

 

Clustering Size Classification Accuracy 

5% 42.00% 

10% 50.00% 

20% 65.67% 

50% 74.00% 

60% 65.00% 

 

 

Clustering Size Classification Accuracy 

5% 42.00% 

10% 50.00% 

20% 65.67% 

50% 74.00% 

60% 65.00% 
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Afterward, each signal vector is represented by a smaller feature vector, which 

makes the dictionary more overcomplete and hence potentially improves the 

performance of sparse representation. Each feature vector fi is created by performing 

FFT of each signal atom di in the database and can be represented as: fi = [PIRi(hi(1)), 

PIRi(hi(3)), PIRi(hi(5)), PIRi(freqi(1)), PIRi(freqi(3)), PIRi(freqi(5))]T (i=1,2,3,4). 

Here, the Fourier transform coefficients corresponding to the fundamental, 3rd, and 

fifth harmonic of the signal, acquired from the ith PIR sensor, are represented as 

PIRi(hi(1)), PIRi(hi(3)) and PIRi(hi(5)), respectively, and the fundamental, 3rd, and 5th 

harmonic frequency values of the signal are represented as PIRi(freqi(1)), 

PIRi(freqi(3)), and PIRi(freqi(5)), respectively. Hence each signal atom di is 

represented by a much smaller feature vector fi of size 241 which gives a more 

overcomplete dictionary.  

A performance analysis similar to Table 4.2 has been presented in Table 4.3, 

but raw data has been replaced with feature data. As a result, it is reasonable to conclude 

TABLE 4. 2: PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS FOR RAW 

DATA SET USING DIFFERENT VARIANTS OF (K-

SVD+SRC) COMBINED 

Method used to 

obtain Sparse 

Solution in K-SVD 

Method used to 

obtain Sparse 

Solution in SRC 

Recognition 

Accuracy (%) 

MP MP 65 

WMP WMP 60 

OMP OMP 74 

IRLS IRLS 82 

BP BP 66 
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that this could improve performance consistently for all sparse solution strategies, with 

IRLS still producing the best overall accuracy of 87.5%. 

Next, MCP and modified MCP algorithms have been employed to obtain 

sparse solution in K-SVD using feature data set and the results are reported in Table 

4.4. The performance can be enhanced by introducing MCP and modified MCP 

consistently enhanced performances and a significantly higher detection accuracy of 

92.01% could be achieved using (Modified MCP based K-SVD+IRLS based SRC)  

 

combined. Even MCP based classification without dictionary learning, an overall 

accuracy of 89.6% could be achieved that is better than performances achieved in 

Tables 4.1-4.3. 

The confusion matrices achieved using modified MCP algorithm vis-à-vis 

basic K-SVD algorithm is depicted in Table 4.5. The quantitative performance 

measure of a classifier or classification model is presented by this confusion 

TABLE 4. 3: PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS FOR FEATURE DATA SET 

USING DIFFERENT VARIANTS OF (K-SVD+SRC) COMBINED 

Method used to 

obtain Sparse 

Solution in K-

SVD 

Method used to 

obtain Sparse 

Solution in SRC 

Recognition 

accuracy 

(%) 

MP MP 85.00 

WMP WMP 66.00 

OMP OMP 86.81 

IRLS IRLS 87.50 

BP BP 75.00 
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matrices. Here, each row is marked as the actual class label and each column is 

marked as the predicted class label. It is seen from Table 4.5 that the entries in the 

diagonal correspond to the situation when the actual class and predicted class are 

identical i.e., the classification is correct. A higher value in an entry in the diagonal 

means that particular class has been identified with higher accuracy. The summation 

of the entries in a given row will always be 100% for a specific class. By looking at 

the confusion matrix shown in Table 4.5, it can be easily seen that, for each class, 

the correct recognition accuracy obtained using modified MCP algorithm is higher 

than the corresponding value achieved using K-SVD algorithm. In Table 4.5, it is 

accomplished that modified MCP has 100% accuracy when recognizing direction 

N-S, i.e., class D3, whereas K-SVD has 97.2% accuracy and similarly in 

recognizing direction SW-NE, i.e., class D7, it also has been observed that the 

accuracy of modified MCP is 94.5% whereas the corresponding accuracy of K-

SVD is 86.1%, and so on. It has been aptly demonstrated the utility of dictionary 

learning algorithms from these in-depth performance analyses carried out and also, 

the effectiveness of the proposed variant for real-life human movement detection in 

eight directions has also been established the effectiveness of the proposed variant 

for real-life human movement detection in eight directions has also been 

established.  

It should be noted that the algorithm proposed in this Chapter has two 

modules. The first one is presented as the leaning module i.e., learning the dictionary 

and the second one is presented as the classification module i.e., performing the 

actual classification using the trained dictionary. The learning module has been 

implemented in offline mode, based on a training 
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database created by acquiring real-life signals using the experimental setup 

developed and the classification of an unknown test signal has been carried out in 

online mode, using the same experimental setup. The average computation time 

taken to classify an unknown signal is found to be 1.404 ±0.108 sec, on the basis of 

10 sample consecutive executions of the classification algorithm. Hence both offline 

and online mode of this algorithm can be implemented using a standard, low-cost, 

ordinarily  

TABLE 4. 4: PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS FOR FEATURE DATA SET 

USING DIFFERENT VARIANTS OF (MCP BASED K-SVD+SRC) 

COMBINED 

Dictionar

y 

Learning 

Algorithm 

Method 

used to 

obtain 

Sparse 

Solution in 

K-SVD 

Classificati

on 

Method used 

to obtain 

Sparse 

Solution in 

SRC 

Recognition 

Accuracy (%) 

K-SVD 

Modified 

MCP 
SRC 

MP 88.50 

WMP 75.00 

OMP 90.20 

IRLS 92.01 

BP 85.06 

MCP SRC 

MP 87.50 

WMP 73.00 

OMP 89.60 

IRLS 90.60 

BP 84.06 

MCP based Classification without using K-SVD 89.60 
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available computing platform and it does not require any powerful computer or 

an enterprise data server. 

TABLE 4. 5: CONFUSION MATRICES OBTAINED FOR (A) 

MODIFIED MCP BASED CLASSIFICATION AND (B) BASIC K-SVD 

BASED CLASSIFICATION 

Predicted→ 

Actual↓ 
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 

D1(EW) 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

D2(NEW) 5.5 88.9 5.6 0 0 0 0 0 

D3(NS) 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 

D4(NWSE) 0 0 11.1 72.2 0 0 0 16.7 

D5(SENW) 5.5 0 0 0 80.6 11.1 2.8 0 

D6(SN) 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 

D7(SWNE) 0 0 0 0 0 0 94.5 5.5 

D8(WE) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 

      (A) 

Predicted→ 

Actual↓ 
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 

D1(EW) 94.5 5.5  0  0  0  0  0 0  

D2(NESW) 5.5 80.6 11.1  0 2.8 0  0  0  

D3(NS)  0 2.8 97.2 0   0  0  0  0 

D4(NWSE)  0 0  8.4 72.2 0   0 5.5 13.9 

D5(SENW) 8.3  0  0  0 80.6 11.1  0 0  

D6(SN)  0  0 0  0  2.8 91.7 5.5  0 

D7(SWNE) 0   0  0 8. 4  0  0 86.1 5.5 

D8(WE)  0  0 0  0  0  0  2.8 97.2 

      (B) 
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4.7  Summary 

 

The present Chapter has shown how a state-of-the-art, low cost, integrated system can be 

developed using contemporary concepts in hardware and software designs for automated, 

intelligent human movement detection in eight directions in an indoor environment. The 

hardware setup is developed with remote monitoring facility and Ethernet Interference module 

and TCP/IP interface to the client end. This Chapter has shown how a recently proposed 

dictionary learning technique, called MCP algorithm, can be successfully employed to solve 

the real time human movement detection problem. This work has also proposed a new variant 

of MCP algorithm, called modified MCP algorithm, which could further improve the accuracy 

achieved using MCP algorithm.  



 
 



 
 

 

Chapter 5 

Regularized K-SVD based Dictionary 

Learning Approaches for PIR Sensor 

based Detection of Human 

Movement Direction 
 

 

5.1 Introduction 
 

t has been established in Chapter 4 that Multiple Cluster Pursuit (MCP) based DL and 

Modified Multiple Cluster Pursuit (MMCP) based DL  algorithms can be suitably utilized 

for detection of human movement in eight directions in a smart home or indoor environment 

[128]. This has been experimentally achieved using an indigenously developed hardware-

software combine setup in the laboratory using four PIR sensors, Arduino UNO hardware and 

other accessories. This system solution can be used to detect indoor movement in eight different 

directions with a spatial resolution of 450 (directions defined as S-N, N-S, SE-NW, NW-SE, 

SW-NE, NE-SW, E-W, and W-E). The best overall recognition performance achieved in 

Chapter 4 was 92.01% which was encouraging. However, it also meant that there is definite 

scope for further research in this problem domain so that more sophisticated DL based 

algorithms can be investigated, developed and implemented which can potentially provide 

superior recognition performance. 

I 
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Encouraged by this development and understanding, further developments of 

sophisticated DL algorithms have been undertaken in conjunction with the multipurpose 

experimental setup developed in the laboratory. This experimental setup has been developed 

as a generic AAL/ADL device so that several AAL/ADL problems can be investigated in real 

life and corresponding experimental prototypes can be developed. This experimental system is 

now utilized for development of more sophisticated system solutions for detection of human 

movement direction by employing the regularization concept-based K-SVD algorithms 

(referred to as RK-SVD here) [127]. This concept of RK-SVD is a recently proposed technique 

in the domain of dictionary learning. In this context, it should be remarked that, to the best of 

the knowledge and belief, these are the first works where real-life, physical AAL systems for 

human movement detection in specific directions have been developed, utilizing both the 

concepts of MCP and MMCP based DL as well as regularization based K-SVD based DL. 

According to the concept of regularization, solutions with large values of sparse representation 

coefficients are penalized. In this Chapter it will be shown how both RK-SVD and RAK-SVD 

algorithms, proposed in [127], can be successfully implemented in the development of real 

AAL systems and it will be comfortably established that the performances achieved by both 

RK-SVD and RAK-SVD algorithms for the human movement detection problem can 

outperform the performances achieved by MCP and MMCP algorithms in conjunction with 

the four PIR sensor-based hardware system, discussed in Chapter 3 [128]. A novel modification 

for both RK-SVD and RAK-SVD algorithms has also been proposed, namely the MRK-SVD 

and MRAK-SVD algorithms, in which novel adaptation techniques for the regularization 

parameter have been introduced to further enhance the performance. Based on extensive 

experiments, it will be shown that the performance of MRK-SVD and MRAK-SVD can 

further improve over the performances achieved by RK-SVD and RAK-SVD algorithms, with 
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the MRAK-SVD algorithm emerging as the best alternative for the problem under 

consideration.  

 A brief discussion of the experimental setup is presented in Section 5.2.  In Section 5.3, 

dictionary learning has been introduced, then the regularized versions of the K-SVD algorithm 

and the AK-SVD algorithm are also discussed, and the modification has also been proposed 

for the regularization parameter. The classification part has also been discussed in Section 5.4 

and the extensive real-life performance evaluations and analyses have been carried out in 

Section 5.5. The conclusion of this Chapter is presented in Section 5.6. 

 

5.2 The Scheme for Detection of 
Human Movement Direction 
Problem 

 

 

Fig. 5. 1.  The overall scheme employed for the detection of human movement direction 

problem 

 

The identification of human activity, human behavior, and the movement of humans within an 

AAL environment have recently been a thriving research interest [1], [45]. The human 
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movement detection is considered very important for the independent living of senior residents 

and for remote monitoring, as discussed in Chapter 4. An overall scheme proposed for the 

human movement detection problem is depicted in Fig. 5.1. This scheme has also been 

followed by Chapter 4. In Chapter 4, MCP and MMCP based DL has been successfully 

employed for finding the solution of the problem under consideration and in this Chapter, for 

improving the performance furthermore, regularized K-SVD based DL has been proposed in 

place of MMCP. 

The complete hardware-software combine based scheme, utilized here to solve the 

movement detection problem is presented in Fig. 5.2, essentially comprising five 

modules/stages. The experimental hardware-software hybrid system indigenously developed 

in the Electrical Measurement and Instrumentation Laboratory in Electrical Engineering 

Department, Jadavpur University, India [128] is presented in Module 1. The set-up has been 

composed of four PIR sensors for detecting human movement in eight particular directions 

Fig. 5. 2.  The complete scheme for the direction of human movement detection problem. 
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i.e., toward N, S, NW, SE, SW, NE, W, and E, in a hallway of specific dimensions. In Modules 

2 and 3, from the real-life raw signals acquired from the four PIR sensors, feature vectors are 

formed using FFT and then the feature signal database is clustered to form the initial dictionary. 

The novel techniques of DL have been investigated in this Chapter i.e., regularized versions of 

DL, and this new version has been proposed and effectively utilized in this work to learn a 

smaller size dictionary D from feature signal database Y.  This learned dictionary D has been 

utilized to detect any movement direction, in real time, using the SRC-based classification 

procedure which is presented in Module 4. 

As discussed in Chapter 1, stationary objects can be distinguished quite effectively from 

movable objects using the PIR sensor. Construction-wise, PIR sensors are composed of two 

pyroelectric elements inside it, which are placed in the monitoring field in such a way so that 

the temperature variation can be detected due to any movement, e.g., the entry of a person, 

within its viewing range [125], [128], as discussed in Chapter 4. As shown in Fig. 4.4 of 

Chapter 4, a PIR-based movement detection device with four sensors has been developed for 

solving the human detection problem. This indigenously developed experimental device has 

been described in detail in Chapter 4, also used in this Chapter and this device is integrated 

with another indigenously designed TCP/IP based automatic, real life signal acquisition 

module, as shown in Module 1 of Fig. 5.2. The dimension of the area utilized for performing 

the experiment along with the viewing range of each PIR sensor is presented in the Module 1 

of Fig. 5.2 which has been employed in Chapter 4 also. Overall data acquisition module as 

discussed in Chapter 4, is presented in Module 1 of Fig. 5.2 where PIR sensors are connected 

to a Robodyn Uno board which is interfaced with an ENC28J60 Ethernet LAN network module 

for real time transfer of signal data acquired over Ethernet LAN [128]. For the purpose of 

human movement detection problem, a final composite GUI has been developed in this 

chapter, which is presented in Fig 5.3. This GUI acquires data from four PIR sensors in real 
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time at the PC end and utilizes this data to communicate with MATLAB where all competing 

experimental algorithms have been developed for human movement detection, using two-way 

handshaking. The Recognized Direction of human movement and the Representation Error for 

that Recognized Direction are also displayed in this developed GUI. Lower the Representation  

 

Error for the Recognized Direction using a particular dictionary, more efficient is the 

corresponding dictionary learning algorithm using which the dictionary has been learned. Fig.  

Fig. 5. 3.  GUI developed at the PC end for the acquisition of real-time 

signals in remote mode and the online display of recognized direction of 

human movement 
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5.4 shows the step-by-step procedure employed, in a flow chart form, for data transfer and the 

intelligent decision-making algorithm employed at PC end that has also been used in Chapter 

4. 

 

Fig. 5.4.  Flow chart for sensory data transfer to PC using TCP/IP interface and subsequent 

signal processing 
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5.3 Detection of Human Movement using 
Regularised Versions of Dictionary 
Learning Algorithms 

 
Based on the online acquisition of signals from four PIR sensors and subsequent 

transmission of those to the remote PC end, in this Chapter, a regularized K-SVD based DL 

approach has been proposed to detect human movement, in specific eight directions.  

The fundamental idea of any DL algorithm is based upon sparse representation in which 

a given signal is represented as a combination of few atoms from an overcomplete dictionary 

[87], [90].  

According to the objective of a dictionary learning approach, a dictionary is learned in 

a smaller form from a larger signal training database so that the subsequent computational 

burden can be reduced. Each column of the training database is made up of either an original 

signal or features extracted from that signal. It has been shown in this Chapter that an efficient 

dictionary learning approach-based solution can be proposed for movement detection. This 

approach has been implemented in real life using this indigenously developed system reported 

in [128]. 

5.3.1 Regularized K-SVD algorithm  
 

According to the K-SVD algorithm, the dictionary D is solved by utilizing the 

family of training signals which is assembled in a training database Y, as [90], [99], 

[127]. 

2

iF p
  subject to i, l

D,X
min Y DX x−       

 (5.1) 
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Here, the input training signal database is presented as 
n NY which is made 

up of N no of input signals with the dimension of each signal being n1. The dictionary 

is constructed as
n KD where the number of atoms in the dictionary (K<N) is 

depicted as K and sparse representation matrix is presented as 
K NX  where each 

column presents the sparse representation vector corresponding to each input signal. 

The p
l norm is presented in 

p
 ( 

0
 was considered in (5.1) for K-SVD algorithm 

which counts number of nonzero elements in a vector) and the Frobenius norm of the 

matrix is presented in 
F
 . It is now well established that a dictionary must be true to 

the signal it represents and it must be reliable when recovering sparse representations. 

However, in some situations, the solutions for sparse coefficients can be appeared quite 

large, tantamount to nearly linearly dependent atoms from the dictionary contributing 

to the representation of the same signal. Due to this, it has been seen that the dictionary 

update stage of the DL algorithm becomes prohibitively slow [127]. For finding a 

convenient way to acquire strong guarantees of recovery, the DL optimization equation 

can be modified in such a way that the resulting dictionary is incoherent, meaning that 

ideally, it does not contain any group of linearly dependent atoms. This situation is 

taken care of by introducing a modification of the objective function in (5.1) by 

adopting a regularization term that punishes solutions comprising large sparse 

coefficient terms. This regularized DL problem can be written as: 

2 2

iF F p
 subject to i, l

D,X
min Y DX X x − +  

 
     (5.2) 

The relative weightage of the two terms in the objective function can be 

determined by a choice of regularization parameter >0. In [127], how this regularized 

DL problem can be solved by incorporating the concept of basic K-SVD, has been 
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discussed and their proposed algorithm was called regularized K-SVD (referred to 

henceforth as RK-SVD). In the dictionary update stage in basic K-SVD algorithm, one 

dictionary column is updated at a time and for a K-column dictionary, the algorithm 

performs K sweeps in this stage. Here, each column j
d in dictionary D, and the values 

of the non-zero coefficients in sparse matrix X corresponding to j
d , i.e., in the jth row 

of X, are updated simultaneously in one sweep, keeping all other entries in D and X  

fixed. The RK-SVD algorithm was proposed following a similar concept, but in a 

modified form. Let us assume that all columns of D are fixed except j
d . Let a set of 

those indices of the signals iy ( i=1, 2, …, N) that use j
d in their representation, be 

represented as j
u . The corresponding positions in the jth row of X having non-zero 

entries are denoted as j
Tx . The representation error is denoted as [90]: 

2

2
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2
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  (5.3) 

Then the transformed representation error that is restricted to those signals iy   

only that use j
d in their representation, is denoted as:  

22

F
j

j

Tjjj
F

j

Rju j
UxdUExdE −=−        (5.4) 

where
ju j j=E E U  = a restricted version of the error matrix j

E , corresponding 

to those signals only which use j
d in their representation and j

Rx  = j

Tx Uj is a restricted 

version of the row vector 
j

Tx  containing the non-zero values only. The restriction 

matrix is presented as j
U which is a matrix of size Nujwith ones in (uj(s), s) (s=1,2, 
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…, K), places and zeros in all other places. Then, from (5.2), the objective function to 

be minimized for the RK-SVD algorithm can be written as [127]: 

( ) 22

, j

R
F

j

Rju

j

Rj j
xxdExd  +−=       (5.5) 

Hence the regularized K-SVD problem, for obtaining each dictionary column 

j
d and its corresponding non-zero row sparse vector coefficients

j
Rx , can be written as 

[127]:  

( ) 1 subject to  ,min
,

=j

j

Rjj
Rj

dxd
xd

       (5.6) 

As per the proposition given in [127], the solution of (5.6) is obtained by 

performing SVD of 
juE as 

1
j

r
T

u m m m

m

E u v
=

=          (5.7) 

and assigning 1j
d u= and

1 1

1

j

R

v
x




=

+
      (5.8) 

Hence it can be easily seen that the sparse coefficients get diminished in magnitude 

compared to the basic K-SVD algorithm and hence the main objective behind 

proposing a regularized version of K-SVD gets fulfilled. 

Although the sparse coding stage in basic K-SVD algorithm and in RK-SVD 

algorithm were solved using only Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) algorithm, in 

this present work, extensive modifications of the RK-SVD algorithm have been made 

by implementing both relaxation and greedy algorithms like MP, OMP, WMP and 

IRLS [99], to solve the sparse coding stage.  
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5.3.2 Modified Regularized K-SVD 
algorithm  

 

 

In the original regularized K-SVD algorithm [127], the regularization parameter 

 has to be manually selected and it requires extensive trial and error methods to 

determine an appropriate value of ζ, for a particular problem at hand. Moreover, it has 

been seen that this  remains fixed during the dictionary learning stage. In this Chapter, 

a modified version of the RK-SVD algorithm is proposed, named as MRK-SVD 

algorithm, where the regularization parameter ζ is adapted in each iteration in the 

learning stage as a function of the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), calculated in each 

iteration as: 
Nn

RMSE F



−
=

DXY
. The overall flowchart for this proposed MRK-SVD 

algorithm, which is utilized in this Chapter, is depicted in Fig. 5.5. 

 

5.3.3 Regularized Approximated K-SVD 
algorithm and its Modified form 

 

 

In this Chapter, another regularized version of K-SVD algorithm has also been 

implemented, called regularized approximated K-SVD algorithm (named here as 

RAK-SVD algorithm), proposed in [127]. The regularized version of the approximated 

K-SVD (AK-SVD) algorithm that is proposed in [129] is illustrated in this Chapter.  

Contrary to the basic K-SVD, where, in dictionary update stage, each dictionary 

column j
d  and its corresponding row sparse coefficient vector 

j

Tx  are updated 
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simultaneously, in AK-SVD, j
d  and its corresponding j

Tx  are updated successively. 

An approximate, and not exact, solution of (5.6) is obtained by first performing 

minimization of (5.6) as a function of j
d and then performing minimization of same 

(5.6) as a function of j
Rx  [127].  Hence, in each iteration, j

d is obtained first by keeping 

j

R
x  fixed and then 

j

R
x  is obtained by keeping the newly determined j

d fixed. The 

corresponding expressions of j
d  and 

j

R
x  are depicted as [127]: 

  
1

   and     
+

==
j

T

uj

j

u

j

u

j

j

R

Rj

Rj
dE

x
xE

xE
d        (5.9) 

 As in RK-SVD, in RAK-SVD also the regularization parameter  has to 

be manually selected and it remains fixed during the dictionary learning stage. Like in 

RK-SVD, here also a modified version of RAK-SVD, named as MRAK-SVD 

algorithm has also been proposed, where  is adapted as a function of RMSE, as given 

before. The complete MRAK-SVD algorithm is presented in Algorithm 5.1, utilized in 

this work.  

The reason why  is adapted as a function of RMSE, both in MRK-SVD and 

MRAK-SVD algorithms, is that as the learned dictionary-based representation DX 

more closely approximates Y, the RMSE decreases. Hence, when RMSE decreases, it 

is expected that diminishing 
j

R
x by a lesser amount from 

1 1
v , i.e., the original proposal 

in basic K-SVD algorithm, should produce better performance and vice versa. Hence, 

a modification has been introduced to alter the denominator term in  1 1

1

j

R

v
x




=

+
 in (5.8) 

by adapting  as a function of RMSE.  
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Fig. 5.5  Flowchart of Modified Regularized 

K-SVD Algorithm 
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Algorithm 5.1: Modified Regularized AK-SVD Algorithm 

BEGIN 

Input: Training signal database Y n N ,  

            Initial dictionary 
0

D n K  

Output: New dictionary D n K ,  

              Sparse coefficient matrix X K N  

Step 1:  

Initialization: Set regularization parameter , the number of iterations itermax, the 

sparsity level l.  

Step 2: 

FOR iter =1: itermax 

 

Solve Sparse Coding stage: 

FOR  i=1 : N  

• Compute sparse coefficient vector xi  
2

2
  subject to  

x
X min y Dx x

i

i i i i p
l= −   

using a greedy/relaxation algorithm 

ENDFOR 

Solve Dictionary Update Stage: 

FOR  j=1:K  

• Determine uj corresponding to dj as: 

( ) 0,1 = indNindindu j

Tj x
 

• Determine Uj (size Nuj) with ones in (uj(s),s) 

(s=1,2,…,K), places and zeros in all other places 

• Compute restricted matrices:  

E E U
ju j j= and x   xj j

R T j
U=  

• Update      
E x

d
E x

j R

j R

j

u

j
j

u

=  

• Update    
1

E d
x

j

R

T

u jj

iter


=
+

 

• Obtain   x
T

j
from    x

R

j
 

ENDFOR 

• Calculate 
Y DX

F

iter
RMSE

n N

−
=


 

• Update 
iter iter

a RMSE =   

ENDFOR 

END 
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5.4 Classification Based on Dictionary 
Learning 

 

It has been shown in Module 5 in Fig. 5.2 that after constructing a suitable dictionary 

D, each unknown signal y is acquired in real time and the movement direction is detected 

solving a multiclass classification problem, using sparse representation-based classifier 

(SRC), which essentially solves the optimization problem [87], [44], [127]: 

2
ˆ arg min subject to -

p
= 

x
x x y Dx       (5.10) 

Similar to the methodology followed in [128], here also both greedy algorithms and 

relaxation algorithms have been implemented to solve (5.10) e.g., MP, OMP, WMP and 

IRLS algorithms enabling us to present a very detailed form of performance comparisons. 

The value of error tolerance is usually chosen as τ ϵ (0,1) i.e., it controls how much error is 

permitted to produce the sparse approximate solution of x. For MP, OMP and WMP 

algorithms, p is chosen as 0 and for IRLS algorithm p is chosen as 1. 

 

5.5  Experimental Result Analysis 

5.5.1 Experimental Platform 
 

 

As mentioned before in Chapter 4, in Module 1 in Fig. 5.2, the area under 

observation is 1.98 m×1.98 m in ground and the ceiling height where the hardware 

system has been installed is 2.59 m. The training dataset has been developed by 

acquiring signals in real time from six different subjects of different height and weight, 

walking in eight different directions, specified before, having a spatial resolution of 45 
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[128]. It is already well established [128] that usually an over-complete dictionary 

(where the number of columns is more than the number of rows) is able to achieve 

better sparse representation. However, one should keep in mind that the dictionary 

cannot be grown arbitrarily large as the atoms may start to become null or collinear. A 

signal, when represented in form of a smaller dimensional feature vector, usually helps 

to create an overcomplete dictionary.  

Keeping this in mind, like in [128], in this Chapter also each signal vector has 

been represented by a smaller dimensional feature vector by performing FFT of each 

signal atom 
i

d and creating the corresponding feature vector 
i

f  is developed as     

1 3 5

1 3 5

T

i i i i i i

i

i i i i i i

S H S H S H
f

S F S F S F

( ( )), ( ( )), ( ( )),

( ( )), ( ( )), ( ( ))

 
=  
 

 

where 1 2 3 4i ( , , , )=  corresponds to the number of the PIR sensor, the FFT 

coefficients corresponding to the fundamental, third and fifth harmonic of the signal 

acquired from ith  sensor are presented as 1 3 5
i i i i i i

S H S H S H( ( )), ( ( )), ( ( )) , respectively, 

and the frequency values corresponding to the fundamental, third and fifth harmonic 

are presented as 1 3 5
i i i i i i

S F S F S F( ( )), ( ( )), ( ( )) , respectively. The training database Y has 

been built acquiring 30 real signals from each subject walking in a specific direction 

and each signal acquired from a PIR sensor comprises 128 samples. Hence, the original 

signal database of size ((1284)( 3068)) i.e. (512×1440), is obtained for six subjects 

walking in eight directions while four PIR sensors are in their position. Then six 

features are extracted from each 128 length signal acquired by a PIR sensor, as 

mentioned before, and the training database Y of size ((64)( 2468)) i.e. (241152) 

is built. Utilizing different DL algorithms, the dictionary learning phase is executed 

based on this Y to create an appropriate D (and associated X) . Once this D is learned, 
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the system is used online to perform live movement detection. Here at first signals are 

acquired online using four PIR sensors and features are extracted from it, as mentioned 

before, to create y and then the classification procedure mentioned in Section 5.5 is 

implemented using the learned D, online, to determine the direction of human 

movement.   

In the next step the dictionary is initialized. Here, K-means clustering has been 

used for determining the initial dictionary and, encouraged by the results obtained in 

the previous work [128], here the clustering size of 50% has been chosen for this 

experimental analysis. The graphical representation of the clustering algorithm 

employed is presented in Module 3 in Fig. 5.2. 

 

5.5.2  Performance Evaluation 
 

As mentioned before, in this Chapter extensive experimentations have 

been conducted to investigate relative strengths and weaknesses of RK-

SVD algorithm, when it utilizes various greedy algorithms like Matching 

Pursuit (MP), Weak Matching Pursuit (WMP), and relaxation algorithms 

like Iterative-Reweighed-Least-Squares (IRLS) in sparse coding stage, 

along with the conventional OMP method utilized in original RK-SVD 

algorithm in [127]. Similarly, in the SRC based classification stage where 

OMP, MP, WMP, IRLS etc. have also been employed. The performance 

analysis of representative variants of RK-SVD utilizing different fixed 

values of regularization parameter  in dictionary learning stage is 

presented in Table 5.1. 
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 Actually, extensive experiments have been performed by 

considering all possible combinations of OMP, MP, WMP, and IRLS 

algorithms i.e., choosing all possible different combinations of “A” and “B”. 

Each variant of RK-SVD utilized here has been denoted as RK-SVDA-B 

where A gives the solution algorithm used in sparse coding stage and B gives 

the sparse solution method utilized in SRC. These results are presented in 

Table 5.1 (a). However, the summarization of the result obtained in Table 

5.1(a) is presented in Table 5.2 (a), showing four representative results. As 

TABLE 5.1(a): PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT VARIANTS OF 

RK-SVD KEEPING 𝜻 FIXED 

RK-SVDA-B 
 

Recognition Accuracy (%) 

𝜻=0 𝜻=0.1 𝜻=0.2 𝜻=0.3 𝜻=0.4 𝜻=0.5 

RK-SVDOMP-OMP 86.10 89.50 90.00 89.90 91.60 93.80 

RK-SVDIRLS-IRLS 87.50 83.30 84.70 90.00 90.90 94.70 

RK-SVDMP-MP 85.00 86.80 87.50 88.20 89.00 89.80 

RK-SVDWMP-WMP 66.00 83.30 73.60 66.60 70.80 79.10 

RK-SVDMP-OMP 74.00 82.00 85.40 85.00 76.00 71.40 

RK-SVDMP-IRLS 79.50 85.00 88.80 86.10 86.40 76.70 

RK-SVDMP-WMP 45.12 46.80 58.30 58.60 48.60 52.00 

RK-SVDWMP-MP 48.60 62.50 76.50 78.80 79.80 78.80 

RK-SVDWMP-IRLS 65.60 72.90 73.20 77.00 76.70 79.50 

RK-SVDWMP-OMP 44.80 47.50 52.00 59.00 62.50 64.90 

RK-SVDOMP-IRLS 84.70 87.50 86.40 85.10 89.90 83.30 

RK-SVDOMP-MP 64.20 69.70 79.80 74.30 82.90 76.70 

RK-SVDOMP-WMP 60.70 66.00 67.70 69.40 46.10 46.80 

RK-SVDIRLS-MP 71.20 73.60 76.00 86.80 79.50 76.30 

RK-SVDIRLS-WMP 40.60 41.60 43.75 61.80 53.80 45.00 

RK-SVDIRLS-OMP 76.30 79.80 85.00 83.60 89.90 90.60 
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the best two results were obtained in Table 5.1(a) for RK-SVDIRLS-IRLS and 

RK-SVDOMP-OMP combinations, hence in this Chapter those representative 

variants were chosen where A=B. 

 

The corresponding variations in recognition accuracy with  are 

presented in Fig. 5.6 in graphical form. It can be seen from Table 5.2 (a) and 

Fig. 5.6 that, overall, a tendency of improvement in performance with an 

increase in regularization parameter ζ has been seen for all algorithms, and 

 

TABLE 5.1 (b): PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT VARIANTS OF 

RK-SVD CONSIDERING 𝜻 FIXED FOR FIRST 250 ITERATIONS AND THEN 

MAKING 𝜻=0 FOR LAST 250 ITERATIONS 

RK-SVDA-B 

 

Recognition Accuracy (%) 

𝜻=0.1 𝜻=0.2 𝜻=0.3 𝜻=0.4 𝜻=0.5 

RK-SVDOMP-OMP 86.80 85.40 85.80 87.80 91.70 

RK-SVDIRLS-IRLS 83.30 87.50 89.60 92.40 95.10 

RK-SVDMP-MP 83.30 90.60 85.40 89.00 88.90 

RK-SVDWMP-WMP 72.00 75.70 83.30 77.10 80.20 

RK-SVDMP-OMP 89.90 91.00 85.40 80.20 82.30 

RK-SVDMP-IRLS 89.00 92.00 88.90 89.20 78.80 

RK-SVDMP-WMP 47.20 63.50 51.40 48.00 49.50 

RK-SVDWMP-MP 77.10 82.50 83.00 80.20 79.90 

RK-SVDWMP-IRLS 74.20 75.70 80.00 77.10 84.40 

RK-SVDWMP-OMP 48.00 56.00 62.50 67.00 65.80 

RK-SVDOMP-IRLS 85.10 89.90 87.50 83.30 77.60 

RK-SVDOMP-MP 70.00 83.30 75.70 84.70 77.80 

RK-SVDOMP-WMP 64.20 66.00 72.10 48.00 45.00 

RK-SVDIRLS-MP 74.20 78.00 88.90 78.80 79.50 

RK-SVDIRLS-WMP 42.40 45.00 64.80 47.80 45.00 

RK-SVDIRLS-OMP 80.20 87.50 85.40 91.70 93.10 
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it has been found that a choice of IRLS algorithm for both A and B emerge 

as the best option with a recognition accuracy of 94.7%. Here the traditional 

K-SVD algorithm  

 

 

TABLE 5.2 (b): PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF RK-SVDs KEEPING 𝜻 FIXED FOR 

FIRST 250 ITERATIONS AND THEN MAKING IT ZERO 

 

 

corresponds to the case of =0, and the corresponding results of this K-

SVD algorithm were presented in Chapter 4. It can be easily seen that the 

incorporation of the concept of regularization (with non-zero values chosen 

for ) consistently helped in achieving better performances. In Table 5.1 (b), 

 

RK-SVDA-B 

Recognition Accuracy (%) 

 =0.1 =0.2 =0.3 =0.4 =0.5 

1 RK-SVDOMP-OMP  86.8 85.4 85.8 87.8 91.7 

2 RK-SVDIRLS-IRLS  83.3 87.5 89.6 92.4 95.1 

3 RK-SVDMP-MP  83.3 90.6 85.4 89.0 88.9 

4 RK-SVDWMP-WMP  72.0 75.7 83.3 77.1 80.2 

TABLE 5.2 (a): PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT VARIANTS OF 

RK-SVD KEEPING 𝜻 FIXED THROUGHOUT 

 

RK-SVDA-B 

Recognition Accuracy (%) 

=0 =0.1 =0.2 =0.3 =0.4 =0.5 

1 RK-SVDOMP-OMP  86.1 89.5 90.0 89.9 91.6 93.8 

2 RK-SVDIRLS-IRLS 87.5 83.3 84.7 90.0 90.9 94.7 

   3 RK-SVDMP-MP 85.0 86.8 87.5 88.2 89.0 89.8 

4 RK-SVDWMP-WMP 66.0 83.3 73.6 66.6 70.8 79.1 
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another concept has been implemented, presented in [127] where ζ is kept 

fixed to a non-zero value for first few iterations and then made zero for the 

remaining iterations. The results have been reported here considering 

regularization parameter ζ as a constant value for the first 250 iterations and 

then ζ has been made zero for the last 250 iterations. 

Fig. 5. 6.  Performance variation of different variants of RK-SVD 

 

 Here also the results are finally summarized in Table 5.2(b) considering 

four best representatives chosen from Table 5.1(b). It can be seen that this 

procedure is able to marginally improve the performances of RK-SVD 

variants. Several other popular algorithms e.g., Orthogonal Least Squares 

(OLS), Projection based Orthogonal Least Squares (POLS), Look-Ahead 

Orthogonal Least Squares (LAOLS), Projection Based Orthogonal 

matching pursuit (POMP) algorithms etc., presented in [137], can also be 

potentially explored for solving similar dictionary learning problems. 
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TABLE 5.3 (a): PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT 

VARIANTS OF MRK-SVD 

MRK-SVDA-B Recognition Accuracy (%) 

MRK-SVDOMP-OMP 94.1 

MRK-SVDOMP-IRLS 91.7 

MRK-SVDOMP-MP 88.9 

MRK-SVDOMP-WMP 45.0 

MRK-SVDIRLS-IRLS 95.8 

MRK-SVDIRLS-OMP 90.6 

MRK-SVDIRLS-MP 79.5 

MRK-SVDIRLS-WMP 45.0 

MRK-SVDMP-MP 90.2 

MRK-SVDMP-IRLS 79.9 

MRK-SVDMP-OMP 80.2 

MRK-SVDMP-WMP 77.1 

MRK-SVDWMP-WMP 82.0 

MRK-SVDWMP-IRLS 80.6 

MRK-SVDWMP-OMP 75.8 

MRK-SVDWMP-MP 77.1 

MRK-SVDOLS-OLS 86.1 

MRK-SVDPOMP-POMP 53.5 

MRK-SVDPOLS-POLS 64.2 

MRK-SVDLAOLS-LAOLS 79.5 

MRK-SVDOLS-IRLS 87.5 

MRK-SVDOLS-MP 80.0 

MRK-SVDOLS-WMP 48.0 

MRK-SVDPOMP-IRLS 64.2 

MRK-SVDPOMP-MP 47.8 

MRK-SVDPOMP-WMP 49.5 

MRK-SVDLAOLS-MP 83.3 

MRK-SVDLAOLS-IRLS 85.1 

MRK-SVDLAOLS-WMP 62.0 

MRK-SVDPOLS-MP 77.0 

MRK-SVDPOLS-WMP 56.0 

MRK-SVDPOLS-IRLS 79.5 

 

 

 

TABLE 5.3 (b): PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT 

VARIANTS OF MRK-SVD 

MRK-SVDA-B Recognition Accuracy (%) 

MRK-SVDOMP-OMP 94.1 

MRK-SVDOMP-IRLS 91.7 

MRK-SVDOMP-MP 88.9 

MRK-SVDOMP-WMP 45.0 
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Next, the proposed modified version of RK-SVD algorithm was 

implemented, i.e., MRK-SVD algorithm, presented earlier in Fig. 5.6. Here 

the sensitivity of MRK-SVD has been extensively studied on suitable 

choices of the hyper-parameters, i.e., the initial value of ζ and a, by choosing 

initial value of ζ=0.8, 0.9, 1.0, and 2.0 and for each case varying a from 0.08 

to 0.3. For MRK-SVD also, this experiments have been performed by 

 

TABLE 5.3 (b): PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF MRK-SVD 

VARIANTS IN TERMS OF RECOGNITION ACCURACY (%) 

MRK-SVD performance (%) with initial ζ=0.8 

Method a=0.08 a=0.1 a=0.2 a=0.3 

MRK-SVDOMP-OMP 89.9 90.6 79.2 75.0 

MRK-SVDIRLS-IRLS 89.5 94.0 86.1 79.8 

MRK-SVDMP-MP 88.5 89.5 85.5 83.3 

MRK-SVDWMP-WMP 80.5 81.0 80.5 78.8 

MRK-SVD performance (%) with initial ζ=0.9 

MRK-SVDOMP-OMP 88.9 94.10 79.2 75.0 

MRK-SVDIRLS-IRLS 90.2 95.83 86.1 79.8 

MRK-SVDMP-MP 89.5 90.11 85.5 83.3 

MRK-SVDWMP-WMP 81.9 82.00 80.5 78.8 

MRK-SVD performance (%) with initial ζ=1.0 

MRK-SVDOMP-OMP 87.5 91.2 77.8 76.3 

MRK-SVDIRLS-IRLS 86.1 92.0 87.5 77.0 

MRK-SVDMP-MP 88.8 89.9 83.3 78.1 

MRK-SVDWMP-WMP 80.5 78.9 75.0 79.5 

MRK-SVD performance (%) with initial ζ=2.0 

MRK-SVDOMP-OMP 82.9 90.2 72.2 72.0 

MRK-SVDIRLS-IRLS 84.2 92.0 84.1 75.8 

MRK-SVDMP-MP 86.1 88.9 84.5 81.2 

MRK-SVDWMP-WMP 78.0 77.8 71.5 64.0 
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considering all possible combinations of OMP, MP, WMP, and IRLS 

algorithms i.e. choosing all possible different combinations of “A” and “B”. 

In addition, the algorithms proposed in [137] i.e., OLS, POLS, LAOLS, 

POMP algorithms etc., have also been considered.  

The corresponding results of extensive evaluation are reported in 

Table 5.3 (a) (by choosing the initial value of ζ=0.9 and 0 1a = . ). The 

corresponding summarization of this detailed study is reported in Table 5.3 

(b) in which only those combinations are considered where A=B. This is 

because, from the results presented in Table 5.3 (a), here also it can be seen 

that the best two results were obtained for MRK-SVDIRLS-IRLS and MRK-

SVDOMP-OMP combinations. It can be seen from Table 5.3 (b) that a choice 

of the initial value of ζ=0.9 gives consistently better results for different 

values of a and the best result is obtained when a=0.1. Here also different 

variants of MRK-SVD algorithms are denoted as MRK-SVDA-B, following 

the same philosophy presented in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. From this study 

it has been established that for each combination of A-B, the best MRK-

SVD performance achieved was consistently better than the best results 

achieved with the corresponding RK-SVD variant.  

Here also the best result for MRK-SVD has been achieved with the 

best recognition accuracy achieved being 95.83%.for a choice of IRLS 

algorithm for both A and B.  

Figs. 5.7 (a) and 5.7 (b) show how RMSE and ζ vary with iterations, 

for the four variants of this proposed MRK-SVD algorithms, considered 
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from Table 5.3(b). It can be seen that both RMSE and ζ overall decrease 

with iterations for all four variants considered. 

       

This is in conformation with the proposal that with a decrease in 

RMSE, ζ should also be decreased and this helped each algorithm to perform 

better as iterations progress. However, it has been observed from the 

performance study that this rate of decrease is different for each algorithm, 

with the IRLS-IRLS variant showing the steepest fall.  

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 5. 7.  Graphical representation of variations of (a) RMSE and (b) ζ with iteration 
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Next, a very comprehensive performance comparison is carried out and 

presented in Table 5.4 for several popular classification algorithms e.g. SVM, KNN, 

SRC, CRC etc. and all dictionary learning based algorithms utilized (i.e. RK-SVD and 

RAK-SVD) and proposed (MRK-SVD and MRAK-SVD) in this work for human 

movement detection in specific directions, vis-à-vis other state-of-the-art methods 

known for the same problem, recently proposed in [128], and also AK-SVDc algorithm 

[138] and recently proposed consistently adaptive sequential dictionary learning 

algorithm [132]. For each variant of the RK-SVD algorithm, the best result was 

achieved for the IRLS-IRLS combination and those corresponding results are reported 

here. 

 

TABLE 5.4 PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH OTHER STATE- OF-THE-

ART METHODS 

Method Recognized accuracy (%) 

SVM 70.80 

KNN 59.40 

SRC 41.00 

CRC-RLS 83.70 

CASDL [132] 71.90 

AK-SVDc [138] 77.80 

K-SVD [128] 87.50 

MCP-K-SVD [128] 90.60 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 92.01 

RK-SVD 94.80 

MRK-SVD 95.83 

RAK-SVD 96.50 

MRAK-SVD 98.60 
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It can be seen that all of the RK-SVD, RAK-SVD, MRK-SVD, and MRAK-SVD 

algorithms achieved consistently better performances, while both modified algorithms 

proposed in this thesis produced better results compared to the corresponding versions 

proposed in [128]. Finally, it has  

Fig. 5. 8.  Class-specific performance analysis for eight individual directions: 

(a) towards east all possible directions and NS and (b) towards west all 

possible directions and SN 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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Fig. 5. 9.  Performances of different MRK-SVD algorithms, in terms of (a) 

sensitivity, (b) precision, and (c) specificity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 
 

 

(b) 
 

 

(c) 
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been established that the MRAK-SVD algorithm emerged as the best candidate solution 

approach with a very impressive recognition accuracy of 98.60%. 

 

 

 

(a) 
 

 

(b) 
 

Fig. 5. 10.  Sparsity pattern of coefficient matrix (a) with and (b) without 

employment of regularization parameter 
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While Tables 5.1-5.4 presented overall recognition accuracy for all eight directions, 

individual class or direction specific performance is shown in Fig. 5.8, for seven superior 

performing DL based competing algorithms considered in Table 5.4. It can be seen that 

MRAK-SVD algorithm produced the best recognition performance in detecting all individual 

directions, with 100% accuracy being achieved in five out of eight classes or directions under 

consideration. It has been aptly demonstrated that the remarkable performance could be 

achieved by using proposed MRAK-SVD algorithm. 

MRK-SVDOMP-OMP   MRK-SVDIRLS-IRLS 

 

MRK-SVDMP-MP   MRK-SVDWMP-WMP 

 

TABLE 5.5 (a): CONFUSION MATRIX FOR THE MRK-SVDOMP-OMP, MRK-

SVDIRLS-IRLS, MRK-SVDMP-MP, MRK-SVDWMP-WMP ALGORITHM 
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In Figs. 5.9 (a)-5.9 (c), detailed performance evaluations of different MRK-SVD 

algorithms have been presented in terms of specificity, precision, and sensitivity. 

According to these plots and accuracy results, it is conclusively demonstrated that MRK-

SVDIRLS-IRLS is the overall best superior variant among all MRK-SVD algorithms 

considered. The extensive computations of confusion matrices have been appended in 

Table 5.5 (a)-5.5 (b) for the different versions of MRK-SVD algorithms implemented and 

    MRK-SVDOLS-IRLS    MRK-SVDPOMP-IRLS 

        

 MRK-SVDPOLS-IRLS    MRK-SVDLAOLS-IRLS 

 

TABLE 5.5 (b): CONFUSION MATRIX FOR THE MRK-SVDOLS-IRLS, MRK-

SVDPOMP-IRLS, MRK-SVDPOLS-IRLS, MRK-SVDLAOLS-IRLS 

ALGORITHM 
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studied here for this real-life problem (A stands for the actual class and P stands for the 

predicted class). Also, to make a visual comparison of the sparse code matrix X obtained 

with and without the employment of additional regularization term, Fig. 5.10(a) and 

5.10(b) are plotted for the sparsity patterns obtained with MRK-SVD and classical K-SVD 

algorithms. It is clearly demonstrated the advantages obtained in this context from the 

pattern obtained, while employing the regularization term. Based on 10 sample consecutive 

executions of the classification method in online/implementation mode, it is determined 

that the average computation time needed to classify an unknown signal is 0.51 ±0.025 sec 

for MRAK-SVD based solution of the motion detection problem. 

 

5.6 Summary 
 

In this Chapter, it has been seen that how recently proposed regularized versions of K-

SVD DL algorithm can be successfully implemented in direction-specific human 

movement detection problems. The problem has been solved using an indigenously 

developed low-cost hardware system in the laboratory. Two such recent approaches, RK-

SVD and RAK-SVD, have been successfully implemented and, for each, a modified 

version is proposed (MRK-SVD and MRAK-SVD) by varying  as a function of RMSE. 

The supremacies of the proposed and implemented DL methods have been established 

from extensive real-life experimentations. 

Currently, movements in eight directions can be sensed by this system, based on the 

spatial resolution of 45° offered by the Panasonic AMN21112 sensors, the best resolution 

that analog PIR sensors available in the market can offer till now. However, the system 

can be suitably scaled in future to sense more than eight directions, if there is an availability 

of such sensors in market, with a better spatial resolution. 



 
 

 

 

 

 



   

CHAPTER 6 

PIR Sensor based Surveillance Tool 

for Intruder Detection in Secured 
Environment: A Label Consistency 
based Modified Sequential 

Dictionary Learning Approach 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

6.1 Introduction 
 

he study presented in Chapters 2 and 3 has demonstrated the utility of the traditional K-

SVD algorithm-based dictionary learning approach and its different variants for finding 

the solution to human behavior recognition problems. Inspired by these initial successes, 

further investigations have been conducted in Chapters 4 and 5 and the utility of dictionary 

learning-based approaches in solving another category of ADL problems, called detection of 

human movement direction problems, has been successfully established.  In this context, 

modified Multiple Cluster Pursuit (MCP) based and modified regularized K-SVD based 

algorithms have been proposed in Chapters 4 and 5, respectively.  

  In this Chapter, the suitability of implementing dictionary learning-based 

approaches for solving another important problem from the genre of AAL/ADL problems i.e., 

intruder detection has been investigated. In this Chapter, motivated by some of the IoT-based 

state-of-the-art approaches for intruder detection purposes [75], [76], [130], a novel solution is 

presented for detecting an unwanted person in a restricted environment. The present research 

work presented in this Chapter aims at developing an IoT-based intelligent hardware-software 

T 
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combined real-life module based on a novel dictionary learning algorithm for finding the 

solution to intruder detection problems. A novel dictionary learning algorithm has been 

proposed and will be subsequently discussed in this Chapter which utilizes the concept of label 

consistency [131] in combination with consistent adaptive dictionary learning [132]. The 

concepts of label consistency constraint (i.e., discriminative sparse code error), the 

reconstruction error, and the classification error have been introduced in combination with the 

objective function of adaptive dictionary learning [132] to form a novel, integrated objective 

function. The Chapter will discuss how an efficient optimal solution can be obtained using 

adaptive learning where penalized rank one matrix approximation [132] has been introduced 

to jointly update a pair of a dictionary atom and its corresponding sparse code. Here, another 

novel modification has been proposed in finding a proper tuning parameter of rank one 

approximation that can further enhance performance. Several real-life experiments have been 

carried out to aptly demonstrate the utility of such a version of a DL algorithm when coupled 

with a real-life four PIR sensor-based IoT module, based on the same experimental setup 

described earlier. The Chapter will also demonstrate how the variant of the DL algorithm 

presented here could comfortably outperform the corresponding performances achieved using 

basic label consistent K-SVD [131], basic consistent adaptive dictionary learning [132] 

algorithm, and other established dictionary learning-based and non-dictionary learning-based 

classification algorithms. 

The rest of this Chapter is organized as follows. The overall scheme of the intruder 

detection problem under discussion has been elaborated in Section 6.2. The indigenously 

developed hardware-software combined IoT module in the laboratory has been explained 

briefly in Section 6.3. The fundamentals of label consistent K-SVD [131], and consistent 

adaptive dictionary learning (CAS-DL) [132] have been discussed in Section 6.4 in detail, 

followed by modified CAS-DL introduced in this work and then the final proposed algorithm 
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i.e., label consistency-based modified adaptive dictionary learning (LC-MCAS-DL) has been 

explained in detail, for the intruder detection problem.  The classification methodologies used 

in this work have been described in Section 6.5. Several real-life performance evaluations have 

been carried out in Section 6.6 to establish the efficiency of the proposed algorithm. The 

summary of this Chapter is presented in Section 6.7. 

 

6.2 Overall Scheme of Intruder 
Detection Problem 

 

The development of smart home security, smart surveillance, and intruder detection systems 

has recently become a very important research topic under the scope of IoT applications [74], 

[75], [133]. The problem of intruder detection has been addressed in this Chapter under 

unmanned scenarios, such as at home or in the office. The detailed scheme of the multipurpose, 

two-stage, intelligent hardware-software combined IoT system utilized here has been 

developed in the Electrical Measurement and Instrumentation Laboratory in the Electrical 

Engineering Department, Jadavpur University and it has already been discussed and utilized in 

Chapters 4 and 5. As mentioned before, this general-purpose platform can be utilized for testing 

and proposing solutions for several AAL/ADL-related problems.  

The overall scheme for the intruder detection system solution developed is shown in 

Fig. 6.1. A hardware-based real-life data acquisition module using four PIR sensors and other 

components, as described before, is shown in Stage 1. The four PIR sensors of the sensor array 

have been arranged in such a fashion that they can comfortably cover all the regions of a 

hallway under the glance of this developed surveillance tool. This IoT-based sensor module is 
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integrated with an indigenously designed TCP/IP automatic, real-life signal acquisition 

module. Here, a sampling rate of 1.2 kHz has been used in the signal acquisition module. 

 

In this Chapter, the proposed software-based dictionary learning algorithm is presented 

in Stage 2 for online detection of intruders. At the remote PC end, a GUI-based software has 

been developed by using Visual Basic and MATLAB, thus enabling real-time communication 

with the hardware from a remote location. Essentially, the computer's processing control unit 

is made up of four modules. In Module 2, feature extraction is carried out from all four raw 

signals acquired from PIR sensors using FFT coefficients, and feature vectors are populated 

into the feature signal database. Next in Module 3, clustering of the feature signal database is 

Fig. 6.1.  The overall scheme of intruder detection problem 
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carried out to form the initial dictionary to initiate the DL algorithm. The salient steps of this 

proposed dictionary learning algorithm (LC-MCAS-DL) have been established in Module 4 

to learn a smaller size dictionary from the larger original feature signal database efficiently 

without compromising the quality of the dictionary. In Module 5, a classification algorithm 

based on a learned dictionary is presented for solving the intruder detection problem. An 

optional Stage 3 can be easily appended to this system where potentially an audio/visual based 

annunciation can be activated based on the output of this DL-based system. It is strongly 

believed that this proposed concept can also be easily integrated with the existing, reported 

approaches known in intruder detection problems e.g., automatic door control, and smartphone-

based surveillance system, with an enhanced performance [73], [75], [133]. 

 

6.3 Development of the IoT-based Real-

Time Intruder Detection System 
and Data Acquisition Procedure 

 
As already acknowledged in [73], [74], [130], and [133], the use of PIR sensors has 

become very appropriate in developing surveillance tools because of their low cost, ability to 

sense infrared radiation within the viewing range, and also, due to the ability to discriminate 

stationary objects from movable ones. As mentioned previously, the fundamental structure of 

the PIR sensor [128], [135] consists of two pyroelectric elements inside it, which are aligned 

in such a way within the surveillance region that it can detect the temperature variation due to 

any movement within its viewing range. This detection technique of the PIR sensor has been 

used here for solving the problem of intruder identification. The nature of the signal received 

from PIR sensors varies due to the movement of different persons, the gap between the human  
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body and the PIR sensor, height of the person, the existence of different objects within the 

viewing range, and the walking speed of an individual. The indigenously developed four PIR 

sensor-based intruder detection module has been shown in stage 1 of Fig. 6.1. The detailed 

implementation of the alignment of four PIR sensors along with the viewing range is presented 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 6. 2.  Pictorial representation of PIR sensors used: (a) alignment of PIR 

sensors inside the sensor array and (b) the viewing range of the sensor array 
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in Fig. 6.2. As discussed before, this system has been developed using four Panasonic 

AMN21112 analog PIR sensors [124], [125] along with a Robodyn Uno board that has been 

interfaced with an ENC28J60 Ethernet LAN network module for transferring the real-time data 

under Ethernet LAN. The details of the hardware developed and the internal connections of this 

experiment module are presented in Chapter 4. In this work, the system is built based on a 

client-server architecture where the Robodyn Uno acts as a server and Visual Basic acts as a 

clie 

 

Fig. 6. 3.  GUI developed at the PC end for the acquisition of real-

time signals in remote mode and the online display of recognized 

person whether anyone is an intruder or not 
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The GUI developed for real implementation for this problem at hand is shown in Fig. 6.3. 

Using this GUI at the PC end, data is acquired from four PIR sensors in real-time, and this 

data has been used to communicate in real-time with MATLAB where this proposed LC-

MCAS-DL algorithms and conventional K-SVD variants have been developed. In the 

recognized person Section, residual error of classification is used to determine whether the 

person is an intruder. The presence of an intruder is indicated by a moderately high residual 

error for entry of a particular individual. So, the detection of an intruder in specific regions is 

more effectively solved by using a specified dictionary learning algorithm that produces a 

higher residual error value.  

 

6.4 Label Consistency-based 
Modified Adaptive Sequential 

Dictionary Learning 
Approaches 

 

Representation of a signal as a combination of a few atoms from an overcomplete 

dictionary is the basic notion of sparse representation which is used as the essential foundation 

of the dictionary learning algorithm [87]. In this dictionary learning approach, a reduced-size 

dictionary is learned from a larger signal database in order to minimize the computational 

burden without losing any significant information of original data. In conventional dictionary 

learning, class information of the training data set is not used to learn a dictionary i.e., 

unsupervised learning is used [121]. In some of the earlier works [121] [128] [133], the 

effectiveness of such unsupervised learning has already been established for human movement 

detection problems. In [131], it has already been established that supervised dictionary learning 

shows better performance in classification compared to unsupervised learning. In this work, a 
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new sophisticated DL algorithm has been proposed to solve the intruder detection problem 

more efficiently. In this present proposed approach, the knowledge of supervised learning has 

been combined with the concept of adaptive sequential learning, replacing the corresponding 

stages in a conventional K-SVD algorithm [90]. The LC-K-SVD method [131], which is based 

on the conventional K-SVD algorithm but incorporating with some useful modifications, is 

presented first in a nutshell, followed by a brief discussion on adaptive sequential dictionary 

[132] learning as an alternative to the conventional K-SVD algorithm. Subsequently, the 

modified version of CAS-DL is presented, followed by a detailed discussion of the proposed 

new algorithm LC-MCAS-DL where the concept of label consistency has been integrated 

with modified consistent adaptive sequential dictionary learning. 

 

6.4.1 The Label Consistent K-
SVD Algorithm 

 

A supervised version of conventional K-SVD [90] [117] is named LC-K-SVD 

[131] which is aimed to use the class information of each training signal to learn a 

dictionary by introducing the power of reconstructive and discriminative properties. In 

K-SVD, the dictionary is learned from a larger signal database by solving the objective 

function: 

2

,
min iF p

  subject to i, l−  
D X

Y DX x      (6.1) 

Here, the signal database Y is expressed as n×NY i.e., set of N no. of signals 

with n dimensions each. Dictionary D is denoted as n KD  i.e., K no. of dictionary 

atoms with n dimensions each.  The sparse representation matrix is presented as 
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K NX  (K<N). In K-SVD, (6.1) is solved to obtain Dand X by minimizing the 

reconstruction error. The discriminative sparse code error is introduced in [131] to 

enforce the label consistency i.e., similar sparse code representations will be obtained 

for the signals with the same class identity. The objective function [131] has also been 

enhanced by incorporating the classification error into it. Hence, the objective function 

in LC-K-SVD is given as [131]:  

2 2 2

,

min
F F F

i p

+ +   

subject to i, l

 − − −

 

D,W,A X

Y DX Q AX H WX

x
     (6.2) 

In (6.2), the classification error is expressed as 
2

F
H WX−  where class labels of 

input signals are introduced as m N
H


 to learn the linear classifier m K

W


 . H is 

called the label matrix representing the labels of N signals of database Y with m no of 

classes. Each column of label matrix H is denoted as a column vector e.g., 

'[0,0...,1,...,0,0]i =h having a non-zero value representing the class label of the signal

iy . The discriminative sparse code error is expressed as 
2

 
F

Q AX− where 

discriminative sparse codes for the signal database Y  are presented as 

1[ ] ... K N

N


= Q q q and each column vector i

q is expressed corresponding to the 

signal iy . Each column vector iq  is expressed corresponding to each input signal iy by 

indicating the non-zero quantities at certain indices where the same class label has been 

shared by both the training signal iy and dictionary atom kd . Here, A is a linear 

transformation matrix.  and  both are the regularization parameters utilized to 

balance the contributions of discriminative and classification error in the objective 
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function (6.2). In LC-K-SVD, the conventional K-SVD algorithm is used to solve (6.2) 

for learning the dictionary D . The objective function can be modified as [131]:  

2

pF,
min ,

lc
ilc lc   s.t. i  l−  

D X
Y D X x      (6.3) 

Where
'

lc
Y Y Q H =   

'

lc
D Y A W =    .  

In the next Subsection, a modified consistent adaptive sequential learning 

algorithm (MCAS-DL) has been proposed and the objective function (6.3) has been 

solved in a novel manner using MCAS-DL instead of using conventional K-SVD. 

 

6.4.2 Modified Consistent Adaptive 
Sequential Dictionary Learning 

 
 

The fundamental concept of MCAS-DL has been developed based on 
1l norm-based 

dictionary learning algorithm in which the sparsity is controlled by regularization 

parameter. In consistent adaptive dictionary learning algorithm [132], an automatic 

adjustment in each entry of sparse matrix X has been computed using adaptive 

penalization of each entry of X . The objective function of consistent adaptive 

dictionary learning is formulated as [132]: 

2

2,
1 1

min . . 1,,
K N

F ki ki j

k i

n s t j
D D X

Y DX x d


= =

− + =      (6.4) 

The objective function (6.4) is differed from the conventional norm-based 

dictionary learning algorithm by introducing the use of different regularization 
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parameters in each entry of the sparse matrix X . Instead of using the conventional 

approach of solving (6.4), here, in this case, at each iteration dictionary atom 
jd is 

updated along with the respective sparse code j

Tx  associated with it based on the 

objective function (6.5) where penalized rank-1 matrix approximation has been used.  

2

, 1

2

( , ) arg min

. . 1

,
j
T

N
j j

j T j j T ji jiF
i

j

j

n

s t

d x

d x E d x x

d


=

= − +

=


    (6.5) 

Where  
,1

-
K

k

k Tj
k
k j

E = Y d x
=


          (6.6) 

The concept of ( 1... )j K= penalized rank-1 matrix approximation to combine 

the sparse coding stage and dictionary update stage has been introduced by this 

algorithm in each iteration of the sequential algorithm. Update of 
jd and j

Tx can be 

computed by performing the alternate iterative minimization of (6.5). Keeping 
jd fixed, 

j

Tx can be obtained as in (6.7) by minimizing (6.5).  

sgn( ) ( )

2

j j

T j j j j

n

+
= −X d E d E

      (6.7) 

Here, the row vector of tuning parameters is denoted as 
j which has been used 

to selectively control the sparsity of j

TX  by introducing different threshold values for 

different entries of j

TX [132]. To overcome the problem of tuning all the entries of sparse 

vector simultaneously, (6.8) has been proposed in [132] to promote sparsity of j

TX .  

, 0
ji

ji

T
X




 = 

         (6.8) 
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As shown in equation (6.8), different weightages are assigned to different 

entries of X, with a higher weightage assigned to more significant entries and vice 

versa. In this Section, a modified version of this methodology has been proposed to 

solve (6.3) to strengthen the effect of sparsity along with the concept of reducing 

reconstruction error, discriminative error, and classification error. Here, a modification 

has been incorporated in the stage of selection of a vector of tuning parameter 
j  in 

such a way that the values of the sparse entries are decreased exponentially, to provide 

different weightages in each entry of a sparse vector such that higher priorities will be 

assigned to significant entries over others. The modified version of (6.8) proposed in 

this work is given below: 

, 0
ji

T

ji
e

X




 
−

= 
        (6.9) 

 

In Section 6.6, the effectiveness of the proposed idea of selecting tuning 

parameters has been established for solving the problem of intruder detection. It has 

also been established that (6.9) works more efficiently compared to (6.8) for learning a 

dictionary to solve the problem at hand. The proposed MCAS-DL algorithm is 

summarized in Algorithm 6.1. 
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Algorithm 6.1: Modified consistent adaptive sequential 

dictionary learning (MCAS-DL) 

BEGIN 

Input: Training signal database as n NY  , Initial dictionary as

0D n K  

Output: Output dictionary n KD   and a coefficient matrix 𝐗. 

Step 1: 

Initialization: Initialize tuning parameter , 0  , the maximum 

number of iterations 
miter  and 1iter = .Step 2:  

FOR  1: miter iter=  

         FOR 1:j K=  

▪ Compute 
1,

-
K

k

j k T

k
k j

E = Y d x
=


  

▪ Perform singular value decomposition of 
jE to compute

and j

j Td x . 

▪ Compute the vector 
j of tuning parameter

ji using the 

proposed methodology (6.9). 
▪ Update associated sparse coefficients as 

sgn( ) ( )
2

jj

T j j j j

n
+

= −X d E d E  

▪ Update dictionary atom
2

as 

j

j T

j j j

j T

E x
d d

E x




=  

ENDFOR  
  IF 

1iter iter F
d d −−   

      THEN 
          CONTINUE 
             ELSE 
          STOP 
  ENDIF 
ENDFOR 
END 
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6.4.3  Label Consistency Based 
Modified Adaptive Sequential 

Dictionary Learning 
 

 

In this Subsection, the proposed LC-MCAS-DL algorithm has been discussed where 

the basic merits of the LC-K-SVD have been intelligently integrated with the concept 

of the modified adaptive sequential dictionary learning to find a superior solution for 

this intruder detection problem. Hence, the concept of supervised learning is introduced 

where discriminative sparse code error is introduced along with the reconstruction error 

and classification error to form a novel objective function (6.10) and this objective 

function has been solved by using the concept of adaptive sequential learning [132] to 

find a superior solution in classification. This new, integrated objective function is 

proposed as: 

2 2 2

,
1 1

2

min + +

. . 1,

K N

ki kiF F F

k i

j

n

s t j

D,W,A X

Y DX Q AX H WX x

d

  
= =

− − − +

= 


   (6.10) 

Keeping in mind the concept of penalized rank-1 approximation, (6.10) has been 

reformulated as (6.11) to incorporate penalization in each entry of sparse code matrix 

X to adjust the sparsity level adaptively:  

2

2,
1 1

min  +  . 1,
LC

LCkiF

K N

LC LC ki LCj

k i

n s t j
D X

Y D X x d
= =

− =     (6.11) 

Where  
'

LC
Y Y Q H = and

'

LC
D Y A W =     
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The equation (6.10) has been developed by hybridizing two objective functions 

(6.3) and (6.4) in which the advantages of adaptive sequential dictionary learning along 

has been combined with the concept of label consistency. Here, due to the use of 

penalized rank-1 matrix approximation, each atom of dictionary 
LCD i.e., 

LCjd is updated 

sequentially along with LCj

TX and equation (6.11) can be modified as 

2

, 1

2

( , ) arg min

. . 1

LCj
LCj T

LCj LCj

LCj T LCj LCj T LCjiF
i

N
LC

ji

LCj

n

s t

d x

d x E d x x

d


=

= − +

=


    (6.12) 

Here, another modification has also been proposed in (6.12) in selecting the 

tuning parameter 
LC . The 

LC  for each entry is modified as: 

, 0

LCji

LC T

LCji
e

X




 
−

=        (6.13) 

In this proposed algorithm, the tuning parameter LCj has been used to endorse the best 

version of sparsity in each entry of sparse code matrix X . To obtain the initial dictionary 

0D  several iterations of conventional K-SVD is performed for each sub-database 

containing original signals from a specific class and then the output of each K-SVD is 

combined to generate 
0D . This size of the dictionary is fixed throughout the learning 

process. Initialization of A and W is carried out using multivariate ridge regression model 

along with 
2l norm regularization, as follows [131]: 

1

2( )A QX XX I − = +          (6.14) 

1

1( )W HX XX I − = +          (6.15) 
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Algorithm 6.2: Label consistency based modified consistent 

adaptive sequential dictionary learning (LC-MCAS-DL) 

BEGIN 

Input: Training signal database as n NY  

Output: Output dictionary n KD  and a coefficient matrix 𝐗. 

Step 1: 

Initialization: 

Initialize tuning parameter
LC , set 0   the maximum number of 

iterations 
miter  and 1iter =  

Set Q as the discriminative sparse code of Y and H as class labels of 
input signal Y 

Set  and   as the weightage of discriminative and sparse code error 

and initialize dictionary size K. 

Step 2: 

Compute initial Dictionary 
0

n KD by grouping all the class specific 

dictionary obtained from each class using (6.1). 

Step 3: 

Initialize 
0X by using 

0 1  l or l  optimization approach and initialize

0 0 and A W  using (6.14) and (6.15). 

Step 4: 

Initialize
'

LC
 =   Y Y Q H and 

'

LC
 =  

 D Y A W  

           FOR 1: miter iter=  

• Update each atom of 
LCD i.e., 

LCjd by solving (6.12) using 

modified sequential learning given in Algorithm I. 

         ENDFOR 

• Compute , ,D A Wusing (6.17). 

END 
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Initially 
0X has been computed based on given initial class specific dictionary 

by using equation (6.1) where
1l norm optimization has been utilized and it has been 

solved by IRLS algorithm. The final LC-MCAS-DL algorithm is presented in 

Algorithm 6.2. In this proposed algorithm, the final D, A, W, and X are obtained 

simultaneously, in which accommodating a larger number of classes by minimizing the 

chances of getting trapped in local minima is encouraged. In this algorithm, both the 

sparse code and associated dictionary atom have been updated sequentially by adopting 

block co-ordinate decent approach via penalized rank-1 approximation instead of 

conventional K-SVD. 

 

6.5 Classification Approach based 
on Dictionary Learning 

 

 

After learning the dictionary D, the next step, the classification problem is shown in 

the last Section of Stage 2 in Fig. 6.1 to detect an intruder based on that learned dictionary. 

In this classification part, a linear predictive classifier has been used to detect whether an 

unknown signal y is that of an intruder entering in the restricted area among other known 

people in real-time. Thus, the optimization problem [123] is essentially solved. 

2
ˆ arg min subject to -

p
= 

x

x x y Dx        (6.16) 

Encouraged by the previous research efforts in [117][121][128][135], here also the 

performances of intruder detection systems have been extensively tested by using both 

relaxation and greedy algorithms based on the learned dictionary D.  
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As D, A and W are obtained from 
LCD  by using label consistency based sequential dictionary 

learning, where D, A, and W are 
2l normalized in 

LCD , the dictionary D cannot be used 

directly to solve the sparse code. To overcome this problem the actual dictionary D , the 

transformation parameter A and the classification parameter W has been computed as follows 

[131]. 

2 2 2

,  and ,
j j j

j j j

a
j

d w
D A W

d d d
= = = 
          
     
          

      (6.17) 

 

As a first step to identifying an intruder or a known person, at first, sparse code x̂  is 

first computed by using the equation (6.16) for the signal under consideration and then by 

using linear predictive classifier, the label vector c is computed as ˆ=c Wx . The presence of a 

known person in the restricted area can be identified if a significantly large value is obtained 

for any entry of this vector corresponding to a specific class. Otherwise, if a significant 

difference is not obtained for all entries in vector c and a single value cannot be distinguished 

as significantly different from the other values in vector c, then the signal was acquired from 

an intruder instead of from an authorized person. Here, sparse representation classifier based 

on D  can also be used to solve this classification problem. In the context of residual 

calculation for a signal y using the method of SRC, if the residual error for any one of the 

known classes is found extremely low compared to the residual error calculated for others, 

then the signal y would be associated with that class. The existence of an intruder is 

recognized if relatively high values are obtained in the estimated residual errors for the signal 

in each of the known classes.  
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6.6  Experimental Result Analysis 
 

6.6.1 Experimental Framework for 
Intruder Detection Problem 

 

 

To evaluate the performance of the developed module for intruder detection 

purposes, a certain area inside the laboratory has been utilized as a restricted access 

zone with the dimension of 1.98 m x 1.98 m in the ground and the hardware module 

has been installed at a height of 2. 59 m. This area was also used for the experimental 

purposes in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. To form the signal database, real-life signals have 

been acquired using this experimental setup from twenty-one subjects of different 

height, weight, and walking patterns, roaming in different directions in the region under 

observation. The volunteers have been selected from a height range of 1.58 m - 1.82 m 

and a weight range of 52 kg - 80 kg for this experiment. Then, the intruder detection 

has been carried out in a complete online fashion, in a real-world scenario. To test the 

performance of the system developed, 14 people are considered authorized persons, and 

the signals acquired from the rest seven people are considered intruders. Hence the 

dictionary is learned based on signals acquired from 14 authorized persons.  For each 

person 240 signals have been acquired walking in all directions i.e., a total of 5040 

(=21240) signals. Out of these 2688 (=14192) signals acquired from 14 authorized 

persons have been used to create the training database and the rest are used for testing 

purpose. 

Now each signal of the training and testing database is composed of readings 

acquired from all four PIR sensors. From each PIR sensor, 128 samples of data are 
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acquired and those are concatenated to create a signal vector of (4128) samples.  As 

mentioned, several times before, it is well known that the fundamental concept of DL 

is based upon sparse representation in which better performance can be obtained for 

over-complete dictionaries. The performance of sparse representation will be enhanced 

with the increase of dictionary over-completeness. This requires that number of rows 

should be as small compared to the number of columns in the dictionary as possible. 

This was also experimentally validated in previous works [128], [135]. Hence, to make 

the dictionary overcomplete, each signal vector has been represented using a smaller 

dimensional feature vector 
if consisting of Fourier coefficients by executing FFT on 

each dictionary atom 
id  where the number of PIR sensor is expressed as i . 

( (1)), ( (3)), ( (5)),
,

( (1)), ( (3)), ( (5))

where (1, 2, 3, 4)

T

i i i i i i

i

i i i i i i

S H S H S H
f

S F S F S F

i

=

=

 
 
        (6.18) 

Here, for the signal acquired from ith  sensor, the Fourier coefficient magnitudes 

of fundamental, third, and fifth harmonic are shown in 

( (1)), ( (3)),  and ( (5))
i i i i i i

S H S H S H  respectively, while the corresponding frequency 

values are depicted in ( (1)), ( (3)),  and ( (5))
i i i i i i

S F S F S F , i.e., 50 Hz, 150 Hz, and 250 

Hz, respectively. Hence from each 128 data samples from a PIR sensor acquired, six 

features have been extracted and concatenated for four PIR sensors to generate a feature 

vector of size (24 × 1). In this feature extraction stage, the training signal database is 

reduced from (512 × 2688) to a training feature database of (24 × 2688). For generating 

the testing signal, similar logic is applied. Thus, a significantly overcomplete dictionary 

is created in a bid to enhance performance.  
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In this context, first, it should be mentioned that a very extensive experimental 

evaluation was first undertaken utilizing signals acquired from 21 subjects and 

performing feature extraction using FFT and PCA. For features generated using FFT, 

from each PIR signal six, or ten or fourteen features have been extracted considering 

odd harmonic components upto fifth, or ninth, or thirteenth harmonic components. 

Similarly, six, or ten or fourteen features are also considered from the principal 

components obtained for each PIR signal. In this manner, at first six datasets were 

created. Then to further introduce more variations in the experiments carried out, for 

each dataset four different combinations of training and testing signals have been 

created. Out of these 21 subjects, four specific combinations of authorized persons and 

intruders are considered i.e., 16/14/11/7 are considered as authorized persons and the 

rest 5/7/10/14 are considered as intruders. Then experiments based on 24 such datasets 

created were performed. The details of these datasets created are presented in Table 6.1.  
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TABLE 6. 1: DETAILED DATA SETS IN CONSIDERATION FOR EXPERIMENTS ON 

INTRUDER DETECTION 

Datase

t No. 

Feature 

Extraction 

Methodolo

gy 

No. of 

features 

extracted 

from each 

PIR signal 

Signal feature 

database 

dimension 

Dataset Description 

DATA

SET_1  
FFT 3+3=06 

(64)5040 = 

245040 

[21 persons] 

DATASET_1_A: 16 

authorised persons+5 

unauthorised persons 

Training dataset: 

(24(16192)) = (243072) 

Testing dataset: (24(2148)) 

= (241008) 

DATASET_1_B: 14 

authorised persons+7 

unauthorised persons 

Training dataset: 

(24(14192)) = 

(242688) 

Testing dataset: 

(24(2148)) = 

(241008) 

DATASET_1_C: 11 

authorised persons+10 

unauthorised persons 

Training dataset: 

(24(11192)) = 

(242112) 

Testing dataset: 

(24(2148)) = 

(241008) 

DATASET_1_D: 7 

authorised persons+14 

unauthorised persons 

Training dataset: 

(24(7192)) = 

(241344) 

Testing dataset: 

(24(2148)) = 

(241008) 
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Datase

t No. 

Feature 

Extraction 

Methodolo

gy 

No. of 

features 

extracted 

from each 

PIR signal 

Signal feature 

database 

dimension 

Dataset Description 

DATA

SET_2 

FFT 

 
5+5=10 

(104)5040 = 

405040 

[21 persons] 

DATASET_2_A: 16 

authorised persons+5 

unauthorised persons  

Training dataset: 

(40(16192)) = 

(403072)  

Testing dataset: 

(40(2148)) = 

(401008)   

DATASET_2_B: 14 

authorised persons+7 

unauthorised persons  

Training dataset: 

(40(14192)) = 

(402688)  

Testing dataset: 

(40(2148)) = 

(401008)   

DATASET_2_C: 11 

authorised persons+10 

unauthorised persons  

Training dataset: 

(40(11192)) = 

(402112)  

Testing dataset: 

(40(2148)) = 

(401008)   

DATASET_2_D:  

7 authorised persons+14 

unauthorised persons  

Training dataset: 

(40(7192)) = 

(401344)  

Testing dataset: 

(40(2148)) = 

(401008)   
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Datase

t No. 

Feature 

Extraction 

Methodolo

gy 

No. of 

features 

extracted 

from each 

PIR signal 

Signal feature 

database 

dimension 

Dataset Description 

DATA

SET_3 

FFT 

 
7+7=14 

(144)5040 = 

565040 

[21 persons] 

DATASET_3_A: 16 

authorised persons+5 

unauthorised persons  

Training dataset: 

(56(16192)) = 

(563072)  

Testing dataset: 

(56(2148)) = 

(561008)   

DATASET_3_B: 14 

authorised persons+7 

unauthorised persons  

Training dataset: 

(56(14192)) = 

(562688)  

Testing dataset: 

(56(2148)) = 

(561008)   

DATASET_3_C:  

11 authorised persons+10 

unauthorised persons  

Training dataset: 

(56(11192)) = 

(562112)  

Testing dataset: 

(56(2148)) = 

(561008)   

DATASET_3_D:  

7 authorised persons+14 

unauthorised persons  

Training dataset: 

(56(7192)) = 

(561344)  

Testing dataset: 

(56(2148)) = 

(561008)   
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Datase

t No. 

Feature 

Extraction 

Methodolo

gy 

No. of 

features 

extracted 

from each 

PIR signal 

Signal feature 

database 

dimension 

Dataset Description 

DATA

SET_4 
PCA 06 

(64)5040 = 

245040 

[21 persons] 

DATASET_4_A: 16 

authorised persons+5 

unauthorised persons  

Training dataset: 

(24(16192)) = 

(243072)  

Testing dataset: 

(24(2148)) = 

(241008)   

DATASET_4_B: 14 

authorised persons+7 

unauthorised persons  

Training dataset: 

(24(14192)) = 

(242688)  

Testing dataset: 

(24(2148)) = 

(241008)   

DATASET_4_C: 11 

authorised persons+10 

unauthorised persons  

Training dataset: 

(24(11192)) = 

(242112)  

Testing dataset: 

(24(2148)) = 

(241008)   

DATASET_4_D: 7 

authorised persons+14 

unauthorised persons  

Training dataset: 

(24(7192)) = 

(241344)  

Testing dataset: 

(24(2148)) = 

(241008)   
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Datase

t No. 

Feature 

Extraction 

Methodolo

gy 

No. of 

features 

extracted 

from each 

PIR signal 

Signal feature 

database 

dimension 

Dataset Description 

DATA

SET_5 

PCA 

 
10 

(104)5040 = 

405040 

[21 persons] 

DATASET_5_A: 16 

authorised persons+5 

unauthorised persons  

Training dataset: 

(40(16192)) = 

(403072)  

Testing dataset: 

(40(2148)) = 

(401008)   

DATASET_5_B:  

14 authorised persons+7 

unauthorised persons  

Training dataset: 

(40(14192)) = 

(402688)  

Testing dataset: 

(40(2148)) = 

(401008)   

DATASET_5_C:  

11 authorised persons+10 

unauthorised persons  

Training dataset: 

(40(11192)) = 

(402112)  

Testing dataset: 

(40(2148)) = 

(401008)   

DATASET_5_D:  

7 authorised persons+14 

unauthorised persons  

Training dataset: 

(40(7192)) = 

(401344)  

Testing dataset: 

(40(2148)) = 

(401008)   
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Datase

t No. 

Feature 

Extraction 

Methodolo

gy 

No. of 

features 

extracted 

from each 

PIR signal 

Signal feature 

database 

dimension 

Dataset Description 

DATA

SET_6 

PCA 

 
14 

(144)5040 = 

565040 

[21 persons] 

DATASET_6_A: 16 

authorised persons+5 

unauthorised persons  

Training dataset: 

(56(16192)) = 

(563072)  

Testing dataset: 

(56(2148)) = 

(561008)   

DATASET_6_B:  

14 authorised persons+7 

unauthorised persons  

Training dataset: 

(56(14192)) = 

(562688)  

Testing dataset: 

(56(2148)) = 

(561008)   

DATASET_6_C:  

11 authorised persons+10 

unauthorised persons  

Training dataset: 

(56(11192)) = 

(562112)  

Testing dataset: 

(56(2148))=(561008)   

DATASET_6_D:  

7 authorised persons+14 

unauthorised persons  

Training dataset: 

(56(7192)) = 

(561344)  

Testing dataset: 

(56(2148)) = 

(561008)   
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6.6.2 Performance Evaluation 
 

Next, a very comprehensive performance comparison is carried out among many 

varieties of competing, state-of-the-art, related algorithms for each of these datasets and 

the corresponding results are reported below in TABLE 6.2_DATASET_1_A to 

TABLE 6.2_DATASET_1_D (for DATASET_1), TABLE 6.2_DATASET_2_A to 

TABLE 6.2_DATASET_2_D (for DATASET_2), TABLE 6.2_DATASET_3_A to 

TABLE 6.2_DATASET_3_D (for DATASET_3), TABLE 6.2_DATASET_4_A to 

TABLE 6.2_DATASET_4_D (for DATASET_4), TABLE 6.2_DATASET_5_A to 

TABLE 6.2_DATASET_5_D (for DATASET_5), and TABLE 6.2_DATASET_6_A 

to TABLE 6.2_DATASET_6_D (for DATASET_6). 

TABLE 6. 2: PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH OTHER COMPETING 

APPROACHES FOR DIFFERENT DATA SET 

TABLE 6.2_DATASET_1_A 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 82.14 

OC-SVM 72.82 

SVM 62.11 

KNN 70.00 

SRC 40.17 

K-SVD [117] 88.29 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 89.09 

MRK-SVD [135] 90.28 

MRAK-SVD [135] 91.77 

LC-K-SVD [131] 88.29 

IDL [131] 87.90 

CAS-DL [132] 69.64 

MCAS-DL 85.71 

LC-MCAS-DL 93.35 
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TABLE 6.2_DATASET_1_B 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 73.80 

OC-SVM 72.02 

SVM 53.00 

KNN 66.67 

SRC 47.34 

K-SVD [117] 83.13 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 86.90 

MRK-SVD [135] 89.09 

MRAK-SVD [135] 90.38 

LC-K-SVD [131] 91.96 

IDL [131] 86.30 

CAS-DL [132] 78.86 

MCAS-DL 85.12 

LC-MCAS-DL 93.55 

 

TABLE 6.2_DATASET_1_C 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 68.75 

OC-SVM 71.03 

SVM 66.03 

KNN 52.38 

SRC 45.63 

K-SVD [117] 82.14 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 84.23 

MRK-SVD [135] 87.80 

MRAK-SVD [135] 89.68 

LC-K-SVD [131] 82.44 

IDL [131] 79.76 

CAS-DL [132] 56.65 

MCAS-DL 86.48 

LC-MCAS-DL 90.77 
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TABLE 6.2_DATASET_1_D 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 61.70 

OC-SVM 60.20 

SVM 61.21 

KNN 51.88 

SRC 54.26 

K-SVD [117] 71.72 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 74.60 

MRK-SVD [135] 75.79 

MRAK-SVD [135] 76.19 

LC-K-SVD [131] 75.29 

IDL [131] 75.00 

CAS-DL [132] 64.48 

MCAS-DL 77.18 

LC-MCAS-DL 83.03 

 

TABLE 6.2_DATASET_2_A 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 79.96 

OC-SVM 83.33 

SVM 79.36 

KNN 76.00 

SRC 48.00 

K-SVD [117] 68.45 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 71.43 

MRK-SVD [135] 76.19 

MRAK-SVD [135] 77.18 

LC-K-SVD [131] 72.22 

IDL [131] 88.59 

CAS-DL [132] 86.31 

MCAS-DL 88.69 

LC-MCAS-DL 89.78 
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TABLE 6.2_DATASET_2_B 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 67.56 

OC-SVM 78.17 

SVM 77.38 

KNN 67.10 

SRC 46.83 

K-SVD [117] 60.71 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 62.50 

MRK-SVD [135] 64.29 

MRAK-SVD [135] 67.66 

LC-K-SVD [131] 57.44 

IDL [131] 81.45 

CAS-DL [132] 82.14 

MCAS-DL 84.23 

LC-MCAS-DL 86.81 

 

TABLE 6.2_DATASET_2_C 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 64.98 

OC-SVM 77.68 

SVM 62.00 

KNN 52.50 

SRC 41.27 

K-SVD [117] 48.21 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 52.38 

MRK-SVD [135] 52.98 

MRAK-SVD [135] 54.76 

LC-K-SVD [131] 80.35 

IDL [131] 77.28 

CAS-DL [132] 80.65 

MCAS-DL 81.55 

LC-MCAS-DL 84.32 
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TABLE 6.2_DATASET_2_D 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 64.98 

OC-SVM 77.68 

SVM 62.00 

KNN 52.50 

SRC 41.27 

K-SVD [117] 48.21 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 52.38 

MRK-SVD [135] 52.98 

MRAK-SVD [135] 54.76 

LC-K-SVD [131] 75.00 

IDL [131] 77.28 

CAS-DL [132] 80.65 

MCAS-DL 81.55 

LC-MCAS-DL 82.14 

 

TABLE 6.2_DATASET_3_A 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 79.26 

OC-SVM 88.40 

SVM 79.00 

KNN 76.80 

SRC 69.35 

K-SVD [117] 70.63 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 71.43 

MRK-SVD [135] 76.19 

MRAK-SVD [135] 77.38 

LC-K-SVD [131] 66.17 

IDL [131] 86.51 

CAS-DL [132] 76.79 

MCAS-DL 88.98 

LC-MCAS-DL 89.29 
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TABLE 6.2_DATASET_3_B 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 73.11 

OC-SVM 74.10 

SVM 78.37 

KNN 66.80 

SRC 62.00 

K-SVD [117] 61.90 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 64.29 

MRK-SVD [135] 66.67 

MRAK-SVD [135] 67.86 

LC-K-SVD [131] 76.98 

IDL [131] 82.84 

CAS-DL [132] 67.56 

MCAS-DL 84.92 

LC-MCAS-DL 85.91 

 

TABLE 6.2_DATASET_3_C 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 62.59 

OC-SVM 63.19 

SVM 78.27 

KNN 52.57 

SRC 50.20 

K-SVD [117] 60.41 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 61.21 

MRK-SVD [135] 65.17 

MRAK-SVD [135] 67.16 

LC-K-SVD [131] 70.43 

IDL [131] 77.28 

CAS-DL [132] 55.16 

MCAS-DL 73.15 

LC-MCAS-DL 79.06 
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TABLE 6.2_DATASET_3_D 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 60.09 

OC-SVM 61.21 

SVM 62.30 

KNN 51.28 

SRC 51.88 

K-SVD [117] 59.82 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 62.20 

MRK-SVD [135] 63.19 

MRAK-SVD [135] 64.18 

LC-K-SVD [131] 73.71 

IDL [131] 75.69 

CAS-DL [132] 55.16 

MCAS-DL 75.00 

LC-MCAS-DL 76.19 

 

TABLE 6.2_DATASET_4_A 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 28.57 

OC-SVM 54.87 

SVM 55.10 

KNN 14.09 

SRC 26.09 

K-SVD [117] 52.38 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 54.86 

MRK-SVD [135] 54.56 

MRAK-SVD [135] 59.72 

LC-K-SVD [131] 60.31 

IDL [131] 62.30 

CAS-DL [132] 61.40 

MCAS-DL 62.50 

LC-MCAS-DL 67.95 
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TABLE 6.2_DATASET_4_B 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 38.57 

OC-SVM 63.98 

SVM 54.39 

KNN 13.59 

SRC 35.62 

K-SVD [117] 52.87 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 53.57 

MRK-SVD [135] 40.60 

MRAK-SVD [135] 66.07 

LC-K-SVD [131] 65.97 

IDL [131] 63.19 

CAS-DL [132] 52.38 

MCAS-DL 65.67 

LC-MCAS-DL 66.36 

 

TABLE 6.2_DATASET_4_C 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 52.38 

OC-SVM 58.04 

SVM 64.68 

KNN 48.31 

SRC 50.00 

K-SVD [117] 51.48 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 53.57 

MRK-SVD [135] 54.66 

MRAK-SVD [135] 55.25 

LC-K-SVD [131] 55.85 

IDL [131] 56.84 

CAS-DL [132] 50.09 

MCAS-DL 64.18 

LC-MCAS-DL 66.00 
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TABLE 6.2_DATASET_4_D 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 60.91 

OC-SVM 58.53 

SVM 63.29 

KNN 49.70 

SRC 51.68 

K-SVD [117] 52.18 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 59.42 

MRK-SVD [135] 53.07 

MRAK-SVD [135] 53.57 

LC-K-SVD [131] 54.06 

IDL [131] 58.33 

CAS-DL [132] 56.25 

MCAS-DL 62.59 

LC-MCAS-DL 64.38 

 

TABLE 6.2_DATASET_5_A 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 59.22 

OC-SVM 62.79 

SVM 54.16 

KNN 53.47 

SRC 48.21 

K-SVD [117] 53.96 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 51.09 

MRK-SVD [135] 53.17 

MRAK-SVD [135] 55.35 

LC-K-SVD [131] 55.56 

IDL [131] 58.63 

CAS-DL [132] 56.84 

MCAS-DL 57.93 

LC-MCAS-DL 63.29 
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TABLE 6.2_DATASET_5_B 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 36.80 

OC-SVM 61.40 

SVM 52.38 

KNN 49.80 

SRC 33.73 

K-SVD [117] 39.68 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 50.70 

MRK-SVD [135] 51.48 

MRAK-SVD [135] 53.47 

LC-K-SVD [131] 54.46 

IDL [131] 54.66 

CAS-DL [132] 52.77 

MCAS-DL 54.26 

LC-MCAS-DL 61.70 

 

TABLE 6.2_DATASET_5_C 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 41.37 

OC-SVM 61.21 

SVM 65.00 

KNN 48.31 

SRC 46.83 

K-SVD [117] 48.81 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 51.78 

MRK-SVD [135] 52.08 

MRAK-SVD [135] 53.37 

LC-K-SVD [131] 53.86 

IDL [131] 54.36 

CAS-DL [132] 49.40 

MCAS-DL 55.95 

LC-MCAS-DL 61.30 
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TABLE 6.2_DATASET_5_D 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 48.31 

OC-SVM 60.61 

SVM 63.29 

KNN 46.72 

SRC 48.01 

K-SVD [117] 47.81 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 51.88 

MRK-SVD [135] 51.68 

MRAK-SVD [135] 52.67 

LC-K-SVD [131] 52.87 

IDL [131] 54.76 

CAS-DL [132] 49.20 

MCAS-DL 54.86 

LC-MCAS-DL 60.71 

 

TABLE 6.2_DATASET_6_A 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 57.53 

OC-SVM 52.48 

SVM 54.16 

KNN 44.44 

SRC 44.65 

K-SVD [117] 49.40 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 52.38 

MRK-SVD [135] 60.51 

MRAK-SVD [135] 61.90 

LC-K-SVD [131] 61.01 

IDL [131] 62.20 

CAS-DL [132] 62.20 

MCAS-DL 59.82 

LC-MCAS-DL 63.78 
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TABLE 6.2_DATASET_6_B 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 49.50 

OC-SVM 48.41 

SVM 52.38 

KNN 40.18 

SRC 41.56 

K-SVD [117] 44.64 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 45.53 

MRK-SVD [135] 56.64 

MRAK-SVD [135] 57.24 

LC-K-SVD [131] 57.63 

IDL [131] 58.13 

CAS-DL [132] 49.30 

MCAS-DL 59.92 

LC-MCAS-DL 62.30 

 

TABLE 6.2_DATASET_6_C 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 38.29 

OC-SVM 61.50 

SVM 60.91 

KNN 47.81 

SRC 54.66 

K-SVD [117] 49.70 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 40.47 

MRK-SVD [135] 55.75 

MRAK-SVD [135] 57.14 

LC-K-SVD [131] 57.73 

IDL [131] 59.22 

CAS-DL [132] 54.66 

MCAS-DL 58.43 

LC-MCAS-DL 61.60 
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TABLE 6.2_DATASET_6_D 

Method Recognition Accuracy (%) 

SVDD 37.40 

OC-SVM 59.22 

SVM 59.42 

KNN 47.42 

SRC 51.68 

K-SVD [117] 49.10 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 49.90 

MRK-SVD [135] 50.00 

MRAK-SVD [135] 51.48 

LC-K-SVD [131] 52.77 

IDL [131] 53.07 

CAS-DL [132] 52.67 

MCAS-DL 54.46 

LC-MCAS-DL 60.41 

 

Both state-of-the-art dictionary-based algorithms and well-established non-dictionary 

based algorithms have been considered for comparison purposes and the overall 

supremacy of the proposed LC-MCAS-DL algorithm has been clearly established from 

these experimentations. From the results reported it can also be seen that when the 

feature extraction was carried out using FFT, for each same size of feature vector 

chosen, the corresponding results obtained using LC-MCAS-DL algorithm was 

uniformly superior to the results obtained using PCA based feature extraction.  From 

these extensive studies carried out and performance evaluations obtained, it can be 

inferred that the supremacy of FFT based feature selection with a choice of 6 features 

per signal is firmly established. As the best recognition accuracy of 93.55% was 

achieved with LC-MCAS-DL using Dataset_1_B, henceforth all performance 

evaluations are carried out based on this dataset where FFT based feature selection was 
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carried out and a concatenated feature vector of size (241) obtained from four PIR 

sensors were used for evaluating all dictionary-learning and non-dictionary-learning 

based algorithms.  

Once the feature vectors are created and Y is formed, an important aspect is 

initialization of the dictionary in achieving good performance. Encouraged by the 

previous works [128], [135], k-means clustering has been used to initialize the 

dictionary D0 with a clustering size of 50%. As presented in Stage 2 of Fig. 6.1, in the 

next step, the dictionary D is learned based on D0 and Y using the DL algorithm 

presented in Section 6.4. Next, this dictionary D is used to detect the presence of an 

intruder, in online scenario, following the detection algorithm described in Section 6.5. 

As mentioned before, initial experiments are conducted to study the performance of 

LC-K-SVD [131] for different variations of  and    to learn the dictionary D. 

Motivated by [128], [135], the Iterative-Reweighed-Least-Squares (IRLS) algorithm is 

used both in dictionary learning as well as classification stage to solve the sparse coding 

stage and obtain sparse solutions respectively. The quantitative and graphical 

performance analysis of LC-K-SVD for different  and   are presented in Table 6.3 

and Fig. 6.4 respectively, in solving the intruder detection problem at hand. It can be 

seen that the recognition accuracy of LC-K-SVD gets improved until the value of α 

and β reach a certain level and then, the recognition accuracy starts to decrease. A 

choice of α=20 and β=5 are found as the best combination achieving the intruder 

detection accuracy of 91.96%. 
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TABLE 6. 3:  PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF LC- K-SVD WITH DIFFERENT 

 α AND β 

 

 

TABLE 6. 4: PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF CAS-DL AND MCAS-DL FOR 

DIFFERENT CHOICES OF ζ AND γ 

Initial 

value  

of ζ 

Recognition Accuracy (%) 

γ=2 γ=3 γ=6 

CAS-DL MCAS-DL CAS-DL MCAS-DL CAS-DL MCAS-DL 

1 62.40 65.27 64.48 65.47 63.78 77.28 

2 62.89 66.76 64.98 67.46 64.18 79.06 

5 63.19 69.44 65.37 70.83 65.37 79.36 

10 64.18 70.43 65.57 71.23 77.08 81.05 

15 64.48 71.72 67.46 72.22 78.86 85.09 

20 63.59 71.32 67.06 72.32 76.48 81.25 

 

     →  
Recognition Accuracy (%) 

1 2 5 10 20 30 

0.5 63.49 64.68 64.48 73.90 69.44 68.15 

1 64.38 65.07 66.47 74.90 75.39 68.94 

2 64.88 65.87 70.13 77.77 78.37 69.34 

3 65.37 66.36 78.67 81.34 89.28 72.12 

5 68.35 73.41 81.34 84.32 91.96 76.09 

10 67.95 69.34 82.14 78.86 79.36 75.69 

20 67.75 68.84 65.57 75.09 70.40 73.51 
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Fig. 6. 4.  Performance variations in LC-K-SVD with α and β 

 

Next, a detailed performance analysis and comparison of consistent adaptive 

sequential dictionary learning (CAS-DL) [132] and the modified version i.e., MCAS-

DL algorithm is presented in Table 6.5, for different choices of the initial values of ζ and 

γ. Once D is learned, SRC based classifier is implemented for intruder detection. A 

limiting value of 0.4 is chosen for residual error in the detection stage. It can be seen that 

MCAS-DL consistently provided improved performances compared to CAS-DL and the 

best detection accuracy of 85.09% was achieved with a choice of γ=6 and ζ=15. 

 Armed with the reasonable success of LC-K-SVD and MCAS-DL 

algorithms as presented in Table 6.3 and Table 6.4, in the next step, a detailed 

performance analysis of the proposed LC-MCAS-DL algorithm for the purpose of 

intruder detection is presented in Table 6.5. Here, α=20 and β=5 are chosen fixed, 

obtained as the best combination in Table 6.3. From Table 6.4 the best recognition 
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accuracy of 93.55% is obtained with α, β, ζ, and γ values of 20, 5, 15 and 6 respectively 

and when the initial dictionary is obtained using k-means algorithm. 

 
 

TABLE 6. 5: PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF LC-MCAS-DL ALGORITHM FOR 

DIFFERENT CHOICES OF ζ AND γ 

LC-MCAS-DL              

(D0 obtained using 

k-means clustering)                                                                                    

Recognition 

Accuracy 

(%) 

LC-MCAS-DL 

 (D0 obtained using K-

SVD [131] )                                                             

Recognition 

Accuracy 

(%) 

γ=2 

ζ=5 74.80 

γ=2 

ζ=5 77.28 

ζ=10 82.73 ζ=10 77.97 

ζ=15 84.72 ζ=15 86.40 

ζ=20 83.33 ζ=20 82.83 

      

γ=3 

ζ=5 73.41 

γ=3 

ζ=5 83.13 

ζ=10 82.83 ζ=10 85.81 

ζ=15 85.31 ζ=15 87.20 

ζ=20 84.82 ζ=20 83.63 

      

γ=6 

ζ=5 87.59 

γ=6 

ζ=5 84.42 

ζ=10 91.96 ζ=10 90.37 

ζ=15 93.55 ζ=15 92.26 

ζ=20 88.69 ζ=20 87.99 

 

 

Finally, a comprehensive performance comparison of the proposed algorithms with 

other contemporary, state-of-the-art competing algorithms is shown in Table 6.6, both 

in terms of recognition accuracy and equal error rate (EER). Both well-established non-

dictionary based algorithms and recently proposed related dictionary learning based 

algorithms have been used for the purpose of performance comparison. As mentioned 

before this comprehensive comparison has been reported on the basis of experiments 
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carried out using Dataset_1_B. Hence these comprehensive performance results are 

presented based on 14 authorized persons and seven intruders, employing three-fold 

cross-validation mechanism. It has been firmly established in Table 6.6 that LC-

MCAS-DL has emerged as the overall superior candidate algorithm for the intruder 

detection problem, both in terms of achieving highest recognition accuracy of 93.55% 

and lowest EER of 0.1%. In terms of recognition accuracy, LC-K-SVD emerged as the 

second best alternative with a recognition accuracy of 91.96%. In terms of EER, 

MRAK-SVD emerged as the second best alternative with an EER of 0.38%. 

 

TABLE 6. 6: PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH OTHER COMPETING 

APPROACHES 

Method Recognition Accuracy 

(%) 

Equal Error Rate 

(%) 

SVDD 73.80 1.5 

OC-SVM 72.02 1.8 

SVM 53.00 3.4 

KNN 66.67 2.8 

SRC 47.34 4.5 

CRC-RLS 61.50 2.5 

K-SVD [117] 83.13 0.39 

MMCP-K-SVD [128] 86.90 0.46 

MRK-SVD [135] 89.09 0.49 

MRAK-SVD [135] 90.38 0.38 

LC-K-SVD [131] 91.96 0.41 

IDL [131] 86.30 1.1 

CAS-DL [132] 78.86 1.5 

MCAS-DL 85.12 0.45 

LC-MCAS-DL 93.55 0.1 
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Next, another detailed performance comparison of LC-MCAS-DL, LC-K-SVD and 

MCAS-DL in terms of accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, false positive rate (FPR), false 

rejection rate (FRR) and EER on the basis of Dataset_1_B is shown in Table 6.7. Here 

also, the supremacy of LC-MCAS-DL algorithm has been consistently established in 

terms of all performance metric considered. Fig. 6.5 shows the class specific 

performances for these three algorithms for the intruder detection problem at hand. Here 

also it can be seen that LC-MCAS-DL overall outperforms other two algorithms in 

recognizing both authorized persons and detecting presence of intruders in the restricted 

access area. Based on 10 sample consecutive executions of the classification method in 

online/implementation mode, it is determined that the average computation time 

required to detect an unauthorized/authorized person is 0.68 ±0.034 sec for LC-MCAS-

DL based solution of the intruder detection problem. 

 

 

TABLE 6. 7: PERFORMANCES COMPARISON IN TERMS OF ACCURACY, 

SENSITIVITY, SPECIFICITY, FPR, FRR AND EER 

 

 

 

  

Method Used 

LC-MCAS-

DL 

LC-K-

SVD 

MCAS-DL 

Accuracy (%) 93.55 91.96 85.12 

Sensitivity (%) 93.55 91.96 85.12 

Specificity (%) 99.68 99.60 99.26 

Precision (%) 94.27 92.79 87.68 

False Positive Rate (%) 0.32 0.40 0.74 

False Rejection Rate (%) 6.48 8.03 14.88 

Equal Error Rate (%) 0.10 0.41 0.45 
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6.7 Summary 
 

In this Chapter, a novel DL algorithm called LC-MCAS-DL algorithm has been proposed 

for intruder detection problems in unmanned office or home environment. An indigenously 

developed low-cost hardware system, comprising four PIR sensors, a Robodyn Uno board, and 

an Ethernet interface module, is used in conjunction with a sophisticated software module, 

developed at the PC end, in real-time, in which the LC-MCAS-DL approach is implemented 

for intruder detection in a restricted access area. The LC-MCAS-DL algorithm has been 

developed by hybridizing the good features of LC-K-SVD and CAS-DL algorithms and 

proposing a modification in the CAS-DL module. According to extensive real-life 

Fig. 6. 5.  Class specific performances for fourteen authorized 

persons and seven unauthorized persons 
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experiments, it has been firmly established the supremacy of the proposed approach over 

several dictionary-based and non-dictionary-based state-of-the-art and well-established 

approaches.  

 



   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

CHAPTER 7 

Conclusion 
 

 

 

his present thesis work is focused on developing sensor based intelligent system 

incorporating sophisticated machine learning aided signal processing techniques with 

efficient decision making mechanism for monitoring ADLs in smart homes or in other indoor 

environment. This Chapter summarises the thesis work by drawing conclusions from the 

investigations covered in the earlier Chapters. Additionally, this thesis delineates a number of 

research directions for future studies. 

 

7.1 Conclusion of the present Thesis 
Work 
 

In this study, three prominent categories of ADL problems have been addressed. Those are 

human behavior identification problem, detection of the direction of human movement, and 

intruder detection. Several solution methodologies have been proposed for finding the solution 

of different ADL problems under consideration. 

In this context, first, for finding the solution of human behavior identification problem, 

this present research work has proposed K-SVD dictionary learning based SRC classifier 

where sparse coding stage has been solved using OMP algorithm. In order to demonstrate the 

efficacy of this approach, an accelerometer data set with data corresponding to different human 

behaviors has been used.  Furthermore, the proposed algorithm has demonstrated its efficiency 

in classifying/separating both bi-class behavior and multi-class behavior. Additionally, 

T 
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different variants of K-SVD algorithms by using different variation of greedy and relaxation 

algorithm, have been developed and successfully employed for human behavior recognition 

purposes. In order to establish more efficient DL algorithms for human behavior recognition, 

IRLS and LS based sparse coding stages have been hybridized with the K-SVD algorithm. 

Next, the thesis work has shown how a general purpose low-cost, integrated system can 

be developed utilizing modern hardware and software designs for automated, intelligent 

monitoring of ADL activities in smart home or in indoor environment. This research work has 

shown how this module can be employed for developing low-cost ADL system.  

In this regard, this research work has focused on another important category of ADL 

problem i.e., the human movement detection problem. This work has demonstrated how a 

recently proposed dictionary learning method, known as the MCP algorithm, can be effectively 

used to address the real-time detection of the direction of human movement detection problem. 

As part of this research, a new variant of MCP algorithm, referred as the modified MCP 

algorithm, is proposed, which can improve the accuracy of the MCP algorithm even further. 

The research has successfully shown how the performance of the K-SVD method can be 

enhanced by using the MCP algorithm and eventually improved more by employing the 

MMCP algorithm.  

In this same context of detection of the direction of human movement, for improving the 

performance further, this research work has proposed another DL scheme based on the concept 

of regularization and established how this recently proposed regularised version of the K-SVD 

algorithm can be successfully applied to find an optimal solution. Both the RK-SVD and RAK-

SVD have been successfully applied to the problem at hand and a modified version of both 

algorithms is proposed which uses novel methods for adapting the regularization parameter.  
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 At last, this research work is focused on finding the solution of another important 

problem i.e., intruder detection in unmanned situation. Here, a novel DL algorithm called LC-

MCAS-DL algorithm has been proposed and has been coupled with an indigenously developed 

low-cost hardware system in real time. LC-MCAS-DL is a hybrid algorithm that integrates the 

best features of LC-K-SVD and CAS-DL, and proposes modifications to the CAS-DL module.   

  

7.2  Future Scope of Work 
 

In the present scenario, being able to deliver a self-sufficient environment in the office or home 

by using an indigenously developed hardware-software combine module is considered as the 

fundamental requirement of any AAL system. In this context, it has been established that this 

sensor based integrated system coupled with several novel dictionary learning based 

approaches can be successfully employed to find the solution of many common ADL problems. 

Therefore, development of DL based systems for monitoring different activity in real 

environment are certain to have a positive influence on the workforce. Based on this premise, 

it can be concluded that research on such topics will gain popularity not just amongst 

academicians but also industrialists. This premise leads to the conclusion that research on such 

areas will become more popular among academics as well as businesspeople. Hence, it 

becomes necessary to keep improving the technologies associated with sensor based ADL 

monitoring system so that it can efficiently detect any kind of ADL activities in AAL 

environment. Several such ideas regarding future directions for research as an extension of the 

present work, are listed below. 

➢  In this present work, the dictionary has been trained offline after creation of the 

training database using real signals acquired and then live ADL monitoring has been 

performed in real time based on the learned dictionary and high recognition accuracy 

has been achieved from performance analysis. In this context, in future, this work may 
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focus on learning the dictionary for any ADL detection in online situation itself for the 

experimental platform developed in the laboratory and also, can investigate the real 

time recognition performance of such systems. 

 

➢ Developing the sensor based integrated system with suitable scaling to sense more than 

eight directions in human movement detection problem, if there is an availability of 

such sensors in market, with a better spatial resolution.  

 

➢  Developing similar low-cost, integrated systems in future, using new dictionary 

learning-based approaches for further improvement in sophistication and accuracy, 

will consider a variety of challenging situations like the observation area having 

obstacles in it, having different shapes etc. and also will investigate robustness for other 

classes of AAL problems like fall detection, human tracking, etc.  

 

➢ The impact of limitation in the use of PIR sensor, possible noise causes and 

disturbance may have influence on the detection accuracy and that can be addressed in 

future for enhancing the performance of the system even further. 

 

➢ Developing different new varieties of dictionary initialization methods by introducing 

e.g. different variants of K-Medoid clustering method such as distribution distance 

metrics based K-Medoid, supervised similarity measure based K-Medoid, Tabu search 

based iterative K-Medoid clustering, etc. and their modified versions so that the 

performance of ADL detection can be enhanced. 

 

➢ In this present work, suitable values of hypermeters have been chosen based on 

extensive manual tuning to evaluate performance, for example as shown in Chapter 5 
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in pg.119 and in Chapter 6 in pg. 157. However, these hyper-parameters can also be 

obtained, in future, by configuring the problem as an optimization problem and then 

using e.g. a suitable metaheuristic/evolutionary algorithm to solve it. For example, Eq. 

5.5 in Chapter 5 or Eq. 6.10 in Chapter 6 can be solved in this manner. 
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